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PREFACE
This report describes involuntary civil commitment in the First
Judicial Depar.tment (Manhattan and the Bronx) of New York City·. The study
upon- which this; report is based was. part of. a larger proj ec.t undertaken by
the Institute on Mental Disability and the Law, National Cent-er for State
Courts.. Phase 1 of the project began on January 1, 1981, and lasted for
eighteen· months •. Funding was. provided by· a coalition of private
foundations. The major funding was provided by a grant from the John D.
and Catherine'T. MacArthur Foundation of Chicago. Additional grants.were
made by the· New York Community Trust, the Della Martin Foundation of Los
Angeles,. the· Chicago Community Trust, the Columbus Foundation, and the
Winston-Salem Foundation.
This first phase has resulted in two major products. The first
is a set of five site-specific volumes containing recommendations for
improvement of involuntary civil commitment systems in five metropolitan
areas throughout the United States: Chicago, Columbus (Ohio), New York
City, Los Angeles, and Winston-Salem (North Carolina). The second product
of Phase l is Provisional Substantive and Procedural Guidelines for
Involuntary Civil Commitment, published in July 1982. This document has a
national perspective, but builds upon the field work and analyses
undertaken in New York and the other metropolitan areas mentioned above.
Together these two products comprise in excess of 800 pages of text and
contain over 240 guidelines and recommendations for the improvement of
involuntary civil commitment throughout the United States.
These two products are intended to be pragmatic and utilitarian.
Site-specific reports, such as this document, focus primarily on the
manner in which a local involuntary civil commitment system functions or
should function. Each site-specific report contains observations of how
statutory provisions are currently implemented, where and why practice
deviates from statute, and what practices go beyond the current scope of
the law. Strengths and weaknesses are identified and recommendations are
made for change and improvement. Provisional Guidelines contains
nationally oriented guidelines aimed at judges, court personnel, and
mental health professionals in agencies allied with the courts, who work
with the involuntary civil commitment process on a daily basis. The
principal goal of that volume is to facilitate more efficient management
of resources available to these individuals, and to facilitate the
development and use of fair, simplified, and streamlined procedures for
involuntary civil commitment. Great emphasis is given to practical
considerations, that is, to making the implementation of existing laws
workable.
Phase 2 of this project has been planned and will commence this
fall, contingent upon receipt of adequate funding. During the second
phase, the Institute on Mental Disability and the Law intends to put the
site-specific recommendations and the provisional guidelines into the
hands of those who can use them. The Phase 2 work will entail six major
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element·s·: ( l) th•:! review,. revi.sion;. publication, and dissemination· of
the recommendations-and provisional guidelines developed in Phase l; (2).
the· deve:lopment o:E anc information" clearinghouse· for. the improvement of
involuntary c·ivil commmitment;. (3) education' and training· of cour.t and
mental. heal.th. per:rnnnel.; (4) technical assistance to the court:s· and
allied. agenc·ies; (5) demonstrations• of model systems;. and (6) maintaining
of liaison,with user. groups.
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CHAPTER I

INTROD UGT ION
OVERVIEW· OF THE REPORT

This- report focuses on· the system of involuntary civil
commitment in· the· First Judicial Department of New York City. This brief
introduction explains how the research was conducted, what its
limit·ations are, and how certain terms. are used in the report.
The

N~ture

of the Study

This document is a descriptive and qualitative analysis of the
laws and procedures relating to the involuntary civil commitment of
adults in New York City. The bases for the analysis are the New York
statute and relevant case law, professional literature in law and mental
health, interviews with people who work in the New York system, and
observations of the system at work.
Although the report contains many references to the New York
statutes, it is not intended as either a definitive legal analysis of
those statutes or an exhaustive descriptive analysis. Reference is made
to the statutes to help explain why and how the system works as it does
in New York. Statutory interpretations presented in this report should
not be taken as authoritative, whether presented as the interpretations
of these researchers or of people in the field.
Neither is this report to be taken as a scholarly analysis of
issues. It contains no citations to professional literature, although an
enormous body of relevant literature exists. Scholarly works abound on
mental health law and civil commitment, including some produced by the
staff of this project. To cite professional literature as it relates to
the manifold aspects of this report would have been an enormous task and
would have increased the bulk of this report significantly. We thus
chose to not cite these works, leaving scholarly analyses to other
reports. Our obvious debt to the scholarly work of others in this field
is readily acknowledged, however, and will be easy to identify in the
pages that follow. We make no pretense that the philosophical and
technical ideas raised in this volume are original thoughts, and we
apologize in advance to the numerous authors whom we fail to credit.
This report describes how informed people who are involved with
commitment cases in New York perceive their system to work. It is a
report of what these people do, what they feel about what they do, and
what they have suggested about other ways their work might be done.
While we do not claim to present an authoritative treatise on either the
law or current scholarly thinking in this area, we do hope to present an
accurate and representative report of the opinions and practices of the
people who are central to the New York City civil commitment system.
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AlT that' we know about. the system is what we- have been told. by.
the people in New York,, supplemented by the statutes',. the professional
literature-,. and a limited number of personal observations. When it is.
reported that certain events occur in New York,. it should be understood
that this means we·wer.e told that those events occur or that we observed
them: occur·.. If- specific. sou.rce.s, of. infonnation ar.e not cited, it can· be·
assumed' that this. information, was, repor.ted. to these·- resear.chers by
virtuaily,everyonie who was interviewed. If infonnation came only from· a
particular source, or if it differed from information coming from. other
sources-,. then the specific source of the infonnation is identified. Al1
information- sourc,es are· reported as. generic categories of people, such as
judges;, attorneys:, physicians,,. mental health. P.rofess:i:onals ,. and so, on.
Specific· names of people are~ not. used·. We· have attempted to maint·ain
conf.ident:iality· o:E· the· information. that was provided. t·o· us.. We promised
that names would. be removed from all data materials so that particular
persons could not be associated unambiguously with particular bits of
information provided, to us.
Appendix B cont·ains copies. of the data collection guides that
were used by researchers in New York. The appendix also contains a
statement of research ethics. and confidentiality that directed this work •.
The anaiysis is organized roughly chronologically, proceeding
from pre hearing e~rents, through the hearing, to posthearing concerns. A
separate section is -included regarding the respondent's counsel, who
usually comes into the picture after a person has been taken into custody
but before a hearing, and whose involvement may last through the
posthearing period. While another means of organizing these materials
might arguably have been more effective, this general organization scheme
was used in order to provide maximum comparability between these
materials and those that the project staff prepare for other sites and
for general use.
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Limitations and Focus of this Report
Every research effort has its limitations. These need to be
acknowledged so that the conclusions in the report are not generalized to
situations to which they do not apply.
This repc1rt applies only to the process of civil commitment in
the the First Judicial Department of New York City. It is not meant to
apply to any other parts of the State of New York, or even to the City's
other judicial departments. Some of the information presented certainly
will generalize beyond the First Judicial Department; but generalizations
to other areas must be made by the reader as fortuitous and serendipitous
offshoots of this work, and not as the intention of these researchers.
Other products coming from this research project will establish some
general lessons that might be applied nationwide, but that will not be
the intent of this report.
This report relates only to mentally ill adults in the civil
justice system in the First Judicial Department. The report is not meant
to be accurate with reference to prisoners, juveniles, or the mentally
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retarded or developmentally disabled, except where noted. Neither is
this report intended t·o apply c·o criminal connnitments. A reviewer of an
earlier draft of this report correctly stressed. that although this- report
is not intended to directly. address criminal commitment procedures,
impl'ementation· of many of the included recommendations would necessarily
affect criminal procedures.. Two classes of patients in particular might
be affected •. The first incfodes' patients,. previously charged with
serious crimes, who are found not responsible by reason of mental disease·
or defect (P.L •. 30.05) and are subsequent·ly· committed pursuant to C.P.L.
330.20. The second class include·s patients who are found not competent
toe a·ssist counser with respect to pending, criminal charges and thus. are
committed· pursuant· t.o c·.P.L. Artic'le 730.. Readers should recognize the
focus of the study upon which this report is based and should consider
its ramifications towardpatients committed pursuant to criminal
procedures.
The data for this report were gathered' during October 1981. The
final report was released in June 1982. The report is accurate as of
that time •. In performing policy analysis and making reconnnendations for
change, one implicitly hopes that the report soon will be out of date.
The longer a situation remains unchanged, the longer the report contents
remain accurate and the greater the evidence that the report had no
impact.
Terminology
Some terms used throughout this report deserve special comment.
Particularly troublesome is the word "commitment, 11 and its various forms
and derivatives. The current vogue is not to use this word because of
its strong negative connotations. In its place, many people are using
the term "hospitalization." We have chosen, though, to use "connnitment"
in this report for two reasons. First, it is a term that is commonly
used in speech, readily recognized, and well understood. Second, in
several states, commitment and hospitalization are not synonymous. Where
hospitalization is merely one form that an order of commitment may take,
commitment is more nearly synonymous with 11 court-ordered treatment."
Although the term 11 court-ordered11 might in one state be a good substitute
for the word 11 committed11 , statutes in other states, including New York,
make it possible for people to be committed without the involvement of a
court. Thus, the search for a synonym is frustrated and "commitment" is
used despite the stigma that has been associated with it. Perhaps the
ultimate solution to this dilemma will be the reform of civil commitment
law and practice, and subsequent re-education of the public, so that the
stigma, and not the word, eventually disappears.
Two other words appearing throughout this report are
"respondent11 and 11 patient. 11 These words are essentially synonymous for
the purposes of this report. Technically, a patient is a person who has
been admitted for mental health treatment, with or without court
involvement, as either an inpatient or an outpatient. (Outpatients are
more frequently referred to as "clients" by mental health professionals,
but they will be called "patients" in this report.) A respondent is a
person who is the subject of an involuntary commitment proceeding.
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Generally, . the report refers to· the person as "·respondent" with· regard to·
legal' conc·erns and before a commitment has• been ordered. The person is
referred to: as a "patiene'· with regard to treatment concerns and
following a commit:ment or voluntary admission to treatment.
Another. 1:·erm· frequent:lY' used in. this report is "these
r:esearcher.s." Associated terms are "we·," "p_roject staff," "our," and so
on. These terms refer to staff of the National Center for State Courts
who participated i.n this research- project.. They are listed by name in
the Acknowledgements. The project benefited immensely from the staff's
sharing of observations, ideas, and opinions. As a result of the sharing
process,,. however,. it is impossible to place responsibility for any of the
report'$~ contents. with any single· individual.
W. Lawrence Fitch, Bradley:·
D. McGr.aw, Janice Hendryx,. and Thomas B. Marvell, served as authors of
this report-, however, and it is they who· bear responsibility for the
accurate chronicling· of this material.
Throughout this report, reference is made to "the New York
statutes," or. simply "the statutes." These statutes are contained in the
New York Mental Hygiene Law . (McKinney 19T8).

SUMMARY OF

INVOLUli~ARY

NEW YORK

CIVIL COMMITMENT IN.THE FIRST JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT,

CITY

The New York Mental Hygiene Law prescribes four basic procedures
for the initiatio~L of involuntary civil commitment proceedings:
emergency admission; admission upon the application of statutorily
designated lay individuals accompanied by the certificates of two
examining physicians; admission upon the application of the Director of
Community Services. or his or her designee; and admission upon the order
of a court.
In practice, most involuntary commitments in the First Judicial
Department of New York City begin as emergency admissions. A reviewer of
an earlier draft c1f this report said that in the Bronx, although
admissions at the three city hospitals are generally emergency
admissions, the three private hospitals with psychiatric units generally
admit patients by one of the other three procedures. The reviewer
suggested that this variance between public and private hospitals is
probably also true in Manhattan. The statutory criterion for a
fifteen-day emerge:ncy admission is "a mental illness for which iI1DI1ediate
observation, care, and treatment in a hospital is appropriate and which
is likely to result in serious harm to himself or others." (9.39)
"Likelihood to result in serious harm" is defined as "(l) substantial
risk of physical harm to himself as manifested by threats of or attempts
at suicide or serious bodily harm or other conduct demonstrating that he
is dangerous to himself, or (2) a substantial risk of physical harm to
other persons as manifested by homicidal or other violent behavior by
which others are placed in reasonable fear of serious physical harm."
( 9 .3 9)
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The police are authorized by statute to· take into custody anyone
meeting. the emergency admissions criterion. Further, courts of general
jurisdiction are empowered t·o. order the removal of a person to a mental
health. facility· for possible emergency admission.. This court-ordered
admissions procedure,. while statutorily authorized, reportedly is very
rarely- used in New' York City.. Police initiation of the· emergency
admiss·ions: procedure is the· norm •.
Before a·person may be admitted.to a.hospital pursuant to the
emergency admissions. procedure·, a. hospital physician must examine the
person: and determine that he. or she meets the criterion. for. emergency
admission.. If,. wi.thin f or.ty-eight hour.s of admission, a member. of the
hospital's psychiatric staff conducts an examination which confirms the
pre-admission examination findings, the person may be detained for up to
fifteen days.
Upon admission, the patient is informed of his or her status. and
legal. r.ights and of the availability of the legal services of the Mental
Health Information.Service (MHIS). A judicial hearing is held only if
requested by the patient, a relative or friend of the patient, or MHIS.
A hearing must be held within five days of a request, unless a
continuance is granted.
In order for a patient to be involuntarily hospitalized beyond
the fifteen-day emergency period, an application and two physician's
certificates must be received by the director of the hospital. At any
time within sixty days from the date of a patient's initial emergency
admission a patient, a relative or friend, or the MHIS, may challenge the
director's decision to commit by giving to the director written notice
requesting a hearing. The director, in turn, must forward to the court a
copy of the notice and of the patient's record. The court must set a
hearing for not later than five days after it receives the notice and
record. If the court determines, based upon a review of these materials,
that the patient is mentally ill and in need of involuntary care and
treatment, it may order continued involuntary hospitalization for up to
sixty days. A person is deemed "in need of involuntary care and
treatment" if he or she has a mental illness for which hospitalization is
essential to the person's welfare, and has an impairment of judgment that
renders him or her unable to understand the need for such hospitalization.
At the expiration of the sixty-day treatment period, the court
may order continued involuntary hospitalization for up to six months upon
a showing that the patient remains in need of involuntary care and
treatment. At the end of this period, the court may order treatment for
up to an additional year. Subsequent treatment periods of up to two
years each may be ordered.
Any person who has been involuntarily hospitalized following a
court hearing may, within thirty days of the court's order, obtain a
rehearing and review of the order. Orders resulting from review hearings
may be appealed. The MHIS continues to provide legal services to
patients during their periods of commitment.
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SUMMA:R.Y OF

(

RE·COMMl~NDATIONS

This, rep1:>rt is intended. to be of practical use to the courts. and
agencie·s in New YiJrk City that provide services to the mentally ill. In.
addition to describing_ the F·irst Judicial Department's civil commitment
system, the• repori:· presents practical recommendations for impovement in
the' system. The :recommendations were derived from several sources. Many·
were taken from-suggestions made by people working in the New York City
system. Others· a:t:>e variations of suggestions made by professionals in
the other project sites to accommodate their systems 1 problems. Some
recommendations spring. primarily from the research staff •·s obser•rations
of ci:vil commitment. practices. in New York and· from the staff's review of
tha professional literature on· this topic.
Each of t:he chapters of this report contains a number of
recommendations.. After studying_ this report, or simply from being
familiar with commitment procedures in New York, the reader may be
surprised. that sora.e~ recommendations have not been· made. Many issues.can
be· identified on:which recommendations might have· been offered. but were
not.. The absence· of recommendations addressing \)articular issues can be
accounted. for in t:wo ways. First, if the New York system is
administering a CE~rtain procedure in a manner that appears impossible to
improve upon, no recommendation is made. Thus, to some extent, the lack
of a recommendation may be taken as implicit approval of the status quo.
Second, situation11 are identified in the report in which the
countervailing fac~tors are so nearly weighted that any recommendation
would be hard to justify. In these situations, the preference was to
make no recommendation rather than to present a recommendation with a
weak foundation. It should be apparent after reading the ~eport why
particular recommendations were not made, as well as why others were.
Recommendations are made throughout the report as they arise
from the textual discussions.. The text is organized in an approximately
chronological fashion, as events ordinarily unfold during a commitment
proceeding. Here,, the recommendations are reproduced according to the
chapter in which they appear in the text. Thus, one can quicl,<ly turn to
the chapter from which the recommendation was taken and locate the
textual discussion accompanying the recommendation. In this section, the
recommendations are presented in summary form only, without discussion.
The full report must be reviewed for a complete understanding of each
recommendation.
Recommendations
Prehearing
RECOMMENDATION: A PROCEDURE SHOULD BE DEVELOPED TO PE&.'1IT
POLICE OFFICERS TRANSPORTING RESPONDENTS TO HOSPITALS
PURSUANT TO THE EMERGENCY ADMISSIONS PROCEDURE TO LEAVE
RESPONDENTS IN THE CUSTODY OF THE HOSPITAL WHETHER OR NOT
AN EXAMINATION HAS BEGUN. HOSPITAL STAFF SHOULD DEVELOP A
STANDARD SET OF QUESTIONS DESIGNED TO ELICIT FROM POLICE
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OFFICERS INFORMATION ABOUT THE RESPONDENT'S BEHAVIOR DURING
THE CUSTODY-TAKING THAT MIGHT BE. HELPFUL TO THE PHYSICIAN
IN CONDUCTING THE EVALUATION. THESE QUESTI.ONS SHOULD BE
MA.DE AVAILABLE TO POLICE OFFICERS IN ADVANCE so· THAT
RESPONSES MAY BE PRESENTED IN WRITING TO EMERGENCY ROOM
STAFF UPON PRESENTATION OF THE RESPONDENT.
RECOMMENDATION: STAFF OF THE HOSPITAL'S· ADMISSIONS
DEPARTMENT, IN COOPERATION WITH THE HOSPITAL'S PSYCHIATRIC
EMERGENCY ROOM STAFF, SHOULD BE RESPONSIBLE FOR OBTAINING
FROM RESPONDENTS THE NAMES OF PERSONS TO BE NOTIFIED, IF
ANY, AND SHOULD PROVIDE SUCH NOTIFICATIONS. AS ARE REQUIRED
BY. STATUTE •
RECOMMENDATION: PHYSICIANS CONDUCTING INITIAL EXAMINATIONS
OF RESPONDENTS UPON PRESENTATION FOR ADMISSION SHOULD
CAREFULLY EXPLAIN TO RESPONDENTS THEIR STATUS IN THE
HOSPITAL AND THEIR RIGHTS AS PATIENTS. MHIS STAFF SHOULD
MEET PERSONALLY WITH EVERY RESPONDENT SOON AFTER EMERGENCY
ADMISSION TO EXPLAIN CLEARLY HIS OR HER LEGAL RIGHTS AND
PROTECTIONS.
RECOMMENDATION: HOSPITAL STAFF AND MHIS ATTORNEYS SHOULD
PLACE MORE EMPHASIS ON EXPLORING THE SUITABILITY OF
INFORMAL OR VOLUNTARY STATUS AND SHOULD EXPLAIN FULLY TO
RESPONDENTS THEIR OPTION OF ACCEPTING INFORMAL OR VOLUNTARY
STATUS UPON ADMISSION AND THE PRACTICAL AND LEGAL
CONSEQUENCES OF ACCEPTING INFORMAL OR VOLUNTARY STATUS.
RECOMMENDATION: EXAMINING PHYSICIANS SHOULD EXPLAIN TO
RESPONDENTS THE NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE EXAMINATION AND
HOW THE INFORMATION GENERATED BY THE EXAMINATION MIGHT BE
USED BY STAFF OF THE HOSPITAL AND BY THE COURTS.
RECOMMENDATION: EXAMINING PHYSICIANS SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO
HAVE SIGNIFICANT FLUENCY IN ORAL AND WRITTEN ENGLISH.
RECOMMENDATION: IF ANY MEDICATION IS ADMINISTERED TO THE
RESPONDENT DURING THE PREHEARING PERIOD AND THE
RESPONDENT'S TREATING PHYSICIAN HAS ANY REASON TO BELIEVE
THAT THE RESPONDENT 1 S BEHAVIOR IN COURT WILL BE AFFECTED BY
SUCH MEDICATION, THE PHYSICIAN SHOULD INDICATE TO THE
COURT, THE RESPONDENT'S ATTORNEY, AND THE ATTORNEY
REPRESENTING THE HOSPITAL OR THE STATE WHAT MEDICATIONS
WERE ADMINISTERED A:ND WHAT CONSEQUENCES THESE MEDICATIONS
ARE LIKELY TO HAVE ON RESPONDENT'S BEHAVIOR DURING THE
HEARING AND ON RESPONDENT'S ABILITY TO ASSIST COUNSEL.

Counsel for the Respondent
RECOMMENDATION: EVERY PATIENT SHOULD BE VISITED SOON AFTER
ADMISSION BY A MEMBER OF THE MHIS STAFF. THE MHIS STAFF
MEMBER SHOULD INFORM THE PATIENT ABOUT PROCEDURES FOR
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ADMISSION AND RETENTION AND ABOUT THE PATIENT •·s RIGHTS TO
CHALLENGE COMMITMENT IN COURT, TO BE REPRESENTED BY
COUNSEL, . AND TO SEEK INDEPENDENT MEDICAL OPINION. THE MB.IS
STAFF MEMBER SHOULD TAKE CARE TO ENSURE THAT FAILURE OF
PATIENTS To· AVAIL THEMSELVES OF THESE RIGHTS IS DONE
KNOWINGLY.. THE SIZE OF' THE MHIS· STAFF SHOULD BE INCREASED
SUFFICIENTLY.' TO ACCOMPLISH ITS STATUTORY GOALS.
RECOMMENDATION':'. THE NEW YORK STATUTES (2 9·.09) SHOULD BE
AMENDED TO PERMIT MIUS ATTORNEYS TO WITHHOLD FROM THE COURT
INFORMATION THAT IS PRIVILEGED OR IS ADVERSE TO THE CASE
FOR· THE' DEFENSE.

The Hearing:·

Determining Committabilitv

RECOMMENDATION: THE SUPERIOR COURT IN EACH NEW YORK COUNTY
SHOULD MONITOR CAREFULLY THE SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE MHIS
ATTORNEYS IN ADVISING AND REPRESENTING PERSONS
INVOLUNTARILY COMMITTED; WHENEVER THE COURT FINDS THAT
THESE SERVICES ARE NOT BE ING PROVIDED PROMPTLY AND
SUFFICIENTLY, IT SHOULD ORDER THAT A HEARING BE HELD WITHIN
7 DAYS OJ~ ADMISSION.
THE SUPREME COURT, THE
EXPLORE WAYS IN WHICH
MORE CONVENIENT FOR
TO ATTEND.

RECOMMENDATION: JUDGES SHOULD STRICTLY ENFORCE PROPER
COURTROOM ORDER AND DECORUM.
RECOMMENDATION: JUDGES SHOULD INSIST THAT ALL HEARING
PARTICIPANTS BE PRESENT AND PREPARED TO GO FORWARD AT THE
TIME SCHEDULED FOR HEARINGS. ATTORNEYS FOR THE HOSPITALS
SHOULD ENSURE THAT ALL NECESSARY PAPERS AND WITNESSES ARE
AVAILABLE FOR PRESENTATION TO THE COURT.
RECOMMENDATION:

[

l
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RECOMMENDATION·: A STATUTORY AMENDMENT SHOULD BE SOUGHT
REQUIRING' A JUDICIAL HEARING IN EVERY INVOLUNTARY
COMMITMEITI. CASE, TO BE HELD WITHIN 5 DAYS OF THE PATIENT'S
ADMISSION TO THE HOSPITAL.

RECOMMENDATION: REPRESENTATIVES OF
MHIS, AND THE CITY HOSPITALS SHOULD
HEARINGS COULD BE HELD AT LOCATIONS
HOSPITAL PERSONNEL WHO ARE REQUIRED

[

WHEN CONTINUANCES ARE NECESSARY, THEY

SHOULD BE:: FOR NO LONGER A PERIOD OF TIME THAN IS NECESSARY
TO ACCOMMODATE THE DIFFICULTY REQUIRING A CONTINUANCE.
RATHER THAN CONTINUE CASES FOR AN ENTIRE WEEK (UNTIL THE
DAY REGULARLY SCHEDULED FOR HEARINGS IN THE PARTICULAR
HOSPITAL), JUDGES SHOULD BE PREPARED TO RETURN TO THE
HOSPITAL ON ANOTHER DAY DURING THE WEEK IN ORDER TO HEAR
CASES REQUIRING CONTINUANCE. ALTERNATIVELY, CASES
REQUIRING CONTINUANCE SHOULD BE RESCHEDULED FOR THE HEARING
DAY IN THE OTHER HOSPITAL IN WHICH HEARINGS REGULARLY ARE
HELD.
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RECOMMENDATION: A STATUTORY AMENDMENT SHOULD BE SOUGHT
LIMITING TO FIVE DAYS THE TIME' FOR. WHICH A CONTINUANCE
MIGHT BE GRANTED,, UNLESS REQUESTED BY THE PATIENT •.
RECOMMENDAT.ION: THE STATUTORY PROVISION PROHIBITING
CONTINUANCES IN EMERGENCY ADMISSION CASES, UNLESS REQUESTED
BY THE PAT.IENT,,. SHOULD BE STRICTLY APPLIED.
RECOMMENDATION:· JUDGES SHOULD NOT LOOK PRIMARILY TO.
EXAMINERS FOR INFORMATION ABOUT DANGEROUSNESS; RATHER,
DANGEROUSNESS SHOULD BE INFERRED. FROM SPECIFIC THREATS OR
VIOLEN:r ACTS OF· RESPONDENT, REPORTED IN TESTIMONY GIVEN BY
COMPETENT. WITNESSES •.
RECOMMENDATION: THE PROCEDURE FOR ASSIGNING JUDGES TO
COMMITMENT CASES SHOULD BE CHANGE·D TO INSURE THAT JUDICIAL
ASSIGNMENTS ARE LENGTHY ENOUGH TO ALLOW THE JUDGE TO BECOME
WELL ACQUAINTED WITH THE UNIQUE. SUBJECT MATTER OF CIVIL
COMMITMENT.
RECOMMENDATION: EVERY JUDGE ASSIGNED TO HEAR COMMITMENT
CASES SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO PARTICIPATE IN AN
ORIENTATION/EDUCATION PROGRAM PRESENTED PERIODICALLY AS A
JOINT EFFORT OF THE MHIS AND THE PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALS IN
NEW YORK CITY. STAFF OF THE MHIS AND PERSONNEL OF THE CITY
PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALS, AS ADVISED BY THEIR COUNSEL,
IMMEDIATELY SHOULD ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY FOR DEVELOPING AND
IMPLEMENTING SUCH AN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM.
RECOMMENDATION: TESTIFYING EXAMINING PHYSICIANS SHOULD
PRESENT THEIR TESTIMONY IN AN IMPARTIAL MANNER.
RECOMMENDATION: MHIS STAFF, IN COOPERATION WITH COUNSEL
FOR THE PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALS IN NEW YORK CITY, SHOULD
DEVELOP AND CONDUCT ORIENTATION/EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR
MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS WORKING IN THE CITY HOSPITALS.
ALTERNATIVELY, BEFORE EACH COMMITMENT HEARING, COUNSEL FOR
THE HOSPITAL SHOULD EXPLAIN TO THE TESTIFYING PHYSICIAN
WHAT WILL BE EXPECTED OF HIM OR HER DURING THE HEARING.
RECOMMENDATION: COUNSEL SHOULD STRIVE TO PREVENT THE
INTRODUCTION OF EVIDENCE THAT IS IN VIOLATION OF THE FORMAL
RULES OF EVIDENCE. WHEN TESTIMONY THAT IS HIGHLY
OBJECTIONABLE IS GIVEN OVER NO OBJECTION, THE COURT SHOULD
ALERT COUNSEL THAT RULES OF EVIDENCE SHOULD BE BETTER
FOLLOWED.
RE.COMMENDATION: INFORMATION ON PREVIOUS PSYCHIATRIC
TREATMENT SHOULD BE ADMISSIBLE INTO EVIDENCE AT THE
COMMITMENT HEARING FOR PURPOSES OF DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT
PLANNING, BUT SHOULD NOT BE ACCEPTED AS SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE
THAT RESPONDENT MEETS THE CRITERIA FOR COMMITMENT.
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The, He,aring:

Determining Treatment

RECOMMENDATION: A. STATUTORY AMENDMENT SHOULD BE SOUGHT
AUTHORIZING JUDGES IN COMMITMENT PROCEEDINGS TO ORDER
RESPONDENTS INT.O INVOLUNTARY TREATMENT IN PROGRAMS OF CARE
LESS RE"STRICTIVE THAN HOSPITALIZATION.
RECOMMENDATION: BEFORE ORDERING INVOLUNTARY HOSPITALIZATION,
THE COURT SHOULD CONSIDER WHETHER ANY LESS RESTRICTIVE
ALTERNATIVE WOULD BE APPROPRIATE AND AVAILABLE TO
ACCOMMODATE THE RESPONDENT'S DISORDER AND.SHOULD MAKE A
FINDING THAT LESS RESTRICTIVE ALTERNATIVES WERE CONSIDERED
AND NONE WAS FOUND ro·· BE' APPROPRIATE ...
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Posthearing Concerns
RECOMMENDATION: AS REQUIRED BY STATUTE,. ANY JUDGE WHO
RECEIVES. A PETITION· FOR A REHEARING SHOULD CAUSE A JURY TO
BE SUMMONED UNLESS THE PATIENT OR. OTHER PERSON APPLYING FOR
THE REHEARING ON THE PATIENT'S BEHALF WAIVES A TRIAL BY
JURY. AND CONSENTS IN WRITING TO TRIAL BY THE COURT.
RECOMMENDATION:. THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE SUPREME
COURT SHOULD MAINTAIN AN EXPEDITED CALENDAR FOR COMMITMENT
APPEALS , WHICH SHOULD ALLOW SUCH APPEALS TO BE HEARD WITHIN
FIFTEEN DAYS OF FILING.
RECOMMENDATION: AS REQUIRED BY STATUTE, RESTRAINTS SHOULD
BE EMPLOYED ONLY WHEN NECESSARY TO PREVENT A PATIENT FROM
SERIOUSLY INJURING SELF OR OTHERS. RESTRAINTS MUST NEVER
BE USED AS A PATIENT MANAGEMENT DEVICE. BEFORE ORDERING
THE. USE OF RESTRAINTS, THE PHYSICIAN SHOULD DOCUMENT IN THE
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PAT1ENT 8 RECORD THE FACT THAT LESS RESTRICTIVE TECHNIQUES
WERE CONSIDERED AND WERE CLINICALLY CONSIDERED TO BE
INAPPROPRIATE OR INSUFFICIENT TO AVOID INJURY.
RECOMMENDATION: PATIENTS REFUSING TREATMENT AND APPEALING
THE PHYSICIAN'S TREATMENT DECISION, USING THE PROCEDURES
OUTLINED IN THE REGULATIONS OF THE OFFICE OF MENTAL HEALTH,
SHOULD NOT BE TREATED DURING THE APPEAL PROCESS UNLESS, AS
REQUIRED BY REGULATION §27.8, "THE TREATMENT APPEARS
NECESSARY TO AVOID SERIOUS HARM TO LIFE OR LIMB OF THE
PATIENTS THEMSELVES •11 THE COURTS AND THE MHIS ARE
ENCOURAGED TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH THE INTENT OF THIS
REGULATION.
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CHAPTER II

STUDY MET.HODS
This. chapter presents a discussion of the project methodology.
It considers methods for the first phase of the national project as well
as for the project. work specific to New York City.
Literature Review
In January 1981, the project staff began collecting and
reviewing professional literature in the psycho-legal area. Source
materials were collected from books and journals in the disciplines of
law, psychiatry, psychology, social work, sociology, and public
administration. Professors and mental health practitioners throughout
the country were contacted and asked to provide copies of unpublished
papers and other hard-to-find writings pertaining to involuntary civil
commitment. Members of the project's National Advisory Board were
particularly helpful in steering project staff to valuable reading
materials.
Just prior to a meeting of the National Advisory Board in April,
staff prepared an "Issues Paper" summarizing the relevant literature and
defining important contemporary issues of civil commitment with which
this project was to be concerned. The substantive portion of the "Issues
Paper" has been altered slightly and published as "Involuntary Civil
Commitment: The Discerning Eye of the Law" (State Court Journal, 1981,
5(4), 5 ff.), copies of which are available from the National Center for
State Courts Publication Department. At their meeting, members of the
National Advisory Board helped staff decide what research questions
should be explored during site visits and gave advice on field research
methods.
Statutory Review
By identifying the important questions that might be addressed
in a commitment statute and then ordering them roughly as they might
become relevant in a typical commitment proceeding, a scheme was devised
for analyzing statutes governing civil commitment. A complete statutory
analysis was performed for 20 states, including the states in which the
National Center's project had received funding to conduct site-specific
research and states having statutes that were particularly interesting,
innovative, or modern. Using this analytical scheme, staff compiled all
the variations of statutory provisions relating to each analytical
category and determined how commitment statutes and procedures differed
from state to state. These points of difference became the focus for the
field data collection.
Preliminary Site Visits
A preliminary visit was made to each of the five project sites.
Three project staff visited New York City in April 1981, meeting with

11

judges., court personnel, attorneys, and mental health professionais.
This visit served several purposes. First, the participants. in the New
York.civil commitment system shared with staff their perceptions of how
the New York systi~m· worked.. They noted problems with the system. and
peculiari.ties that set it apart from most. others •. Most importantly,.
individuals with: whom we met identified the agencies and institutions in
New Yor.k that are: involved in civil commitment cases. Key people within
these organization~ were named, as were other people unrelated to major
institutions but important or knowledgeable in the· commitment area.
Site Visits
After cotapleting• the comparative statutory analysis, staff made
intensivedata-col.lection trips to each of the five project sites. Four
staff members tra,reled to New York City for one week in September 1981.
During the two weeks prior to the site visit, intensive
preparations were made. Individuals who had been identified during the
prelimina·ry site.· Yisit as important or knowledgeable in the commitment
area were contacte~d by telephone and interview appointments were
scheduled. Staff thoroughly, reviewed the New York statute and case law
and identified que!stions of particular concern for the First Judicial
District,, New Yod~ City system. Interview guides including these areas
of concern were mailed inadvance to people who were to be interviewed so
that they could prepare for the interviews if they so wished.
Most site! participants were interviewed individually, although
some were interviewed in groups. With very few exceptions, all
interviews were conducted by two or three staff researchers. Before each
interview, one researcher was assigned the role of "scribe." The
scribe's duty was to record the interviewee's responses, while another
researcher led the interview and attended carefully to substance.
Staf £ observed all court hearings conducted during the time of
the site visit. An observation guide was prepared and studied in advance
of the hearings. (The observation guide for New York is included in
Appendix B.) Note!S taken during interviews and court hearings were in
rough form. Each staff researcher rewrote his or her notes during the
week following the site visit.
While in New York, staff met at the end of each day to compare
notes and impressions about the city's commitment system. Key concerns
were whether information received from various sources and whether
information in particular substantive areas was complete. Based on these
discussions, interview assignments for the next day were made. When
staff members were! confident of the information they had received on a
particular topic, no further questions were asked concerning that topic.
The names: of people interviewed in New York are listed at the
beginning of this report. Those individuals were chosen on the basis of
their involvement in commitment proceedings in the city. An effort was
made to interview at least one representative from each facility and
agency having contact with commitment respondents. These individuals
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were not intended to constitute a statistically representative sample.
Furthermore" the· research was- not intended to establish the typical
person's view of commitment system in.New York. Rather, it was to gain
insight into, how the· system works and how it might be improved, from the
perspectives. of people with extraordinary abilities to understand and
comment on the system.
The Form.of the Data
The ultimate goal of this research project was to generate
information that could be used to improve civil commitment procedures in
jurisdictions throughout the country. The purpose of the data collection
was to obtain practitioners' opinions,. advice·, and suggestions about the
civil commitment process, part:icularly as it operates in their own
localities. Accordingly, it was appropriate that the research be
qualitative rather than quantitative. Our main purpose was not to ask
how many, or even how; rather it was to ask why, how well, and how else.
Basically, we sought information about what works best and why.
The questions in the data collection guide were open-ended.
Multiple-choice, types of question were avoided so that interviewees would
be free to formulate their own opinions rather than have their thoughts
slotted into predetermined categories by the researchers.
The data collection guide (in Appendix B) is a complete set of
all the questions that were asked. The interview guide covers many
topics and flows, more-or-less, in chronological order, as events occur
during a typical commitment proceeding. The questions unavoidably
overlap to some degree, but repetition was minimized as much as
possible. It should be easy to see that the interview questionnaire was
organized in the same basic scheme that was used for the statutory
analysis.
Because of the length of the data collection guide, every
question was not asked of every interviewee. A subset of questions was
presented in each interview to optimize .the match of the interviewee's
special area of knowledge with the questions asked. Everyone, however,
was invited to discuss any aspect of the commitment process with which he
or she was familiar or about which he or she had particular opinions or
suggestions. Interviewers were able to (and frequently did) stray from
the planned path of questions when it seemed useful and appropriate.
The questionnaire was considered only a data collection guide,
not a dictum. Neither the precise language of the questions, nor the
order in which questions were asked was considered to be important. The
guide was simply a reminder of important issues and ideas that needed to
be discussed. More concern was given to understanding the responses than
to recording them thoroughly or verbatim.
A complete set of field notes, with all names and personal
identifiers removed, is available from the National Center for State
Courts. For the cost of duplication and mailing it will be provided upon
request.
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Analysis,. Report, and Review
A qualitative content analysis was performed on the data
collected.. Incer:11iew and observation. notes were first reviewed and
cross~referenced •.
Note was made of topics of significance,. points of
agreement among interviewees,. and points of disagreement. For each topic
of concern,. the. a~tlalysis covered the statutory pr.ovisions, the pr.actices
at the site, and commentary: ~bout the statute and practices.
Three maj_or criteria. are used in this report to· evaluate the
civil commitment i3ystem in New York: legal protections, provision for
treatment,. and soc:ial benefits. That is, each procedure is analyzed in
terms of how well' it protects. the legal (e•g., liberty) interests of
respondants, how well it provides for respondanta' treatment needs, and
how well it accommodates the interests of society (e.g., safety, public
health, minimum. cc>st). The judgments of how to apply these criteria to
elements of law and practice fell to the project team, based upon their
knowledge of the literature, observations,. discussions with
practitioners, and (as our sociolog.ist colleagues are quick to. point out)
their sociohistorJ.cal biographies. The reader is free, of course, to
disagree with this analysis and·may choose to view the system's strengths
and weaknesses differently. As will be discussed, a system
characteristic may be simultaneously a strength and a weakness, when
viewed from different perspectives.
The results of the analysis assume the form of recommendations
for improvement in the First.Judicial Department's civil commitment
system. The recommendations should not be taken as research conclusions
or empirically pre1ven statements of fact. Rather, they are the
suggestions of theise researchers, based upon their studies and points of
view. The recommeindations derive from a variety of sources: suggestions
made by people in New York; suggestions made by people in other cities;
conclusions from the professional literature; and ideas generated by the
researchers during the course of the project. It is impossible to sort
out the influence of these various sources in any recommendation, or to
report accurately how extensive any person's or group's agreement would
be with any partic.ular recommendation.
The purpc•se of presenting recommendations is to highlight
certain problems stnd alert people in New York to possible solutions.
Al though it is eai:iy for us to identify a problem, we are too far removed
from the system tc1 be expected to have "The Answer." A more realistic
objective is to present "an answer," however modest and tentative, as a
stimulus and start.ing point for thoughtful consideration by those in a
better position tc1 know New York's system and make appropriate changes.
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CHAPTER III
PRE HEARING

This chapter describes procedures and events that occur before a
judicial hearing in the First Judicial Department of New York City
involuntary civil commitment process. For many respondents, these
initial procedures and events.constitute the entire extent of their
involvement in the· involuntary civil commitment process. Thac is, many
will be· screened and diverted from compulsory hospitalization, many wil 1
elect to enter a hospital voluntarily once an affidavit for involuntary
hospitalization has.been filed with the· court, any many wilT be
involuntarily committed and subsequently discharged without having a
hearing.
INITIATING MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT

The New York statutes describe procedures for informal
admissions, voluntary admissions, and involuntary admissions into
inpatient hospital treatment for the mentally ill. Under informal
admissions, a person requesting inpatient treatment may be admitted by
the director of the hospital without making formal or written
application. The patient is classified as an informal patient and is
free to leave at any time (9.15). A voluntary admission occurs when a
person makes a written application for admission to a hospital.
Voluntary patients ordinarily must be promptly released upon request.
The director of the hospital, however, may retain the patient for a
period of up to 72 hours if there are "reasonable grounds for belief that
the patient may be in need of involuntary care and treatment." At the
expiration of the 72-hour period, the director must either release the
patient or apply to court for involuntary commitment of the patient
(9.13).
As a practical matter, most involuntary admissions in New York
City are initiated as emergency admissions. The New York emergency
admissions statute provides that a person may be involuntarily
hospitalized for up to 15 days if he or she is alleged to have "a mental
illness for which immediate observation, care, and treatment in a
hospital is appropriate and which is likely to result in serious harm to
himself or others" (9.39). "Likelihood to result in serious harm" is
defined as " ( 1) substantial risk of physical harm to himself as
manifested by threats of or attempts at suicide or serious bodily harm or
other conduct demonstrating that he is dangerous to himself, or (2) a
substantial risk of physical harm to other persons as manifested by
homicidal or other violent behavior by which others are placed in
reasonable fear of serious physical harm" (9.39). The statute provides
that emergency admissions may be taken by any hospital that maintains the
appropriate staff and facilities and is approved by the Commissioner of
the Department of Mental Hygiene. The approved hospitals are listed in
the Department's Regulations, section 15.9(e). In the First Judicial
Department, they number about 14.
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Poli~e

Procedure in Emergency Admissions.

The vast majority of involuntary commitments in New York City
begin as emergency commitments initiated by the police. The police are
authorized by statute to take into custody anyone meeting the emergency
admissions criterion (9.41),c and the-New York City police department has
established specific procedures. for such admissions, contained in a
manual that accompanies.police officers- in their patrol cars.
Many police procedures are new and are designed to reduce the
time required by •::lfficers: to process emergency commitments. They reflect
a deep-concern in the department about the resources. required to handle
these· cases. The size of' the City's police department has been reduced
b~abouc a third in recenc years because· of the city's. fiscal difficulty;
the volume of commitments: has greatly increased.. According to· police
depa.rtment statis1:ics, the· number of people transported to hospitals for
mental health examinations increased from 1,084 in 1976 to 7,785 in 1980,
thus- almost doubling every· year. It is widely believed that this trend
probably is.caused by the: deinstitutionalization policy in New York,
accompanied by inadequate housing for and treatment of those released
from mental hospitals serving the City. The average time required by a
police officer to process- an. emergency commitment, according to infonned
sources, is about three hours.. Hence, emergency commitments consume a
substantial amount of the police department's manpower.
The polic~e procedures are contained in the department's "Patrol
Guide," which was substantially revised in August 1981 (see Appendix A).
The procedures apply when an officer "believes that a person, who is
apparently mentally ill or temporarily deranged, must be taken into
protective custody because the person is conducting himself in a manner
likely to result in serious injury to himself or others, 11 or, in other
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words, when the officer believes the person falls under the statutory

[

requirements for E!mergency commitment. The guidelines do not provide
specific criteria for determining when a person is mentally ill and
dangerous; reportE!dly, the individual police officers learn to make such
judgments through their experiences.

c

It is thE! policy of the New York City police department to
become involved iii these cases only if the person's behavior presents a
threat of serious harm at the moment. The police generally will not take
someone into custc)dy based solely on the allegations of relatives or
other persons. Police will respond to a call only if the likelihood of
serious harm is imminent; and they will take into custody only those
persons whose behavior in the officer's presence indicates a likelihood
of serious harm.
The Patrol Guide states that police are to use physical force
only to the extent: necessary to restrain the person until sent to the
hosp ital or to prE!vent serious physical injury to the person or others.
Before taking the person into custody, the officer is directed to isolate
and contain him or her and to call the patrol supervisor and the
Emergency Service Unit to the scene. The officer also must establish
police lines and request an ambulance.
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The patrol supervisor, according to the Patrol Guide, upon
arriving at the' scene must caution the officers present to not use
firearms unless there is a threat to life. The supervisor may cancel the
request for Emergency Service, if it is not. needed, and may request the
help of other services or individuals, such as an interpreter, a hostage
negotiating team, or a clergyman.
Police department guidelines· state that persons should be
transported to the hospital by ambulance, although a patrol car can be
used if an ambulance is not available and if the removal can be· made with
responsible constraint. Als.o patrol cars should be used if needed to
remove. a person quickly to· relieve a potentially explosive situation. As
a practical matter., most transportation is now by patrol car, although
until last year ambulances were generally used •.
The Patrol Guide requires that the police officer accompany the
person to the hospital; two officers are required if there are two or
more potential patients. The officer may use handcuffs or other
restraining equipment if the person resists or is violent or if the
examining physician requests such restraints. When possible, females are
to be accompanied by another female or by an immediate relative. At the
hospital, the officer must accompany the person until he or she is
examined and must inform the examining physician about the events leading
to the custody-taking.
The police department is concerned about the amount of time that
officers must wait at the hospital while the examination is completed.
It is negotiating with at least one hospital to reduce this time by
having officers write down the information, rather than being required to
wait until the physician is available for an oral report.
After completing the admission, the officer must submit an
"aided report" at the station house. This report is presented on a card
used in all situations in which the police come to the aid of people;
mental illness, one of several categories on the card, may be checked.
The card contains information about the person aided, details of the
incident and the actions taken by the officer, and the names and
addresses of people to notify about the incident. The police department
keeps these cards for 10 years. Among other things, the cards are used
to notify the person's relatives, a service that the police department
frequently performs, even though the hospital ordinarily is responsible
for providing notice.
The New York statutes provide that the director of the hospital
to which a person is admitted must, not later than five days following
the admission, "cause written notice" of the admission to be given
personally or by mail to the nearest relative of the person, other than
the applicant, if known to the director, and to as many as three
additional persons if so designated in writing by the respondent (9.39).
Many people interviewed commented that staff of the hospitals in New York
City do not always provide these notifications. Indeed, staff of the
hospitals seemed generally unsure about who was responsible for providing
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such notice. A.. common reason· for not sending notifications was that the
staff believedthat the patients did not wish them sent.
Other Involuntary Commitment Procedures
Although most involuntary commitments in the First Judicial
Department of New York are police. initiated, several other procedures are
available. Two emergency procedures may· be initiated by a court or by
the Director of Community Ser.vices for the Mentally Disabled. Two
non-emergency procedures. may follow examinations by physicians. None is
used with any frequency..
ln two situations, any court.may order someone sent to a
hospital authoriz,!!d to take· emergency commitments (9.43). The first
situation occurs when I) someone files a 11 verif ied statementn that the
respondent is app.arently mentally ill and is acting in a manner that
either constitutes disorderly conduct or evidences dangerousness to self
or others,, and 2) the court holds a hearing on the matter and finds that
the re·spondent 11 has or may have, a mental. illness which is likely to
result in serious harm to himself or others 11 (9.43). The second occurs
when the court f ii1ds that a defendant in a criminal preceding is not
guilty but- 11 appears to have a mental illness which is likely to result in
serious harm to himself or others 1' (9.43).
There aria two statutory procedures for commitments based on
referrals from the Director of Community Services for the Mentally
Disabled. The first, an emergency procedure, provides that if one of
several statutorily specified individuals (including a relative, a
physician, or a p<>lice officer) reports that the person is mentally ill
and dangerous to i;elf or others, the Director, or his or her designee,
may remove any pe1~son within his or her jurisdiction to a hospital
authorized to tak1~ emergency commitments (9.45). The second, a
non-emergency proc~edure, provides that the Director, or an examining
physician designal:ed by him or her, may refer to a hospital anyone who,
upon examination,. is found to be mentally ill and dangerous to self or
others (9.37). A staff physician at the hospital must confirm the need
for hospitalizatic>n, and the certificate of an additional physician is
required to keep t:he respondent against his or her will for more than 72
hours. Thereafter, the regular involuntary admission procedures must be
followed. It was estimated that the Director of Community Services
refers no more thc:m a dozen persons per year.
The final procedure for involuntary commitment, which we will
call the standard non-emergency procedure, provides that any person
allegedly mentally i 11 and in need of care and treatment may be
involuntarily hospitalized upon the application by one of several
statutorily desigt1ated individuals (including anyone residing with the
respondent, a member of the respondent's immediate family, or the
director of a hospital where the respondent resides), and accompanying
written certification by two examining physicians ( 9 .2 7). This procedure
is commonly refer·red to as the two-physician certificate, or the "two
P.c.u The application must contain a statement of the facts supporting
the allegations of mental illness and need for care and treatment
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( 9 .2 7). The cert.ifying physicians. may not be related to respondent or
the person applying for the admission,. and they may not be directly
connected with the hospital. The physicians' certificates must be based
on examinations conducted within 10 days of the admission.
As a practical. matter, the "two P.C. 11 procedure rarely is used
for initial involuntary admission.. Rather, as discussed earlier,
involuntary admissions are almost always initiated by the emergency
admissions. procedures.. (Of course, many mentally ill persons come to New
York hospitals accompanied by people other than the police, such as
family members;, the basis for their admission,. however, generally is
voluntary admission,.. rather than the two P .c.. procedure.) The most
frequent use of the two P.C. procedure in New York City is to extend the
hospitalization of someone admitted pursuant to the emergency admissions
procedures. Here, the "sponser" is the hospital director, and the
certificate must be filed within 15 days of the initial commitment
(9.39). This procedure is described in more detail below.
SCREENING AND INITIAL EXAMINATION

Several stages of screening must precede an individual's
involuntary commitment. As discussed earlier, the first screening is
performed by the police. The police initiate the vast majority of
involuntary commitments. It was commonly stated by those interviewed
that the police do an excellent job of diverting cases for which
involuntary hospitalization is inappropriate. Following the initial
police screening are several stages of screening at the emergency
psychiatric units of the hospitals. In at least one city hospital,
nurses review prospective patients (respondents) and may refuse
acceptance in two circumstances. First, if the respondent has a serious
medical problem, he or she is sent to a general hospital unit for
treatment. The respondent may be returned to the psychiatric unit after
clearing medically. Second, the nurses determine whether the respondent
evidences sufficient symptoms of mental illness to merit attention by the
psychiatric unit; if not, the repondent may be referred elsewhere.
The major review in the emergency unit is the physician's
evaluation, required by statute in emergency proceedings (9.39). These
are performed by psychiatrists (often residents) in the emergency room
soon after the police bring in the respondent. The officer's account of
the respondent's behavior is an important element of the examination.
Reportedly, about 50 or 60 percent of the police referrals are accepted
for emergency admission. In general, the hospitals are said to strictly
apply the criterion for emergency admission. When a respondent is to be
admitted for emergency care and treatment, some four to six hours is
spent in the emergency unit before transfer to the inpatient unit.
If the emergency room does not admit a respondent, the staff may
refer him or her to other sources of help, such as drug or vocational
rehabilitation programs. Police officers frequently provide respondents
with transportation if admission is refused. The officer may take the
respondent to the police station and charge him or her with a crime, if
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SO· warranted by the· ac.ts that initially led the officer to .pursue
involuntary hospitalization.

The emergency admissions statute states that the respondent may
not be:· retained for more than fortreight hours unless. a second
e-xamination, by a st'af f physician at the hospital, confirms the finding
of meni:·al illness and dangerousness (9.39). It is not clear whether this
examination must be· performed within 48 hours of the initial detention by
the police, the respondent's arrival at the hospital, or the formal
admission by the examining; physician.
Generally,. the courts do not: screen a person prior to admission
(except in~ c·ourt-initiated commitments under the seldom used Section 9 .43
of the Mental Hygiene Law). In many other jurisdictions, the usual
practice· is to require a court order before a person may be involuntarily
hospitaiized, with infrequent resort to emergency procedures permitting
admission.without judicial involvement.
NOTIFYING' RESPONDlrnTs OF RIGHTS

The NewYork law requires that immediately upon the respondent's
admission to a ho:~pital or conversion to a different status (e.g., from
voluntary to involuntary status), the hospital director must inform the
respondent in wri1:ing of his or her status, of his or her rights under
the law, and of the availability of the Mental Health Information Service
(9.07). Further, hospitals must post notices of rights at conspicuous
places visible to all patients.
In the First Judicial Department, respondents in commitment
proceedings are V~!rbally informed of their rights at several stages. The
doctors in the em1!rgency room try to talk to patients about their rights
at the time of thE! initial examination, although this communication is
not always succes:;ful. After admission, the Mental Heal th Information
Service (MHIS) attorneys, and often MHIS social workers as well, meet
with and explain legal rights to some patients. While the MHIS staff is
able to advise all those who specifically request their services, they
reportedly do not contact all patients involuntarily committed. The
police ordinarily do not inform respondents of their legal rights during
the custody-taking (unless, of course, a criminal charge is placed).
While it appears that patients ordinarily are provided with
information about their legal rights, many people interviewed questioned
whether this information always was provided in an effective manner.
Some hospital per11onnel reportedly consider communications about rights
to be a waste of time because respondents at the time of admission often
are too ill, anxious, and confused to comprehend the information about
rights. They suggest that overwhelming these people with confusing
papers and "verbal gibberish" merely exacerbates an already strained
situation. Other~1, concerned about the patient 1 s right to meaningfu 1
notification, point out that, for whatever reasons, few respondents truly
understand their legal rights or how to exercise these rights. They
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suggest that more individual and thoughtful counseling with each patient
should be provided •.
OPPORTUNITY FOR INFORMAL OR· VOLUNTARY ADMISSION

The· law: requires officials with responsibilities concerning the
mentally ill "to encourage any person suitable· therefore and in need of
care and treatment for mental illness to apply for admission as a
voluntary or informal patient" (9.21). The law also encourages
conversion from involuntary to voluntary status. A section of the Mental
Hygiene law states that "'nothing in this article shall be construed to
prohibit any director from converting, and it shall" be his duty to
convert, the admission of any- involunt·ary· patient suitable and 1o1illing to
applr therefore to a voluntary si:atus 11 (9.23).
Hospital personnel report that patients seldom are converted
from involuntary· to voluntary status. Hospital personnel believe that
the MHIS attorneys would like to see more- such conversions because the
hospital has less control over voluntary patients. MHIS staff, on the
other hand, suggest that the hospital personnel prefer the conversion of
involuntary patients to voluntary status because voluntary patients
require less paperwork, fewer hearings, and generally less administrative
attention. In any event, it appears that hospital personnel are
reluctant to convert patients to voluntary status unless they believe
that the patients are sincerely motivated to accept treatment. It is
generally acknowledged in New York that involuntary patients sometimes
convert to voluntary status so they can sign themselves out. Voluntary
patients may sign themselves out unless the facility director
successfully seeks a court order of detention.
PREHEARING EXAMINATION

As discussed earlier, persons presented for involuntary
hospitalization pursuant to the emergency admissions procedure are
examined prior to admission, and again within 48 hours. The second
examination is to confirm the first examiner's findings. The examiner
conducting the second examination must be a member of the psychiatric
staff of the hospital (9.39).
In order for a patient to be retained involuntarily beyond the
15-day emergency hospitalization period, the two-physician certificate
(2 P.C.) procedure must be initiated. The two examinations required by
this procedure may be conducted jointly, but each examining physician
must execute a separate certificate (9.27). The examinations must have
been completed within 10 days of the date of admission on the medical
certificate. The examining physicians must consider alternative forms of
care and treatment that might be adequate to provide for the person's
needs without requiring involuntary hospitalization. If an examining
physician knows that the respondent was treated for mental illness in the
past, he must try to consult with those who provided such treatment. The
examining physician may not be a relative of the respondent; may not be a
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manager, trustee, visitor, proprietor, officer, director, or stockholder
of the hospital. in which the respondent is or is to be hospitalized; may
not have any pecux1iary interests in· such hospital; and may not be on the
staff of 11 ·a propr::i.etary facility c:o which· it is. proposed to admit such
person'.'' (9 .OS).• ,
In· the· N1!w.- York public hospitals studied for this report, the
examining physicians are the attending physicians in the patient's ward.
According to the·hospital staff, the two physicians only occasionally
disagree concerni11g the diagnosis.
Sever.al people interviewed complained that the information in
the applications .. and.certificates often is very general and contains
unsubstantiated opinions. Further, some complain, these documents
frequently do not meet the technical requirements of the law; for
example,. some are filed late, after the 15 days required by the emergency
commitment statute!. When such a case goes to hearing, the judge may
dismiss it becauSE! of the technical deficiency. Typically, however, a
judge· merely overlooks such problems and considers the case on the merits.
Language problems with some foreign-born physicians are an
important consideration in certification examinations. Many people in
New York City complain that the poor language fluency of some physicians
makes communicatictn between physicians and patients difficult. It has
been suggested that these physicians' incomplete understanding of
English, particularly its idiomatic uses, can lead to important
misunderstandings and misinterpretations of statements made by
respondents. Some! people in New York report that, in addition to
possibly leading to inaccurate medical observations and diagnoses, the
poor level of communication frequently causes respondents to become
anxious and uncooperative.
The New York statutes provide respondents with the right to
"seek independent medical opinion" (29.09). In New York City, the
request for an independent examination is made to the judge, who has
discretion to appc1int a physician to examine the respondent. The
examiner, who cannot be on the staff of the hospital where the patient is
committed, is sele:cted from a pool of examiners maintained by the court.
In practice, independent examinations seldom are requested, reportedly
because such an eJi~amination may delay the hearing for one to two weeks.
The MHIS attorneys1 generally recommend independant examinations only when
they consider that: a reasonable likelihood exists that the resulting
testimony would strengthen the patient's case. According to one MHIS
attorney, independent psychiatric testimony would either weaken or be
unhelpful to some cases. According to hospital staff, independent
examinations do not often result in conclusions different from those of
the hospital examiners. Because of the infrequency of independent
examinations, reliable information concerning the proportion of instances
in which disagree1nent would result may be unavailable. One attorney
suggested that usu.ally the central issue is not the diagnosis of the
patient's conditic1n, but rather the availability of suitable alternatives
to hospitalization.
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The statutes in New York do not address the question of whether
respondents.in involuntary hospitalization, proceedings have a right to
refuse to: speak to the pubric hospital ''s, examining physician. As a
practical matter, physicians in New York repor-cedly do not recognize such
a right and do not advise respondents concerning how the information
generated by the examination might be used.
?REHEARING TREATMENT

The New York statutes do not indicate whether and to what extent
involuntary patients may be treated prior to hearing. Because hearings
are not· mandatory in New York, it probably- is fair to presume that
patients need be treated no dHferently whether a hearing is pending or
not. In practice, most respondents are treated (usually with medication)
shortly after they are admitted to a hospital, and chis treatment
typically is continued for the· duration of the commitment period,
regardless of whether a hearing is requested. (Questions relating to the
patient's. right to· refuse treatment and the requirement that the hospital
secure the patient's consent for extraordinary treatment are discussed in
Chapter VII, "Posthearing Concerns".)
Controversy exists over whether patients should be permitted to
be under the influence of medication during hearings. A patient who is
medicated effectively may make a better appearance in court because he or
she has greater self-control and displays fewer symptoms of psychosis,
factors that frequently influence judges to order commitment. On the
other hand, medication (primarily a problem of overmedication) may cloud
the patient's thinking and diminish his or her ability to testify
effectively. Additionally, some medications have undesirable side
effects that create the appearance of mental illness regardless of the
patient's true condition.
PREHEARING DISMISSAL AND DISCHARGE

As discussed earlier, the New York statutes provide that no one
presented for involuntary hospitalization under the emergency admissions
procedure may be admitted unless a hospital physician examines the person
and determines that he or she meets the criterion for commitment. No one
admitted by this procedure may be retained for longer than 48 hours
unless the admitting physician's finding is confirmed after examination
by another physician who must be a member of the psychiatric staff of the
hospital (9.39). These statutory requirements reportedly are met in the
hospitals serving New York City's First Judicial Department. It is
estimated that almost half of all persons presented for emergency
involuntary admission at Bellevue Hospital are screened out and
discharged under this examining procedure. Reportedly, the majority of
involuntary patients are discharged within 15 days of admission,
regardless of whether a hearing is held. Many people in New York believe
that the hospitals are quicker to release patients if they request
hearings.
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Some observers suggest that patients who are discharged prior to
a requested judicial hearing might want their "day in court.u Yet, in
New York (as· in other cities across the country), it is reported that
almost alT respondents, if discharged from the hospital, want: their cases
summari.ly· dismissied and show. no inclination to go to court in order· to
clear/ their name·s, set the· records straight, or make philosophical or
legaL points.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Initiating Mental Health Commitment
Although apparently not· the subject of great concern in the
First Judicial Department, a weakness in the commitment system may be the
absence of an eff~!ctive and accessible procedure for the hospitalization
of someone who actually meets the commitment criterion, but refuses to be
examined by a phyi;ician and does not manifest a threat of harm serious
enough to warrant police custody. In many states, procedures permit
relatives: or other persons close to an allegedly mentally ill person to
apply to a court 1:or involuntary hospitalization of the person. Without
the availability of such procedures, many believe, it may be unreasonably
difficult to effect the hospitalization of someone who may be seriously
in need of care and treatment but who has never committed a violent or
self-destructive act in the presence of a police officer. Theoretically,
a relative or othe~r person may petition a New York court or the Director
of Social Services to initiate emergency commitment procedures (9.43,
9.45), but in prac:tice these procedures almost never are used. Moreover,
it is clear that neither the courts nor the police department wishes to
encourage the use of these procedures.
The proce:dures followed by the police in initiating emergency
admissions are to be commended. The practice of requiring the police
officer to wait at: the hospital while the respondent is being examined,
however, may be atl inefficient use of the police officer's time. It was
reported that negotiations are underway to have hospital security
personnel in at leiast some of the city facilities assume responsibility
for security of the respondent when he or she is presented for emergency
admission. Reportedly, the Health and Hospitals Corporation is
attempting to implement a procedure which would entail the police officer
turning over custc1dy of a detained individual to a Health and Hospitals
Corporation specia.l officer (security guard). Because it may be
important for the examining physician to have the opportunity to speak
with the officer, some people in New York believe that the officer should
be required to remain with the respondent until the examining physician
is prepared to begin the evaluation. However, if a standard set of
questions could be, developed to which police officers could present
answers in writing upon delivery of the respondent, this concern may
become less pressing.
RECOMMENDATION: A PROCEDURE SHOULD BE DEVELOPED TO PERMIT
POLICE OFFICERS TRANSPORTING RESPONDENTS TO HOSPITALS
PURSUANT TO THE EMERGENCY ADMISSIONS PROCEDURE TO LEAVE
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RESPONDENTS IN THE CUSTODY OF THE HOSPITAL WHETHER OR NOT
AN EXAMINATION HAS BEGUN. HOSPITAL STAFF SHOULD DEVELOP A
STANDARD SET OF QUESTIONS DESIGNED TO ELICIT FROM POLICE
OFFICERS INFORMATION ABOUT THE RESPONDENT'·s BEHAVIOR DURING
THE CUSTODY-TAKING, THAT' MIGHT BE HELPFUL TO THE PHYSICIAN
IN CONDUCTING THE EVALUATION~ THESE QUESTIONS SHOULD BE
MADE AVAILABLE TO POLICE OFFICERS IN ADVANCE SO THAT
RESPONSES MAY BE PRESENTED IN·. WRITING TO EMERGENCY ROOM
STAFF UPON PRESENTATION OF THE' RESPONDENT.

There was some concern among those interviewed that the hospital
staff made insufficient effort to contact relatives· or others designated
by a pacient to be notifi:ed about the patient's commitment. The police
notification procedure somewhat mitigates· this problem; still, the
hospitals have the statutory responsibility for notification (9.39).
RECOMMENDATION: STAFF OF THE HOSPITAL 1 S ADMISSIONS
DEPARTMENT, IN COOPERATION WITH" THE HOSPITAL 1 S PSYCHIATRIC
EMERGENCY ROOM STAFF, SHOULD BE RESPONSIBLE FOR OBTAINING
FROM RESPONDENTS THE NAMES OF PERSONS TO BE NOTIFIED, IF
ANY, AND SHOULD PROVIDE SUCH NOTIFICATIONS AS ARE REQUIRED
BY STATUTE.

Screening Mechanisms
The screening provided by officers of the police department is
highly regarded by most people interviewed on the topic. Although some
people complain that the police do not respond to any but the most
serious incidents involving allegedly mentally disordered persons, given
the limited resources of the city's police department and the great
demand for its services, little more can be expected. Further, the city
hospitals admit only about SO percent of those people brought in by the
police. This suggests that relaxing the criteria for police transport
would not result in many more emergency admissions.
The statutory requirement that persons presented for emergency
hospitalization not be admitted until examined by a staff physician of
the hospital is an exemplary screening provision. The requirement that
this examiner's opinion be confir.med after examination by another
physician on the hospital's psychiatric staff within 48 hours of the
respondent's admission also is a strong feature. Because of these mental
health screenings, many people avoid the intrusion of prolonged
hospitalization and society saves the cost of treating persons able to
care for themselves.
Notification of Rights
Although the New York statutes provide numerous legal rights and
protections, many people interviewed were concerned that written
statements of rights are too complex for some respondents to understand.
Reportedly, hospital staff rarely take the time that is required for
effective communication of these rights. Further, MHIS staff reportedly
do not meet personally with every respondent and explain clearly the
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respondent's legal rights· and protections. Although· it may require
increased staff, 1:he' MHIS should meet with every· respondent. Some of
those interviewed contend that time spent explaining rights to
respondents is usually t·ime wast:ed because most respondents are unable to·
understand their 1=ights·, reg,ardless of how these· rights are explained to
them• However, it: is· important· that every· effort be· made to cmmnunicate
rights effective'1T, e.specially· since hearings are not: mandatory in New
York involuntary c:ommit:ment: proceedings.
RECOMMENDATION:· PHYSICIANS CONDUCTING INITIAL EXAMINATIONS
OF RESPONDENTS UPON·· PRESENTATION FOR ADMISSION SHOULD
CAREF·ULLY EXPLAIN'. TO RESPONDENTS' THEIR STATUS IN THE
HOSPITAL AND' THEIR RIGHTS AS PATIENTS. MHIS STAFF SHOULD
MEET PERSONALLY' WITH· EVERY' RESPONDENT' SOON' AFTER EMERGENCY
ADMISSION TO EXPLAIN -CLEARLY HIS OR HER LEGAL RIGHTS AND
PROTECTIONS.

Ooportunity- for· Informal or Voluntary Admission
Apparently,. neither the st:aff o'f the hospitals in New York nor
the MHIS staff encourage involuntary· patients to convert to informal or
voluntary status. Many people feel this· is appropriat:e, noting that such
encouragement easily takes the form of coercion. The New York statutes,
however, require all state and local officers having duties to perform
relating to the mEmtally ill to encourage informal and voluntary
admissions. Furthermore, treatment as an informal or voluntary patient
frequently is in the respondent's best interests (from a legal standpoint
as well as from a treatment standpoint). In keeping with the principle
of the least restrictive alternative, discussed in Chapter VI, the
following recommendation encourages the use of informal and voluntary
status.
RECOMMENDATION: HOSPITAL STAFF AND ME.IS ATTORNEYS
SHOULD PI.ACE MORE EMPHASIS ON EXPLORING THE
SUITABILITY' OF INFORMAL OR VOLUNTARY STATUS AND SHOULD
EXPLAIN .E'ULLY TO RESPONDENTS THE IR OPT ION OF ACCEPTING
INFORMAL OR VOLUNTARY STATUS UPON ADMISSION AND THE
PRACTICAL AND LEGAL CONSEQUENCES OF ACCEPTING INFORMA.L
OR VOLUNTARY STATUS.

The statutory right provided to respondents to challenge in
court their conversion to voluntary is a strong feature of the commitment
law in New York. People in other cities suggest that too frequently
involuntary patients sign voluntary admission papers without realizing
the consequences of a voluntary admission. Allowing a patient to contest
his or her conver~iion to voluntary status enables the patient who makes
an uninformed coni1ersion to correct his or her mistake.
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Prehearing Examinations
In several states, respondents in involuntary civil commitment
proceedings are ac:corded a right to remain silent during a mental heal th
evaluation. Several federal court:s have held that the privilege against:
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self~incrimination applies to commitment proceedings.
Because this is a
controversial issue on which there is no clear consensus of opinion in
New York, we will refrain from recommending that the privilege against
self-incrimination be made applicable in New York City.

Regardless of whether the privilege should attach, however, many
people in New· York City believe that examining physicians should inform
respondents about how information generat'ed by the examination will be
used. Former involuntary patients interviewed in New York and in other
cities speak of a sense of bewilderment and confusion during the initial
stages of a commitment process. They say that the "silent treatment"
often given respondents by staff of the detaining facility fosters
resentment and may hinder cooperation wi.th the staff. Furthermore, it
has been suggested that if examining physicians do inform involuntary
patients concerning how information from the initial interview may be
used, that patient communication will be discouraged and treatment
thereby impeded. During the project, however, many examiners who do give
frank disclosure and explanation have informed Institute staff that
respondents are pleased that an examiner had leveled with them. The
result is an enhanced atmosphere of trust and cooperation. Ironically,
the effects of an open, honest explanation are not the negative ones
which might be expected.
A similar issue is whether the respondent's communications to
the examiner fall under the doctor-patient privilege. Most scholars
agree that little or no such privilege attaches during a court-ordered
evaluation. However, if the examining physician is also the treating
physician (e.g., when examinations are conducted during hospitalization),
the matter is not so clear. A few state laws provide that the physician
who evaluates the respondent for the purposes of a commitment proceeding
cannot be the respondent's treating physician. In Columbus, Ohio, for
instance, each respondent is examined by a "court doctor" and by an
"independent doctor". The independent doctor is bound by the
doctor-patient privilege; the court doctor is not. One New York attorney
suggested that because most hearings are patient-initiated and the
patient is placing his or her medical or psychiatric condition in issue,
the doctor-patient privileged has been waived. In any event, several
scholars have suggested that, so long as the patient is informed that the
results of an examination might be used by a court in a commitment
proceeding, it is acceptable for a t~eating physician to reveal his or
her findings; absent a notification of purpose, however, the treating
physician is in violation of ethical standards if he or she reveals
examination findings.
RECOMMENDATION: EXAMINING PHYSICIANS SHOULD EXPLAIN TO
RESPONDENTS THE NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE EXAMINATION AND
HOW THE INFORMATION GENERATED BY THE EXAMINATION MIGHT BE
USED BY STAFF OF THE HOSPITAL AND BY THE COURTS.

One reviewer of the above recommendation stated that requiring
examining physicians to explain the nature, purpose, and consequences of
the examination improperly casts physicians in the role of patient
counsel. The reviewer suggested that this function would be more
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properly, and probably more effectively, handled· by the MHIS. It is
important to note that the reviewer did not take exception to the
recommended explanation, but rather· to who· is required to give the·
explanation. If the MHIS can give each respondent an accurat·e and clear
explanation. of the nature,. purpose, and consequences of the· examination,
that would be· sufficient •. The important point is· that each respondent
receive such an.eitplanation. The recommendation specifies the· examining
physician in recognition that the logistics of the initial interview may
place the physician' in a better position to provide an adequate
explanation.
The emphasis i;n the New: York statutes on multiple· examinations.
(e.g.,. admissions· examinations., psychiatric confirmation· examinations,
and· two P .C. 's) is a strength of the New· York commitment· syst'em. The
right to seek ind1apendent medical opinion also is a strong feature. The
professional literature suggests that multiple and independent
examinations are important for two reasons: they provide additional
opinion in an area in which unreliable assessment is not unc·ommon, and
chey provide some incentive: for the stat·e' s examiners to be thorough.
Furthermore, given· that commitment decisions often turn upon· the medical
testimony, the respondent has little to draw on· in developing a defense
without the opportunity to generate independent medical evidence.
The complaints voiced in New York (as well as in other large
cities throughout the· country) that many foreign-born examining
physicians speak ~nglish poorly is cause for concern. Although
foreign-born physicians may be sufficiently trained in medicine, it is
vitally important to the success of the commitment process that they be
capable of communicating fluently in English as well. Respondents must
be able to understand questions posed by examining physicians if they are
to provide valid information in response. Physicians must have a
sufficient understanding of the English language if they are to interpret
patient's responses accurately. Finally, medical evidence must be
communicated in a manner that makes the information meaningful to
attorneys and judges.
RECOMMENDATION:

EXAMINING PHYSICIANS SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO

HAVE SIGNIFICANT FLUENCY IN ORAL AND WRITTEN ENGLISH.
One reviewer of this recommendation suggested that requiring
examining physicians to have significant fluency in English only
partially solves the communication problem mentioned above. He observed
that in New York City many respondents either do not speak English or do
not speak English fluently. To have a meaningful interview, such
respondents need an interpreter or a physician who speaks their native
language. The reviewer suggested that the above recommendation be
amended to require the use of stand-by interpreters and the hiring of
bilingual physicians. We agree that requiring physicians to have
significant fluency in English does not facilitate interviews with
respondents who do not speak English. The recommendation, however, is
designed to address a more prevalent problem which Institute staff
observed in New York: that many foreign-born examining physicians do not
speak English fluently. The use of stand-by interpreters and the hiring
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of bilingual physicians may be effective ways of facilitating interviews
with nonEnglish-speaking respondents. Requiring.these remedial measures,
however,, might cause fiscal and administrative burdens which. outweigh the
benefit of the measures •. Resource burdens might be minimized if, for
example·,, the MHIS maintained. a. list of volunteer interpreters who might
be available to assist with nonEnglish-speaking respondents.. The need
for such. services,. however, would probably be infrequent.. It is the
ultimate responsibility of the examining physician and treatment facility
to. ensure an. e·ffective interview. If an interpreter is necessary, the
physician or facility should secure one •.
Prehearing Treatment
As discussed earlier, the question of whether patients should be
under the influence of medication during commitment hearings is a
controversial one. The respondent's appearance and behavior in court as
well as his or her ability to assist counsel are important factors
affecting the outcome of the commitment hearing. In order to assist the
judge in arriving at an appropriate disposition, the following
recommendation is offered:
RECOMMENDATION: IF ANY MEDICATION IS ADMINISTERED TO THE
RESPONDENT DURING THE PREHEARING PERIOD AND THE
RESPONDENT'S TREATING PHYSICIAN HAS ANY REASON TO BELIEVE
THAT THE RESPONDENT'S BEHAVIOR IN COURT WILL BE AFFECTED BY
SUCH MEDICATION, THE PHYSICIAN SHOULD INDICATE TO THE
COURT, THE RESPONDENT'S ATTORNEY, AND THE ATTORNEY
REPRESENTING THE HOSPITAL OR THE STATE WHAT MEDICATIONS
WERE ADMINISTERED AND WHAT CONSEQUENCES THESE MEDICATIONS
ARE LIKELY TO HAVE ON RESPONDENT'S BEHAVIOR DURING THE
HEARING AND ON RESPONDENT'S ABILITY TO ASSIST COUNSEL.

A reviewer of the above recommendation suggested that it be
modified to prohibit the prehearing administration of medication absent
"dangerous conduct" by the respondent. We reemphasize that New York
statute fails to address whether and to what extent involuntary patients
may be treated prior to hearing. The intent of the recommendation is not
to fill in this statutory gap. The recommendation addresses a more
limited issue: if the respondent is under the influence of medication,
what should be done to ensure that the effects on the respondent do not
affect the outcome of the commitment hearing? The broader issue addressed
by the reviewer is a controversial one. It involves a balancing of the
respondent's liberty interest (in being free from unwanted medication)
and the state's interest as parens patriae (in protecting the mental
health of its citizens). In general, Institute staff have found that
formulations such as "dangerous conduct" are not adequate in protecting
either pole of this balance. Such standards are elastic and provide
little direction. A more effective way of achieving this balance may be
not to define the conduct or condition of the respondent, but rather to
define the types of medication which may be administered pending
hearing. Although we make no attempt here to precisely define such types
of medication, a precise definition should limit these types to
relatively mild medications administered only to the extent necessary to
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stabilize the respondent '-s condition. As mentioned earlier in this
chapter,. however, because hearings are not mandatory in New York, no
requirement seems to exist that patients be treated differently whether a
hearing is pending.or not. We, thus, make no specific recommendation in
this area.
Prehearing Dismissal and Discharge
The stat1.itory provisions and hospital procedures. concerning the
discharge· of pati·ents who are determined upon examination to not meet the
criteria for commitment are· exemplary. Although it appears that, upon
discharge,. patients lose_ the opportunity to challenge the validity of the
commitment in court, this does.not seem to be an issue of significant
concern to those interviewed in New York.
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CHAPTER IV
COUNSEL FOR THE RESPONDENT

This chapter considers the function of che involuncary patient's
attorney. Legal issues for which respondents may be entitled to the
assistance of counsel arise· during many phases of the commitment
process. Prior to the hearing,, an attorney sometimes is called on to
explain· legal rights: and options. to patients. During, the hearing,
counsel is primarily responsible for presenting the respondent,' s case.
During a period of hospitalization, at.torneys may become involved in
protecting patient's rights and exploring avenues for discharge. An
attorney's help may be needed again if a patient is held for the full
period, of commitment and the hospital wishes to retain the patient for
further treatment •.
THE MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION SERVICE

An important feature of the New York civil commitment laws is the
Mental Health Information Service (MHIS). The MHIS, which is under the
judicial branch of government, is directed to perform several functions
(2 9.09):

study the admission and retention of all patients.
inform patients of their rights,
in any court case, provide the court with all relevant
information about the patient,
provide services and assistance to patients and their
families,
investigate cases of alleged patient mistreatment and take
legal action to protect patients from mistreatment.
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Also, although not specified in the statute, MHIS attorneys generally
represent patients in commitment hearings.
The MHIS, thus, has a comprehensive function in aiding patients who
have been involuntarily committed to hospitals in New York. This
function includes providing legal advice prior to any hearing, handling
negotiations with hospital staff about the length of a patient's
commitment and about treatment in the hospital, and representing patients
in commitment hearings. Also, MHIS attorneys represent patients in
controversies concerning medication requirements and they review all
transfers of patients from one hospital to another.
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In addition. to. supplying counsel for involuntary patients, MHIS
employs. social workers who investigate alternative treatment programs for
some patients. The social workers work with MHIS attorneys to bring
about the release of patients. for whom alternative treatment programs are
appropriate and available.
Whenever a~ hearing, is requested.and whenever the hospital
recommends a. six-month· retention, the MHIS prepares a memorandum for the
court. Thismemorandum contains a brief history of the patient, reasons
why the· doctors think the patient should stay in the hospital, and
arguments that might be advanced in suppor.t of the patient 1 s release.
The hospital's-clinical summary is attached to the memorandum. The
purpose of the memorandum· is to. advise. the court about the case.. It is,
therefore.,. expect.ad. to include all relevant infonnation. The MHIS
attorneys claim to. adhere to this purpose. They also claim that as
advocates for their clients.' interests, they must prepare the memorandum
in the.manner most favorable to their clients, but without leaving out
any relevant facts. relied upon by the hospital..
The New York: statutes provide that upon admission (or conversion
to a different status) every patient must be informed of the availability
of MB.IS. 11 At any time thereafter, upon request of the patient. or of
anyone. on the patient.' s behalf, the patient shall be pennitted to
communicate with .1 Mental Health Information Service and avail himself of
the facilities th•!reof" (9.07). The statutes further require that every
involuntary patieJJ.t's record must be sent to the MHIS within five days of
admission (9.ll). By way of these notifications, the MHIS becomes
responsible for the legal representation of involuntary patients.
One of the responsibilities of MHIS is to inform patients about
procedures for admission and retention, and about the patients' rights to
have judicial hearing and review, to be represented by legal counsel and
to seek independeut medical opinion (29.09). Reportedly, MHIS staff make
an effort to speak with every involuntary patient; however, because of
limited resources:, not every patient receives a personal visit. It is
generally agreed, however, that any patient requesting assistance from
MHIS is visited promptly.
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APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL
Indigency is not a prerequ1s1te for MHIS representaion. Rather,
MHIS attorneys represent all patients, irrespective of their ability to
pay for legal assistance. If a patient so desires, however, he or she
may retain private! counse 1. According to one MHIS attorney, the MHIS has
had a uniform policy since 1965 of carefully refraining from competing
with the private bar. Although MHIS attorneys generally have greater
knowledge of mental health law than do private attorneys, if a patient
has the desire and the resources to retain a private lawyer, the MHIS
will assist the patient in contacting a lawyer of his or her choice or a
bar association re:ferral committee. Furthermore, the MHIS will remain
available to the private lawyer if their services are desired. Even when
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a private attorney is retained, the court sometimes requests that the
MHIS attorney continue with the case in an advisory role.
ROLE. OF COUNSEL
Because the MHIS. is: charged with various responsibilities,
several issues arise concerning the role of MHIS attorneys and possible
conflicts of interest. Some observers contend that the dual
responsibility of MHIS to represent patients and to provide the court
with all relevant information regarding the patient's case creates a
conflict of interest. As a practical matter, however, most people agree
that MHIS. attorneys are able to provide the court with the information it
needs without compromising the patient's right to a fair hearing. One
MHIS staff member suggested that the responsibility to provide
information to the court in fact may be viewed as an opportunity to
present information about the case in the light most favorable to the
patient's expressed desires.
For the most part, MHIS attorneys reportedly act as advocates
for their clients' expressed desires. Although some people (primarily
mental health professionals) believe that attorneys should assume the
role of guardian ad litem, acting in what they perceive to be the best
interests of patients, most agree that attorneys are ethically bound to
advise clients regarding available options and then zealously pursue the
course of action desired by the client.
The attorneys generally do not view their role as being solely
to bring about their clients' relea~e or to follow their clients' every
suggestion. They also advise clients concerning what they consider to be
in the clients' best interests. One attorney, for example, said that if
he thought a patient was "really sick, 11 he would try to persuade the
patient to remain in the hospital; but if the patient insisted, the
attorney would take the case to court. Nevertheless, some people in New
York are concerned that because most MHIS attorneys are relatively young
and inexperienced, they may not be sufficiently sensitive to the subtle
consequences of different legal approaches and may supply inadequate
advice about how best to proceed. Occasionally, the adversary stance of
the MHIS lawyers leads to friction between them and the psychiatric staff
at the hospitals. This is commonly considered to be a natural result of
the functions of the two professions, although exacerbated in some cases
by the personalities of particular lawyers and psychiatrists. Some
critics charge that MHIS attorneys fight for the release of their
patients, regardless of the medical, legal, and social consequences of a
court-ordered hospitalization (e.g., rather than encourage voluntary
admission, an MHIS attorney might fight for release and lose, only to
cause the client an increased legal and social disability upon
discharge). In general, however, most people interviewed were very
pleased with the service provided by MHIS.
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CONCLUSIONS AND

R~COMMENDATIONS

Appointment of Counsel
The manner in which- legal representation is provided for
patients- in New York is exemplary·- There are- a- number of different
systems in differ,::mt states:- for providing- counseL in commitment
proceedings, including the use of a public defender, the assignment of
private attorneys available locally, and the use of special advocates
responsible exclu:;ivery or primarily for connnitment cases. The
experience of the authors, and of others who have researched this topic,
suggest·s_ that attc,rneys whose sole responsibility is to provide legal
services. Eor ment.:ii patient's provide much better representation than
attorneys appointE!d to such cases on an occasional basis. Another
especially benefic:ial feature of MHIS representation is that patients
typically- receive representation well before the court hearing (and, of
course, even if there is no court hearing), permitting sufficient time to
advise patients about possible courses of legal action and providing thelawyers• with an opportunity to learn about their clients and, thus, to
prepare- well in advance of a. court hearing.
MHIS attorneys appear remarkably knowledgeable about mental
healtb. law and practice and, most agree, provide excellent service to
their clients and to the court. On the other hand, some of those
interviewed feared that, because of the large number of admissions and
the relatively small size of the MHIS staff, not every patient receives
sufficient attention from MHIS. Given the confused mental condition of
many patients at t:he time of admission, it is understandable that some
patients do not have the wherewithall to request the assistance of an
MHIS attorney. Because it is important that every patient truly be
provided with the opportunity to employ the services of the MHIS, it is
imperative that e'7ery patient be visited by an MHIS representative soon
after admission.
RECOMMENI>ATION: EVERY PATIENT SHOULD BE VISITED SOON
AFTER ADMISSION BY A MEMBER OF THE MHIS STAFF. THE
MHIS STAE'F MEMBER SHOULD INFORM THE PATIENT ABOUT
PROCEDURE,S FOR ADMISSION AND RETENTION AND ABOUT THE
PATIENT' 8 RIGHTS TO CHALLENGE COMMITMENT IN COURT, TO
BE REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL, AND TO SEEK INDEPENDENT
MEDICAL OPINION. THE MHIS STAFF MEMBER SHOULD TAKE
CARE TO ENSURE THAT FAILURE OF PATIENTS TO AVAIL
THEMSELVE.S OF THESE RIGHTS IS DONE KNOWINGLY. THE
SIZE OF IHE MHIS STAFF SHOULD BE INCREASED
SUFFICIE~ITLY TO ACCOMPLISH ITS STATUTORY GOALS.
The automatic provision of legal counsel in every case
regardless of the patient's financial ability to employ private counsel,
although seemingly wasteful, is to be commended. The financially able
patient who fails to contact an attorney should not be presumed to have
made a competent decision not to pursue his or her legal rights. The
automatic provisic1n of counsel protects those patients who are mentally
incapable of deciding whether to employ an attorney.
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Some people interviewed in New York believe that if legal
services are provided to a patient who. subsequently is shown to be
financially capable. of. retaining private counsel the patient should be
billed for the services. rendered. However, most agree that the cost of
recovering these monies· usually would be· greater than the amount
recovered.
The Role of Counsel
The role· assumed by most MHIS attorneys (to counsel patients and
represent their expressed wishes) is to be comm.ended.. Although in many
areas of the country, attorneys in involuntary hospitalization
proceedings assume the role of guardian ad litem, in most large cities,.
in the statutes and case law. of many other states, and throughout the
professional literature, it is clear that counsel are being directed to
assume a strong advocacy role. The diagnosis of mental illness is widely
regarded as an imprecise endeavor. Further, recent studies have shown
quite convincingly that psychiatric predictions of future dangerous
behavior are terribly unreliable--that. predicitions of dangerousness much
more frequently are wrong than they are right. Given the difficulties
psychiatrists have in assessing patients' suitability for commitment, it
is unrealistic to suggest that patients' attorneys can know what is in
their clients' best interests.
The statutorily prescribed responsibilities of MHIS are
generally good. It is not clear, however, if MHIS attorneys are required
to represent the patient's interests at hearings. Because as a practicalmatter such representation is provided, however, failure of the statute
to specify this probably is unimportant.
The statutory requirement that MHIS provide the court with all
relevant information about the patient's case presently is implemented in
New York City in such a way as to avoid conflict of interest problems.
However, because of the potential for conflict presented by this
statutory language, thought should be given to amending the statutes to
permit MHIS attorneys to withhold from the court information that the
attoneys believe is privileged or is adverse to the case for the defense.
RECOMMENDATION:

THE NEW YORK STATUTES (29.09) SHOULD

BE AMENDED TO PERMIT MHIS ATTORNEYS TO WITHHOLD FROM
THE COURT INFORMATION THAT IS PRIVILEGED OR IS ADVERSE
TO THE CASE FOR THE DEFENSE.
The function of the MHIS social workers to investigate
alternative treatment programs is particularly praiseworthy. The
doctrine of the least restrictive alternative, which has been heartily
endorsed by courts and legislatures throughout the country, is applied in
practice in very few jurisdictions. One reason is that no one involved
in the commitment process assumes the responsibility for investigating
the availability of alternative treatment programs. Reportedly, because
of the efforts of the MHIS social workers, some patients are diverted
from involuntary hospitalization into treatment programs in less
restrictive settings.
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CHAPTER
THE HEARING:

v

DETERMINING COMMITTABILITY

This. chapter discusses the aspects of judicial hearings that
pertain to the determination of a patient's need for involuntary care and
treatment. The chapter will consider the· characteristics of hearings,
the various people involved in hearings, and the criteria that must be
met for involuntary hospitalization. The foliowing chapter also
considers hearing,.procedures but concentrates on the aspects of hearings
that pertain to the determination of treatment questions. This
distinction, between determining whether or not treatment is needed and
determining the nature of treatment, is made primarily for the analytical
purposes of this study. Within the judicial hearing, consideration
frequently is given to both matters simultaneously. The two are
separated here only for clarity of thought and should not lead the reader
to believe that these issues are necessarily bifurcated in their
consideration at hearing.
WHEN HEARINGS ARE HELD

The New York statutes do not provide for the automatic conduct
of judicial hearings in involuntary hospitalization cases. Rather,
hearings are held only upon request. Hearings may be requested by the
patient, any relative or friend, or the Mental Health Information Service
(9.31, 9.39). Hearings to challenge emergency admission may be requested
anytime after admission; hearings to challenge admission on a "two P.C."
may be requested anytime within sixty days of admission. Habeas corpus
petitions may be filed at any time.
As a practical matter in the First Judicial Department, few
involuntary hospitalizations entail a hearing. This is either because no
hearing is requested or because the case is settled (i.e., the patient
either is discharged or converts to voluntary status) before a hearing
takes place. (Six month retention orders are always signed by a judge.
When the hearing is waived, however, the signing is a mere formality.)
When held, the hearings are usually requested by the patient; relatives
and MHIS attorneys rarely request hearings without specific demands by
the client. According to the MHIS attorneys, the hearings that are held
typically are requested by first-time patients. MHIS attorneys are in
disagreement concerning the frequency with which repeat patients request
a hearing. Some say repeat patients rarely press for a hearing. One
MHIS attorney stated that at Manhattan Psychiatric Center, repeat
patients frequently request hearings.
The attorneys give several reasons why so few commitment cases
go to hearing. First, many patients prefer to avoid discussion of their
case in court. (Some, apparently, do not wish the facts of their cases
aired, even though the hearings are confidential and the record closed.)
Second, the MHIS attorney may persuade the patient that hospitalization
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is the best course. Third, many cases.are settled before the hearing.
stage is reached. Settlements, frequently. involve the placement of the
patient in a less restrictive tr.eatment program. The MHIS social wo~kers
play a, key role· in locating alternatives to hospitalization, and, thus,
in effecting release. Reportedly, settlements often are accomplished
under: the· threat of_ a hear:ing •. That is., the MHis· attorney may advise the·
hosp.ital. staff that the. patient will demand a hearing unless a less
restrictive alter'.::iative to hospitalization is offered. Alternatively,.
the attorney might actually file for a hearing in order to prompt
settlement.. Thesie tactics reportedly are effective,, from the
respondent's viewpoint, because many physicians dislike appearing in
court,., particularly if the hearing must be held in another hospital..
Unlike i:n most other jurisdictions, no court hearing ordinarily
is held before or immediately following emergency commitment. Although
some disagreed,. p1ersons interviewed generally suggested that this was
justified on the grounds that the police and the hospital staff strictly
apply. the standards for commitment. Also, by holding hearings later, it
was contended, lawyers would. have more of an opportunity to prepare the
case and hospital staff would learn more about their patients. Thus, the
police and hospital staff would provide improved information to the court
and the· adversary process would function more effectively. Finally, the
longer. prehearing period provides time for the negotiation of
settlements. Thi,:; obliterates the need for hearings in many cases.
CHARACTERISTICS
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THE HEARINGS

The request for hearing must be given in writing to the hospital
director, who mus1: forward "forthwith" to the court a copy of the
request, together with a copy of the patient 1 s record. A copy of the
request and the rE~cord must also be provided to the Mental Health
Information Servi,:e. The court must schedule a hearing within five days
from the date that: it receives the request for a hearing (9.31, 9.39).
As a practical ma1:ter, because hearings are held in each facility only
every seven days and because continuances are common, this five-day limit
is regularly exce1!ded.
Commitme11t hearings are held every Tuesday morning at Bellevue
Hospital and every Thursday morning at Manhattan Psychiatric Center.
Because Bellevue is primarily an acute care (short-term) facility,
hearings there usualiy are to determine whether an initial admission was
appropriate. Hea1:ings at Manhattan Psychiatric Center, a long-term care
hospital, usually are to determine whether hospitalization should be
ordered for an additional treatment period.
Hearings ordinarily are not held in the other hospitals in
Manhattan. Patients in these hospitals generally must be transported to
Bellevue or Manhattan Psychiatric Center. Testifying physicians,
hospital security guards, and MHIS staff also must make the trip. On
rare occasions, hc>wever, the court will hear cases in these other
hospitals, when warranted by special circumstances (such as unusual
problems in transporting the patient). Reportedly, unlike in Manhattan,
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hearings in the Bronx are.held at each hospital as cases arise. The
court personnel, rather than the hospital staff, do the necessary
traveling.
Hospital staff inManhattan generally dislike traveling to
di ff er.ent hospitals for. heai::i.ngs,.. According to several physicians and
attorneys.working in hospitals where hearings ordinarily are not held,
patient.a who request hearings and are only marginally committable often
are released so that the inconvenience of a hearing might be avoided. As
a result,, the proportion of patients going to hearings from Bellevue and
Manhattan Psychiatric Center reportedly is higher than the proportion
from other hospitals •.
Co1IDI1itment hearings are conducted by justices of the New York
Supreme Court on a rotating basis. The hearings typically are closed to
the public, and it is only by the expressed permission of the court (or
the court administrator) that nonparticipants are admitted. A court
stenographer makes a permanent, confidential record of proceedings. With
few excep.tions, patients ar.e present at their hearings. At both Bellevue
and Manhattan Psychiatric Center, hearings are conducted in a special
room set aside for that purpose.
Hearings observed by these researchers at Bellevue Hospital were
generally informal and disorderly. A sizeable group typically is
present, including five or six attorneys, four or five psychiatrists,
several police and security officers, and several court personnel. The
clammer created by the group is exacerbated by poor acoustics in the
Bellevue courtroom. In several cases, the court was not provided with
the proper certificates and other papers. In an effort to locate these
papers, many of the hearing participants addressed the court
simultaneously; a mood of confusion prevailed. Also, because necessary
papers or witnesses could not be located, cases frequently were called
and then adjourned until later in the day (or sometimes for another
week). Hearings proceeded in a more orderly fashion at Manhattan
Psychiatric Center, although much of what transpired there appeared to
confuse patients and other participants as well.
On a typical hearing day, about 20 cases are on the court
calendar, but only about four are heard. Some are dismissed because the
patient and the hospital have reached an agreement. Many others, however,
are continued and must be argued later.
The New York statutes indicate that hearings may be adjourned
(9.31, 9.39) but do not specify limits on the length of adjournment.
Hearings concerning emergency admissions may be adjourned only upon
request of the patient; hearings concerning "two P.C." admissions
apparently may be requested by either the patient or the hospital.
Requests for adjournment are common in New York City. MHIS attorneys
frequently request adjournments in order to settle cases by arranging
placement in community treatment programs. Hospital attorneys request
adjournments less frequently but on occasion request adjournments because
the required paperwork is incomplete or because medical witnesses are
unavailable. According to participating lawyers, judges almost always
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grant adjournments requested. by patients' attorneys but approve hospital
requests only upo11 a· showing., of good. cause.. It also' was reported that
judges. sometimes adj_ourn cases simply because they are not able· to remain
at the hospital long. enough to. hear all the cases, on the· docket ...
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CRITERIA FOR COMMITMENT

The New 'Cork statutes provide that the criterion for emergency
admission is mental: illness for which immediate inpatient care and
treatment in a ho:~pital is. appropriate and which is likely to· result in
serious harm to. SE!lf. or. others (9.39). "Likelihood of serious: harm" is.
defined as- "1.. substantial risk of physical. harm to· himself as. manifested
by threats of or attempts at suicide or serious bodily harm or other
conduct demonstrating. that he is dangerous to himself, or 2 •. a
substantial. risk of physical harm to other persons as manifested by
homicidal or other violent behavior by which others are placed in
reasonable fear or serious. physical. harm" (9.39). "In need of care and.
treatment11 means.- that a person has· a mental i.llness. for which inpatient
care and. treatment: in a hospital are appropriate ( 9 .01).
The critE!ria for involuntary admission on a "two P.C." are that
the respondent is mentally ill and in need of involuntary care· and
treatment (9.27) .. "In need of involuntary care and treatment" means that
a person has a mental illness for which care and treatment as a patient
in a hospital is essential to the person's welfare and whose judgment is
so impaired that he or she is unable to understand the need for such care
and treatment (9.01). Although dangerousness is not specified as a
requirement for iuvoluntary commitment on a "two P.C.", the appellate
division of the Supreme Court has ruled that
••• substantive due process requires that the
continued confinement of an individual must be based
upon a finding that the person to be committed poses a
real and present threat of substantial harm to himself
or others. Such criteria would authorize the
continued confinement of an individual whose mental
illness manifests itself in neglect or refusal to cae
for himsEilf, where such neglect or refusal presents a
threat of substantial harm to his own well-being.
Scopes v. Shah, 398 N.Y.S. 2d 911, 913 (1977) (emphasis added). The
burden of proof is on the hospital (or the state). The standard of proof
in emergency admissions hearings is "reasonable cause to believe" that
the criteria are s:atisfied ( 9 .39). The standard of proof in medical
certification hearings is clear and convincing evidence. Scopes v. Shah.
Those int.erviewed generally believe that the Supreme Court
justices in New Yc1rk City reliably apply the above criteria when making
commitment decisic1ns. When questioned about the criteria, however, some
judges were unsure which applied in which proceedings. One MHIS attorney
said that although a judge may be unsure which criteria apply in an
abstract discussicin, when the judge is hearing an actual case the judge
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has before him or her the MHIS trial memorandum which sets forth the
precise· standard and. the questions presented. In hearings observed by
staff of the National Cencer for State Courts, however, the judges did
not always clearlT address the· criteria requiring proof. Whether
respondents in "two P.c·. 11 proceedings were able to understand the need
for care and treatment was particularly- overlooked.
Although no overt act need be shown for continued involuntary
hospitalization on a "two· P.C." (Scopes v. Shah), evidence of acts
demonstrating dangerousness is considered especially persuasive.
COUNSEL FOR THE HOSPITAL
Until mid-1981, municipal and private hospitals were not always
represented by attorneys in commitment hearings. Attorneys from the
Attorney General's Office have always prosecuted cases involving state
hospital patients. The court recently has begun to require that cases
involving patients in private hospitals· be prosecuted by attorneys for
the hospitals. Att·orneys from the Office of General Counsel of the
Health and Hospitals Corporation now prosecute commitment cases involving
patients in city hospitals.
The New York statutes do not require that the hospital be
represented. Reportedly, the practice of attorney representation has
developed because of a concern that when only the patient is represented
by counsel, the psychiatrist or the judge must assume the role of
"prosecutor". Because of the resulting conflict of roles, many MHIS
attorneys prefer that hospitals be represented.
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Hospital attorneys and representatives of the Attorney General's
Office typically do little preparation in most cases. One attorney
stated that the role of the prosecuting attorney is simply to ask
questions of the witnesses designed to elicit evidence demonstrating that
the commitment criteria are met. Because the same questions are
applicable in most commitment cases, little prehearing preparation is
necessary. One judge opined that the hospitals' attorneys generally are
competent professionals who seem to have a fairly broad interest in both
helping patients and representing the interests of their employers.
Another judge reported that occasionally hospital attorneys will take a
position against involuntary hospitalization if they believe such a
position is appropriate.

I

ASSIGNMENT OF JU])'.;ES
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Commitment cases are heard by justices of the civil division of
the Supreme Court on a rotating basis. Judges in Manhattan ordinarily
hear commitment cases for one week and then move on to other
assignments. It is the general consensus of people interviewed in New
York and in other cities that this rotation system fosters an uninformed
judiciary. Unless judges are involved in commitment cases with some
frequency, it is often said, they do not become sensitive to the unique
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questions in this area. Reportedly, in the Bronx, judges are assigned to
hear commitment c.ases for two months. This assignment typically is
repeated at least once each year. An annual, two-month assignment may
permit judges t·o, acquire the necessary expertise.
There' is general agreement that the quality and.knowledge of the
just:ices. who pres.ide over commitment proceedings in Manhatt"an varies
greatly. Attorneys and mental· health professionals alike were critical
of many judges for: knowing little of the applicable law. Others were
concerned that judges are generally ignorant of concepts of mental
illness and psychiatric treatment. Reportedly, judges assigned to the
mental health rotation· are provided with a book containing information on
mental. health and the law. Additionally, lunchtime· seminars are held
occasionally to educate judges. Still, many observers in NewYork
contend that imprc>ved judicial education in this area is essential.
Another problem with the Manhattan rotation system is the lack
of coordination among the judges who sit from week to week. If a case is
continued from one~ week to the next, the "sense" of the case is lost and,
essentially, the proceeding must begin anew.
The MHIS attorneys, however, favor the rotation system, because
they are afraid that a permanent judge might, by chance, be a "wrong
judge1' and some p.atients would never be released. At present, if a judge
is generally unsympathetic to the patient's position, he or she probably
will be followed by a more favorable colleague. Although, the situation
seems ripe for judge-shopping (a tactic whereby cases are continued to a
day when a more favorable judge is sitting), the MHIS attorneys said it
rarely occurred. The reasons given were that most judges are
unpredictable, that the attorneys do not know which judge will be sitting
from week to week, and that even if the patient is advised that the judge
sitting that week is particularly "bad," the patient often prefers not to
delay the proceedings.
One cons1!quence of the rotation system is that it enhances the
role of the MHIS attorneys. Judges generally rely on the MHIS
pre-hearing memoranda for an articulation of the law as well as for a
presentation of the facts. The MHIS attorneys generally prepare very
well for cases and ordinarily are the best informed individuals
participating in !:he hearings.
Another consequence of the rotation system is that the court
clerk, who is permanently assigned to mental health hearings, often
assumes a key rolca in the court proceedings. Some observers believe that
the clerk exercises too much authority. He or she schedules the cases,
monitors their prc>gress, and advises judges about continuances and other
case-management a<:tivities. More importantly, the clerk sometimes
advises the judge about substantive matters, such as points of mental
health law, evideutiary matters, and possible treatment orders. The
judges who are typically unfamiliar with these matters reportedly rely
substantially on 1:his advice. The MHIS and hospital attorneys, it should
be added, are pre:sent to contest the clerk's advise when it is counter to
their clients' interests. A reviewer of the draft version of this report
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stated that since July 1982, there has been a new court clerk who assumes
no role in the hearings at Manhattan Psychiatric Center and Bellevue
Psychiatric Center.
WITNESSES. AT THE HEARING

The New York statutes, do not explicitly require the presence of
medical experts at commitment hearings. In practice, however, an
examining or treating psychiatrist is present to testify in virtually
every case. As discussed earlier, virtually all involuntary patients are
examined by a staff psychiatrist at the hospital. This psychiatrist
typically is the chief psychiat.rist of the patient's unit and often is
the psychiatrist who presents the expert testimony. In addition, the
court receives the certificates of physicians whose examinations are
required by law.
Although most people who were interviewed in New York agree that
the proper role of the testifying psychiatrist is to present medical
evidence in a neutral manner, many believe that psychiatrists usually
feel obligated to support the case for commitment and direct their
testimony accordingly. It was suggested that many psychiatrists simply
do not seem to understand very well how the adversary system works or why
their expertise as doctors is being questioned.
There seemed to be a consensus among judges that the
psychiatrists who present neutral testimony generally are the most
persuasive. One judge suggested that the examiner's testimony should be
the key factor influencing the court. He admitted that at times the
quality of testimony presented by psychiatrists was not very high. He
stated, however, that he did not believe he had the authority to try to
fill in the lack of medical evidence with his own reading or experience.
Other judges suggested that medical evidence should not be overly
influential. The judges and attorneys interviewed indicated that it was
particularly important that the examiners present sufficient factual
support for any contention of dangerousness or other behavioral criteria
for commitment.
Some psychiatrists admitted that examining physicians frequently
prefer to discharge patients rather than go to court because of the
intimidation associated with testifying. Although psychiatrists in New
York and in other cities generally resent the authority of the court to
interfere with their treatment decisions concerning patients, many admit
that they appreciate being relieved of what they consider the social
responsibility of ordering involuntary hospitalization or release.
In addition to the psychiatrist, witnesses often include the
respondent, relatives and friends of the respondent, and social workers.
Because police and hospital records generally are considered admissible
evidence, police officers and other hospital personnel rarely attend
hearings.
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The witnesses' testimony is directed primarily by the lawyers
for the two sides; the MHIS lawyers, especially, conduct considerable
cross-examination. Many judges also take an active role in questioning
witnesse·s--apparently much· more so than in ordinary trial s--al though
their questions usually are intended onlY' to clarify testimony· elicited
by.· the. attorneys.. The, introduction of attorneys for the hospital, we
were told, has noticeably reduced the· amount of questioning from the
bench.

I

RULES OF EVIDENCE AND PROCEDURE

[

.,E

Because
the. relatively informal manner in· which hearings are
conducted, judges· to varying degrees admit evidence that would be
declared inadmissible in more formal trials. One judge reported that the
rules of evidence and procedure simply are not applied in civil
commitment cases. In his words, "everything goes in order to get all the
information out that is relevant and of interest." Other judges
indicated that th1~y attempt. to apply the rules, particularly when
objections are made, but will make exceptions for hearsay evidence and
evidence of prior psychiatric treatment.
Most obsi~rvers agree that civil commitment proceedings are not
entirely exempt f:C"om the rules of evidence and procedure applicable in
other civil court cases. Because involuntary commitment is designed to
serve the best interests of the mentally ill, however, many judges and
attorneys are reluctant to apply these rules strictly. Most observers
acknowledge that information about previous psychiatric treatment is
almost always considered, although MHIS attorneys often object to the
introduction of this evidence. One psychiatrist reported that he
considered information about previous psychiatric treatment as relevant
to the court in u1:iderstanding a patient's diagnosis, prognosis, and
treatment plan. He suggested that it was inescapable that previous
psychiatric involvement would be discussed because mental illness is a
chronic condition that simply goes through cyclic phases. Judges rule on
objections when they are made by counsel but typically do not find, ~
sponte, that evidence is inadmissible. (Of course, the judge is free to
disregard evidenc·~ that he or she feels is not admissible.)
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

When Hearings are Held
The most unusual, and probably the most important, feature of
the New York involuntary civil commitment procedure is the lack of a
court hearing in the great majority of cases. Almost all other states
require a court hE~aring before commitment or, in the case of emergency
commitments, within a few days of hospitalization. While the popular
range extends from two to ten days, most states with progressive statutes
require that hearings be held within 5 days of hospitalization. While
not conclusive, the fact that other states take this extra precaution to
preserve the pati1ants' rights suggests that the New York procedure may be
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inadequate. Moreover, federal courts in other parts of the country have
ruled that due process requires judicial review before a patient is
involuntarily detained for more than a few days. A mental patient, it
should be stressed., may well not be capable of making an intelligent or
informed.decision concerning, whether to request a hearing.

RECOMMENDATION: A STATUTORY AMENDMENT SHOULD BE
SOUGHT REQUIRING A JUDICIAL HEARING IN EVERY
INVOLUNTARY COMMITMENT CASE, TO BE HELD WITHIN 5 DAYS
OF THE PATIENT'S ADMISSION TO' THE HOSPITAL.
The recommendation requires a judicial hearing within five days
of admission but does not specify whether the hearing is a "probable
cause" or "ful 1" hearing. This omission is intended. A hearing within
five days serves the functions that a two-hearing system serves in many
other jurisdictions, but eliminates the often needless repetition and
expending of resources caused by requiring two hearings. A typical
two-hearing formulation requires a probable cause hearing within 48 to 72
hours and a full hearing within 10 to 14 days. Requiring only one
hearing is not an attempt to place economy, efficiency, and expediency
above liberty; Compensating factors justifying only one hearing within
five days include a strengthening of prehearing screening and review,
allowing a more rapid release in cases of improper detention. The
one-hearing procedure would also serve the respondent's liberty interest
by resolving the commitment issue rapidly while allowing the respondent's
counsel time to better prepare for the case.
The arguments given in support of the New York procedure are
noted elsewhere in this report. The advocacy provided by the MHIS
attorneys probably is considered the most important justification for the
procedure. It is suggested that in representing the patient, the
attorney is, in part, assuming the role that the judge plays in other
jurisdictions. If the attorney believes that a patient does not meet the
criteria for connnitment, he or she may insist that the court consider the
case.
Admittedly, mandatory hearings in and of themselves do not make
the commitment process fairer or better; indeed, in many jurisdictions,
mandatory hearings are pro forma exercises. Furthermore, a full,
adversarial hearing in every commitment case is a costly endeavor. One
reviewer of the above recommendation stated that a court hearing in every
involuntary civil connnitment case would severely burden the courts, the
hospitals, and the MHIS, and might result in pro forma hearings. Because
of the loss of liberty and potential for stigma that results from
involuntary commitment, however, the vast majority of observers are
adamant that no one should be involuntarily hospitalized without court
review soon after commitment. Nevertheless, to the extent that the MHIS
attorneys carefully consider each case and insist on a hearing for every
case in which the patient's committability is questionable, the practical
utility of the New YorK procedure may outweigh the danger posed by the
lack of automatic hearings.
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This conc:lusion, however, is reached primarily on the basis of
the practices in the courts and hospitals in New York studied for this
report •. The MHIS attorneys and social workers in the First Judicial
Department are, WE! believe, as capable of protecting the· patients' rights
as the cour:t would be in a preliminary hearing. We cannot say, however,
that the· MHIS in: other parts of. New 'fork acts with the high· level of
professional compE!tence and with the adversarial stance required to bear
this responsibility_. Nor can we be sure that the First Judicial
Department MHIS will continue to perform as it does now--indeed,. it
presently does not have sufficient resources to enable a thorough review
of all. emergency admissions at the hospitals studied. It is suggested,
therefore;. that the MHIS. staff. be enlarged so that every admission might
be promptly reviewed.. The recommendation which follows may be viewed as
an alternative to the immediately foregoing recommendation, or as an
interim measure te> be employed while legislation requiring a hearing is
pending.
RECOMMENDATION: THE SUPERIOR COURT IN EACH NEW YORK
COUNTY SHOULD MONITOR' CAREFULLY THE SERVICES PROVIDED
BY THE MHIS ATTORNEYS IN ADVISING AND REPRESENTING
PERSONS INVOLUNTARILY. COMMITTED; WHENEVER THE COURT
FINDS THAT THESE SERVICES ARE NOT BEING PROVIDED
PROMPTLY AND SUFFICIENTLY, IT SHOULD ORDER THAT A
HEARING BE HELD WITHIN 7 DAYS OF ADMISSION.
Characteristic:s of Hearings
As noted earlier, staff in Manhattan hospitals other than
Bellevue and Manh~Lttan Psychiatric Center dislike traveling to these two
hospitals for hearings and frequently discharge patients in order to
avoid hearings. The staff of Metropolitan Hospital, in particular, claim
that the involuntary patient population there is sufficient to justify
in-house hearings.
RECOMMENDATION: REPRESENTATIVES OF THE SUPREME COURT,
THE MHIS, AND THE CITY HOSPITALS SHOULD EXPLORE WAYS
IN WHICH HEARINGS COULD BE HELD AT LOCATIONS MORE
CONVENIENT FOR HOSPITAL PERSONNEL WHO ARE REQUIRED TO
A'ITEND.
After reviewing this recommendation, one MHIS attorney said its
implementation would be costly and burdensome on court personnel. He
suggested that the current procedure already has judges riding the
circuit and that hospital personnel should share the inconvenience.
Selecting a hearing site requires a balancing of conflicting interests.
The recommendation does not mandate that hearings be held in every
hosp ital within the First Judicial Department. Rather, it encourages the
participants in the hearing process to consider alternative locations for
hearings. Selection of hearing sites involves not merely a balancing of
the interests of c:ourt and hospital personnel, but also of the interests
of the patients themselves. Holding hearings within additional treatment
facilities not only reduces the logistical problems of transporting
patients to anothE!r facility, but spares patients the indignities and
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discomfort of supervised transportation. Because hospital staff often do
not attend hearings held at other hospitals, a patient may lose his or
her opportunity to confront and cross-examine key witnesses. On the
other hand, some facilities tend to discharge patients who are marginally
committable· to avoid sending staff and patients to other facilities.
A,lthough the professional literature suggests that holding
commitment hearings in a hospit·al puts the defense at a disadvantage, the
practical utility of this arrangement in New York City is compelling. It
is widely believed in New York as well as in other cities, however, that,
regardless of where hearings are held, courtroom order and decorum must
be maintained. Because of the emotional climate of commitment
proceedings and the special sensitivity of respondents and other
witnesses (particularly members of the respondent's family), it is
particularly important that hearing participants be treated respectfully
and that the appearance of justice be maintained.
RECOMMENDATION: JU!XiEs· SHOULD STRICTLY ENFORCE PROPER
COURTROOM ORDER AND DECORUM.

In many cases observed by researchers from the National Center
for State Courts, physicians' certificates were not available in court,
hearing participants were not prepared to go forward when cases were
called, and, in some cases, respondents were not present in court. As a
result, valuable court time was wasted and general confusion prevailed.
Furthermore, it was reported that hearings seldom begin promptly at the
scheduled time; consequently, psychiatrists, attorneys, social workers,
and witnesses typically spend from twenty minutes to one hour waiting
outside of the courtroom for the proceedings to begin.
RECOMMENDATION: JUDGES SHOULD INSIST THAT ALL HEARING
PARTICIPANTS BE PRESENT AND PREPARED TO GO FORWARD AT
THE TIME SCHEDULED FOR HEARINGS. ATTORNEYS FOR THE
HOSPITALS SHOULD ENSURE THAT ALL NECESSARY PAPERS AND
WITNESSES ARE AVAILABLE FOR PRESENTATION TO THE COURT.

Given the extraordinary liberty infringement that results from
involuntary hospitalization, it is important that, unless requested by
the patient, judges grant continuances only when absolutely essential to
the conduct of a fair proceeding.
RECOMMENDATION: WHEN CONTINUANCES ARE NECESSARY, THEY
SHOULD BE FOR NO LONGER A PERIOD OF TIME THAN IS
NECESSARY TO ACCOMMODATE THE DIFFICULTY REQUIRING A
CONTINUANCE. RATHER THAN CONTINUE CASES FOR AN ENTIRE
WEEK (UNTIL THE DAY REGULARLY SCHEDULED FOR HEARINGS
IN THE PARTICULAR HOSPITAL), JUDGES SHOULD BE PREPARED
TO RETURN TO THE HOSPITAL ON ANO!HER DAY DURING THE
WEEK IN ORDER TO HEAR CASES REQUIRING CONTINUANCE.
ALTERNATIVELY, CASES REQUIRING CONTINUANCE SHOULD BE
RESCHEDULED FOR THE HEARING DAY IN THE OTHER HOSPITAL
IN WHICH HEARINGS REGULARLY ARE HELD.
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Statutes relating to continuances in most states specify a
maximum period of time for which a continuance is permissible. Maximum
continuance periods generally range from three to five days. Most
observers agree that few difficulties. of the sort necessitating
continuance persist beyond 5 days.
RECOMMENDATION:- A STATUTORY AMENDMENT SHOULD BE
SOUGHT LIMITING TO FIVE DAYS THE TIME FOR WHICH A
CONTINUANCE MIGHT BE GRANTED, UNLESS REQUESTED BY THE
PATIENT.

Although one reviewer of this recommendation stated that a
five-day limit would undue1y- burden the court system and counsel, the
respondent's interest in a rapid resolution of the commitment issue
requires that the granting of continuances not be unlimited. The
recommendation allows flexibility, without infringing upon the
respondent's liberty interest,. by permitting the respondent to request a
longer continuance•
The statutory provision prohibiting continuances of hearings in
emergency admissi1::>n cases unless requested by the patient is
commendable. That this provision is overlooked by some judges is a
serious weakness in the New York commitment system.
RECOMMENDATION: THE STATUTORY PROVISION PROHIBITING
CONTINUANCES IN EMERGENCY ADMISSION CASES, UNLESS
REQUESTED BY THE PATIENT, SHOULD BE STRICTLY APPLIED.
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Criteria for Commitment
The criteria for emergency admission applied in the First
Judicial Department are consistent with criteria for emergency commitment
in other states. The 11 reasonable cause" standard of proof, however, is
used in other states only in probable cause hearings to determine whether
a patient should be detained (but not committed for the purposes of
treatment) pending a hearing on the question of commitment. The standard
of proof typically applied, and required as the constitutional minimum in
emergency admissi1:>n cases, is clear and convincing evidence (Addington v.
Texas, 441, U.S • .!+18 (1979)). This standard is not specified by statute
in New York, howe·11er. The statutory criteria for involuntary admission
on a two P.C. fail to meet the requirements of Scopes v. Shah, 398 N.Y.S.
2d 911 (i.e., real and present threat of substantial harm to himself or
others). A statutory amendment incorporating the requirements of Scopes
v. Shah and Addington v. Texas, however, probably would result in no
appreciable changes in the standard and burden of proof currently applied
in First Judicial Department involuntary civil commitment hearings.

l
l

Although overt acts need not be proved for involuntary
commitment in New York, judges should be aware that predictions of
dangerousness are notoriously unreliable (studies have shown that such
predictions are wrong far more often than they are right) and should
require evidence for dangerousness that is based on threats or specific
behaviors of the respondent.

I
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RECOMMENDATION: JUDGES· SHOULD NOT LOOK PRIMARILY TO
FOR INFORMA'I ION ABOUT DANGEROUSNESS;
RATHER~ DANGEROUSNESS SHOULD BE INFERRED FROM SPECIFIC
THREATS OR VIOLENT ACTS OF RESPONDENT, REPORTED IN
TESTIMONY' GIVEN BY COMPETENT WITNESSES.
~XAMINERS

Counsel for the Hospital
Most observers agree that the participation of an attorney on
behalf of the hospital or the state is important, especially to enhance
the objectivity of the testifying physician and the court. The
experience of· these researchers in courts where the hospital is not
represented suggests that the psychiatrist, and often the court, assumes
the role of prosecutor. The practice of judges in the First Judicial
Department to require that the hospitals be represented in every case is
to be commended.
Assignment of Judges
As discussed earlier, many people in New York (as well as in
other cities throughout the country) believe that assignment of judges to
commitment proceedings on a rotating basis is ill advised, unless each
assignment is lengthy enough for the judge to become well acquainted with
the legal and medical aspects of involuntary commitment. Judicial
continuity also reduces the disruption in cases caused by adjournments.
The danger that a failure to rotate judges may result in a poor judge
receiving a lengthy assignment should be minimized by the increased
awareness that judges should experience in a lengthy rotation.
RECOMMENDATION: THE PROCEDURE FOR ASSIGNING JUDGES TO
COMMITMENT CASES SHOULD BE CHANGED TO INSURE THAT
JUDICIAL ASSIGNMENTS ARE LENGTHY ENOUGH TO ALLOW THE
JUIX;E TO BECOM:: WELL ACQUAINTED WITH THE UNIQUE
SUBJECT MATTER OF CIVIL COMMITMENT.

As reported earlier, many people in New York complain that the
judges do not understand commitment law and practice as well as they
should. Although some judicial orientation/education is offered
concerning involuntary commitment, an enhanced program of judicial
education should be provided. Because of the MHIS staff's special
knowledge of the commitment process, it seems reasonable to suggest that
they be involved in providing this education. This would be consistent
with their statutory mandate to inform the court. Further, as a number
of people in New York suggested, every judge newly assigned to hear
commitment cases should be provid~d an orientation to the local mental
health facilities.
RECOMMENDATION: EVERY JUDGE ASSIGNED TO HEAR
COMMITMENT CASES SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO PARTICIPATE IN
AN ORIENTATION/EDUCATION PROGRAM PRESENTED
PERIODICALLY AS A JOINT EFFORT OF THE MHIS AND IRE
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PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALS· IN NEW YORK CITY. STAFF OF THE
MHIS AND·· PERSONNEL OF' THE CITY PSYCHL.\TRIC HOSPITALS,
AS ADVISED BY THEIR COUNSEL, IMMEDIATELY SHOULD ASSUME
RESPONSIBILITY FOR DEVELOPING AND IMPLEMENTING SUCH AN
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM.

As indicated earlier, many observers considered the influence of
the court clerk in civil commitment proceedings to be excessive. Judges
in New York City should be sensitive to this and should act more
independently in the hearing of commitment cases.
Witnesses at the Hearing
It is import·ant that·. examining physicians present neutral
testimony. Whethier or not appropriate, the medical evidence
unquestionably is the most influential evidence in commitment hearings.
Given that 11 indep1:ndent 11 medical opinion rarely is presented, testimony
of examining physicians must be impartial.
RECOMMENDATION: TESTIFYING' EXAJ.'1INING PHYSICIANS
SHOULD PRESENT THEIR TESTL.'10NY IN AN IMPARTIAL MANNER.

Testifying in court is a highly distasteful experience for many
mental health professionals. Physicians, who are unaccustomed to having
their opinions challenged by persons having no medical expertise, resent
being forced to explain and justify their conclusions. Mental health
professionals who testify in commitment cases frequently have had no
formal training about legal procedures and do not understand what is
expected of them in the commitment hearing. The presentation of
orientation/education programs for hospital personnel in the psycho-legal
area may enable t1!stifying physicians to feel more comfortable in court
and provide higher quality information.

RECOMMENDATION: MHIS srAFF, IN COOPERATION WITH
COUNSEL FOR THE PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALS IN NEW YORK
CITY, SHOULD DEVELOP AND CONDUCT ORIENTATION/EDUCATION
PRCGRAMS FOR MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS WORKING IN
THE CITY HOSPITALS. ALTERNATIVELY, BEFORE EACH
COMMITMENT HEARING, COUNSEL FOR THE HOSPITAL SHOULD
EXPLAIN TO THE TESTIFYING PHYSICIAN WHAT WILL BE
EXPECTED OF HIM OR HER DURING THE HEARING.

Reportedly, the Health and Hospitals Corporation has conducted
seminars in several of its facilities in order to familiarize hospital
staff with legal issues surrounding involun~ary commitment and to prepare
psychiatrists to l:estify in commitment hearings. We commend this
practice and urge that it be continued.
Rules of Evid1mce and Procedure
Commitme11t cases frequently are based on allegations made by
family members or other acquaintances of the patient and often grow out
of ongoing personal disputes. As a result, these allegations and the
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testimony provided by lay- witnesses may not always be entirely
objective. Because· of this and- because the emotional state of
respondents at the time of hearing may hinder their capacity to refute
testimony· that may not be trustworthy, it is important the proceedings be
conducted· so as to ensure that only· credible testimony is admitted into
evidenc·e'·· To the ext·ent that judges. conduct commitment proceedings
according to rules of procedure· and rule on objections according to rules
of evidence·,. it may be argued that these· concerns are academic; however,
to the extent that counsel fail to· make objections, these concerns are
significant.
RECOMMENDATION:· COUNSEL SHOULD STRIVE TO PREVENT THE
INTRODUCTION OF EVIDE·NCE THAT IS IN VIOLATION OF THE
FORMAL RULES OF EVIDENCE. WHEN TESTIMONY THAT IS
HIGHLY OBJECTIONABLE IS GIVEN OVER NO OBJECTION, THE
COURT SHOULD ALERT COUNSEL THAT RULES _OF EVIDENCE
SHOULD BE BETTER FOLLOWED.
It is common sense, as-well as· empirically established fact,
that knowledge of a re·spondent·' s· previous psychiatric commitment makes a
decisionmaker more inclined to order another commitment. Most observers
agree, however, that the statutorily- required determination of mental
illness rarely requires information from previous psychiatric
hospitalizations. On the other hand, it is acknowledged that information
about previous psychiatric treatment serves a valid function in the
hearing. This information is important to an accurate diagnosis of the
exact nature of the mental disturbance and to the formulation of an
effective treatment plan. For these reasons, this information should be
admissible at the hearing, but must be used correctly. A respondent
should not be committed substantially on the basis of psychiatric
history, because this makes it virtually impossible for the respondent to
avoid being committed again, once previous behaviors and events have
become sufficient to satisfy the commitment criteria. The respondent
should be committed only because his or her current condition warrants
it. But a complete diagnosis and plan for respondent's treatment must be
made on the basis of psychiatric history as well as the respondent's
present condition.
RECOMMENDATION: INFORMATION ON PREVIOUS PSYCHIATRIC
TREATMENT SHOULD BE ADMISSIBLE INTO EVIDENCE AT THE
COMMITMENI HEARING FOR PURPOSES OF DIAGNOSIS AND
TREATMENT PLANNING, BUT SHOULD NOT BE ACCEPTED AS
SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE THAT RESPONDENT MEETS THE CRITERIA
FOR COMMITMENT.
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CHAPTER VI
THE HEARING:

DETERMINING TREATMENT

This chapter considers matters raised during hearings that are
relevant to the type of treatment to which a respondent might be
ordered. · For the most part, these matters are important only if a person
is determined to have met the commitment criteria. As a practical
matter, however, these matters typically are considered concurrently with
evidence bearing on the question of whether to connnit.
RESPONDENT'S CAPACITY TO MAKE TREATMENT DECISIONS
Involuntary hospitalization on a two P.C. requires a showing
that the respondent's judgment is so impaired that he or she is unable to
understand the need for care and treatment. (9.01) The respondent's
competency or capacity to make treatment decisions once hospitalized,
however, is not adjudicated at the commitment hearing.
A patient may appeal the physician's treatment order through an
administrative appeals route if during a period of hospitalization, the
patient refuses routine treatment. The question of the patient's right
to refuse treatment is discussed further in the Posthearing section of
this report. In the case of extraordinary treatment (i.e,. electroshock
therapy or surgery), if the competency of the patient to consent to such
treatment is in doubt, a court determination may be made of the patient's
competency to consent. If the psychiatric staff of an Health and
Hospitals Corporation facility questions a patient's capacity to give or
withhold consent, staff contact the Office of General Counsel which, in
turn, seeks to obtain court authorization for the procedure.
CONSIDERING LESS RESTRICTIVE ALTERNATIVES
The New York statutes provide that the examining physician must
consider treatment alternatives before endorsing hospitalization (9.27).
The statutes, however, impose no duty on the court to consider less
restrictive alternatives during the hearing. The statutes do provide
that if it appears that a relative of the patient or a committee of the
patient's person is willing and able properly to take care of the patient
at some place other than a hospital, then, upon their written consent,
the court may order the transfer of the patient to the care and custody
of such relative or committee (9.31).
Hospital representatives report that less restrictive
alternatives are considered when a proposed patient enters the emergency
room. It was estimated that 95 percent of those not admitted to Bellevue
are referred elsewhere for help. The hospital employs two social workers
to investigate referral sources and arrange for alternative placements.
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The requirement that physicians complet:ing certifi.cat:es for two
P.C. admissions consider alternative forms of care and treatment is,
reportedly, largely, ignored. One psychiatrist complained that conducting
a meaningful investigation of less restrictive alternatives would unduly
delay the person's. admission •.
MHIS attorneys note that the question of less restrictive
alt·ernatives may be brought to a court's attention in a number of
different ways. ii'"requently, MHIS staff investigate treatment options and
raise the question of less restrictive alternatives during the hearing.
In other cases, they prefer to· question the testifying physician
concerning the extent to which he or she investigated less restrictive
alternatives. for the· respondent. Occasionally, an MHIS attorney calrs a
patient" t'o testify· about alt·ernative treatment programs that are
available in his or hers community.
Reportedly, the biggest problem MHIS attorneys face is arranging
for respondents t·:> be accepted into community treatment programs prior to
hearing·.. Understandably, many· judges are reluctant to refrain from
committing someone simply because a community program exists that might
be appropriate for the person. Most judges require some assurance that
the patient will ~Je accepted by and enter the program before they will
discharge the patient. One judge stated that he requires a representative
from the alternative program to indicate that the patient would be
accepted if discharged from the hospital. Similarly, this judge
indicated that be:fore releasing a patient to a family member, he
evaluates the family member's sincerity in promising to care for the
patient. Another judge stated that if evidence is presented showing that
an appropriate less restrictive alternative is available, the case will
be dismissed on the condition that the alternative program be utilized.
This judge admitted, however, that there is no effective mechanism for
ensuring that the alternative program is used.
A major problem faced by the city hospitals is to identify and
arrange for community placements for patients. Reportedly, Bellevue
Hospital and some other local facilities operate day care programs that
can be useful for some patients. Vocational services and out-patient
clinics also are 1.1sed when they are appropriate and available. The
single room occupancy (SRO) hotels are another alternative.
Approximately 40 :percent of the SRO's are occupied by former mental
patients. Bellevue has a team of physicians and social workers who vi.sit
the SRO hotels to treat and work with former patients. It was reported
that many of the SRO's have been converted to apartments in recent years
and rent for more than most former patients can afford to pay. As a
result, many former patients literally are forced to live on the streets
of the city. Reportedly, a significant percentage return to the
hospitals as eithi!r voluntary or involuntary patients.
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PRE SE NT ING A TREATMENT PLAN

The New York statutes require hospitals to develop and maintain
treatment plans fc>r all patients. There is no requirement, however, that
these plans be pri!sented at commitment hearings.
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As a matter of· practice, treatment plans reportedly are prepared
for all patients, but these plans rarely are presented formally at
hearings. Although most testifying physicians are prepared to discuss
their plans for patients if and when the court requests this information,
it is not s·tandard procedure· for the c·our.ts to ask for this information.
One judge, however, stated that he always . inquires concerning the kind of
treatment which would be· provided to the patient and how long the
treatment would require to be completed.
JUDICIAL TREATMENT OPTIONS
Judic:i:al ord·ers of commitment may do no more than bind a patient
to the, care of an-institution (or person). Atthough judges sometimes
order commitment for a time· period shorter than the maximum authorized by
statute, they have no authority to issue orders specifying mandatory
minimum treatment: periods or particular treatment modalities. Rather,
the institutions retain full control over the manner in which patients
are treated. While· this practice is generally considered appropriate-essentially leaving the commitment decision to the judge and the
treatment decisions to the doctors--some observers have suggested that
judges should inquire more actively into whether the hospital plans to
treat the respondent in the least restrictive setting within the hospital.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Respondent's Capacity to Make Treatment Decisions
In some states, the court makes a finding during the commitment
hearing as to the respondent's competency to make treatment decisions
(i.e., refuse treatment) once committed. In states where involuntary
patients are accorded the right to refuse treatment once committed, a
determination at the commitment hearing regarding respondent's competency
is quite useful. Although present law in New York does not provide for
an adjudication of competency at the commitment hearing, neither does it
rule out the possibility that this question could be heard and disposed
of during the hearing (so long as the requirements of the judicial
procedure for determining incompetency were followed during the hearing,
or course). Procedures for judicial determination of a patient's
competency to consent to extraordinary treatment are generally applauded
by New Yorkers.
Considering Less Restrictive Alternatives
Conceptually, less restrictive alternatives may be viewed as a
threshhold question of committability (i.e., if a less restrictive
program of care is appropriate, involuntary treatment may not be ordered)
or as a placement concern of the commitment order (i.e., respondent's
commitment must be to the least restrictive program that is
appropriate). Although the statutes in New York do not require judges to
consider less restrictive alternatives at all, as a practical matter,
most judges view less restrictive alternatives as a threshhold concern of
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the question, of committability. This position is consistent with the
holdings in several federal. court cases to the· effect that a court may
not commit to involuntary treatment anyone for whom a less restrictive
alternative is appropriate.
However-, the practice· of, allowing judges· to commit' patients to
programs. of care less restrictive than hospitalization. has much to
recommend it. Senne· observers· suggest that, realisticaliy, most judges
will refuse· to refrain from committing someone simply because· a program
exists·- that the patient may or may not enter if released from· the
hospit'a l. However, if the judge· is empowered to order the· person into
the less· restricti:ve· program,. the a·lternative becomes.; more· attractive.
1

RECOMME-NDATION: A STATUTORY AMENDMENT SHOULD BE
SOUGHT AUTHORIZING JUIX;ES IN COMMITMENT PROCEEDINGS TO
ORDER RESPONDENTS INTO INVOLUNTARY TREATMENT IN
PRQ:;RAMS OF CARE LESS RESTRICTIVE THAN HOSPITALIZATION.

This recommendation- is'· not to suggest that: judges should be
authorized to ord1!r respondents into treatment programs less restrictive
than hospitalizat:~on when the respondent does not meet the commitment
criteria. On the contrary-, before ordering a respondent into any
treatment" program the judge must first be satisfied that the commitment
criteria are met. Institute staff recognize that: in most commitment
hearings, consideration of the· questions of committability and
disposition are intertwined. Judges should recognize, however, that each
question requires an independent answer.
One reviE~wer of the above recommendation suggested that its
implementation would be impracticable. He suggested that it would be
impossible for a c:ourt to compel patient participation in a treatment
program less restrictive than hospitalization. This argument is
frequently asserted against application of the least restrictive
alternative principle to civil commitment proceedings. The success of
many outpatient se~rvices suggests, however, that more people can be
treated in the community than have been in practice. Nevertheless, a
respondent's willingness to comply with outpatient treatment is a major
factor in determitiing whether noninstitutional treatment is appropriate.
The practice of the MHIS staff to investigate and bring to the
court's attention less restrictive alternatives for commitment
respondents is to be commended. The experience of these researchers is
that such an inves.tigation rarely is undertaken in most cities, despite
being statutorily required in many jurisdictions.
The failure of the statutes in New York and the local procedures
in the First Judic:ial Department of New York City specifically to require
that the court make commitment decisions in accordance with the least
restrictive alternative principle is a weakness of the city's commitment
system. Neither t.he interests of respondents nor those of society are
satisfied when res:pondents receive treatment that is more intrusive and
more expensive tha.n is necessary to accommodate their disorders.
Certainly most of the judges in New York City in fact give some degree of
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consideration to· the question of less restrictive alternatives when
hearing· commitment cases. The question of less restrictive alternatives,
however, may be too easily disregarded unless the court is required,
before ordering commitment, t·o make a finding that less restrictive
alternatives were considered and that none was appropriate.
RECOMMENDATION: BEFORE ORDERING' INVOLUNTARY
HOSPITALIZAT!ON, THE COURT SHOULD CONSIDER WHETHER ANY
LESS RESTRICTIVE ALTERNATIVE WOULD BE APPROPRIATE AND
AVAILABLE TO ACCOMMODATE THE RESPONDENT'S DISORDER AND
SHOULD Ml\KE A FINDING THAT LESS RESTRICTIVE
ALTERNATIVE·S WERE CONSIDERED AND NONE WAS FOUND TO BE
APPROPRIATE.

Presenting a Treatment Plan
The criteria for involuntary commitment in a number of states
require a showing that respondent's debilitating condition is one for
which appropriate treatment· is available. The U.S. Supreme Court has
held unconstitutional, at least with respect to persons committed on the
basis of dangerousness to self, the involuntary commitment of a person
without the administration of appropriate treatment designed to address
the person's disorder (O'Connor v. Donaldson, 422 U~S. 563 (1975)). It
is largely because of this right to treatment that procedures in many
states require the submission of a treatment plan at the commitment
hearing. The plan is intended to provide a basis upon which the judge or
other decisionmaker may determine the appropriateness of the treatment
proposed and the likelihood that such treatment will bring about the
desired change in respondent's condition. As pointed out to the research
staff in all of the cities in which we studied commitment procedures,
however, it is optimistic to think that a meaningful treatment plan can
be constructed during a short prehearing hospitalization period. Because
of this difficulty, because the involuntary commitment criteria in New
York do not require a showing that respondent is treatable, and because
the local hospitals as a matter of practice regularly update their
patient's treatment plans during the period of hospitalization, that
treatment plans are not often presented at hearings in New York probably
is of no profound significance. At retention hearings, however, it may
be useful for the court to consider treatment plans developed during the
course of the hospitalization period so that it might evaluate how well
the treatment provided addressed the patient's disorders. If the court
determines that the treatment provided resulted in no improvement in the
patient's condition, it may discharge the patient under the O'Connor v.
Donaldson rationale.
Judicial Treatment Options
A few people in New York suggest that the court should have the
discretion to commit patients for mandatory minimum periods of
treatment. The clear majority of people, however, feel strongly that the
courts should have no such discretion. Moreover, no one seriously
suggests that the courts should have the authority to specify particular
treatment modalities or other medical conditions of commitment (except,
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perhaps, to the extent that a court might be authorized to order
treatment in the· least restrictive setting). The law in New York and the
practice in New York City--toleave postconunitment treatment decisions in
the hands of menta1 health professionals--are in line with procedures in
other states and seem· to be entirely satisfactory.
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CHAPTER-VII
POSTHEARING CONCERNS

RIGHT OF AP.PEAL
The New York statutes. provide· that any person (or any. relative
or friend. on the person's behalf) who has, been denied release or whose
retention, continued retention, or transfer and continued retention, has
been. ordered by the cour.t may obtain, . within thirty days. of such· court
order,. a rehearing· and review· of the proceedings (9.35). This.review is
initiated by petitioning a supreme court justice other than the one
presiding over the court which made the original order (9.35).
Review hearings are to be heard by juries unless the patient or
other person applying for review consents- in writing to trial by the
court (9.35). Attorneys from.both the·MHIS and the Health and Hospitals
Corporation disagree concerning whether the granting of a review hearing
is within the judge's discretion, based on some error in the original
proceeding, or is a matter of right. A Health and Hospitals Corporation
attorney, and an MHIS attorney, stated that rehearings are~~ and no
error need be shown. An MHIS attorney agreed that rehearings are de nova
but indicated that petitions for rehearing are granted only upon a~ ~
showing of error in the original proceeding or upon the discovery of new
information that would make a new hearing appropriate. A reviewer of the
draft version of this report stated that §9.35 of the Mental Hygiene Law
provides for a rehearing as a matter of right. As a practical matter,
when such hearings are held, juries never are summoned. Reportedly, this
is because juries are less inclined to release respondents and because
they cause delay. Orders resulting from review hearings may be appealed
(9.35), presumably in the same manner that other civil cases may be
appealed.
Reportedly, rehearings are rarely requested, and appeals are
extremely rare. It was suggested that, because the appellate process
takes so long (reportedly one year for an appeal to the appellate
division), appeals rarely are taken for the purpose of pursuing a
patient's interest in release. Rather, appeals, when they are taken, are
for the purpose of settling points of law.
In addition to rehearings and appeals, involuntary patients and
relatives or friends of such patients are entitled upon proper
application to a writ of habeas corpus to question the cause and legality
of detention. Reportedly, habeas corpus relief is not often sought.

INSTITlITIONAL PRACTICES
For the most part, the court's involvement with the institution
ends with the commitment order. Treatment facilities retain the right to
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refuse patients into their programs and, once patients are admitted, to
select· and manage their treatment programs. Reportedly, private
hospitals in New York City, preferring to work with voluntary patients,
generally- do not accept patients whose· hospitalization is court ordered.
State hospitals receiving pacients committed initially in c·ity hospitals
exercise· discret:·ion in deciding whether to admit these patients (see
"Transf·ers," below) •.
The' MHIS continues to-provide legal services to patients during
their periods of. •:ommitment. MB.IS responsibilities include representing
patients in matters involving transfer, objection to treatment, and
appointment. of co11servators: and guardians. MHIS staff investigate cases
of pat'ient abuse .and annually review· the· status of all patients. In the
past, MHIS attorn1ays' have· instituted litigation to· assure adequacy of
care· and treatment.
The New.York statutes.require that hospitals develop written
treatment plans· to assure adequate care and· treatment for each patient
(2 9·. 13 )'. Treatme1:i.t plans must include a statement of treatment goals, an
indication of· treatment or therapies to be undertaken to meet such goals,
and a specific timetable for assessment of patient programs as well as
for periodic mental and physical reexaminations. Patients (or their
authorized representatives) must be interviewed and provided an
opportunity to actively participate in the preparation and revision of
treatment plans (29.13). Reportedly, treatment plans are developed and
maintained in the city facilities essentially as required by statute.
As discussed earlier in this report, patients may object to the
physician's treatment decision by appealing using an administrative
procedure outlined later in this chapter (see below, "Patients' Civil and
Personal Rights").. Extraordinary treatment such as electroshock therapy
and surgery may be performed only after the patient has given informed
consent.
Restrain1:s may be employed only when necessary to prevent a
patient from serious injury to self or others. Restraints may be used
only if less restrictive techniques have been clinically determined to be
inappropriate or insufficient to avoid such injury. Restraints may not
be used as punishment, for the convenience of staff, or as a substitute
for treatment (33 .. 04). Despite this, some people in New York charge that
seclusion and rest:raint frequently are used in the public hospitals as
patient management devices. Whether these allegations are based in fact
would require additional investigation.
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TRANSFERS
The transfer of patients from one hospital to another is the
source of much anxiety for hospital personnel and patients in New York.
Hospitals in New York serve particular areas of the city. If someone is
brought to a hospital that is outside his or her area, the hospital may
refuse to evaluatE! the person for admission. If the police present such
a person for admission to Bellevue Hospital, Bellevue personnel may
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transfer the person to a hospital that is within that person's area.
Bellevue physicians., however, question whether they have the authority to
order such- transfers given that at the time· of the- cransfer the
individua.i has no patient status at Be1le 1ue.
1

Transfer problems more frequently arise when a patient is
initially admitted-- t·o an· acute' care facility and later is found to
require· treatment: in a long-term facility. Hospitals in New York are
under no-,obligation· to accept all patients presented for admission. As a
practical matter, however, the- primary- long-term· public facility serving
the F..irst Judicial Department, Manhattan Psychiatric Center, admits all
involuntary transferees; unless- the transfer papers are not properly
completed·~Voluntary transfer.res: who indicate· to admitting staff at
Manhat:tan. Psychiatric Cent·er that they- do not wish to be admitted will
not be accepted at Manhat·tan. Psychiatric Center. Typically, in this
situation-, Manhattan Psychiatric Center personnel will telephone the
sending institution and inquire· whether it wishes for the patient to be
returned •. Frequently, such patients. are discharged •. Reportedly, some
patients are aware of this· practice and convert to voluntary status prior
to transfer with the intention of refusing admission upon transfer to
Manhattan Psychiatric Center. Of course, many such patients are returned
to the sending facility, where· proceedings may be instituted to convert
the patient's status to involuntary (by way of the two P.C. involuntary
admissions procedure discussed earlier). Reportedly, staff at
Metropolitan Hospital, in an effort to prevent voluntary patients from
refusing admission at a facility to which they are transferred,
frequently will convert voluntary patients to involuntary status prior to
transfer.

MHIS receives copies of all transfer notices and makes an effort
to meet with all patients who are to be transferred. The New York
statutes provide that no pa~ient may be transferred to another hospital
by any form of involuntary admission unless the MHIS is given notice
thereof (9.27). Personnel of some city hospitals believe that
involuntary patients may contest a transfer in court. Although several
MHIS attorneys suggested that respondents have merely an implied right to
a judicial challenge of transfer, statute mandates notice of transfer and
an opportunity to be heard (9.3l(c)).
Transferring institutions reportedly provide receiving
institutions with a copy of the patient's discharge summary. If the
receiving institution wishes to obtain a copy of the patient's full
record, however, a request must be submitted in writing. Upon receipt of
such a request, the transferring institution ordinarily will forward the
patient's full record only if the patient so consents.

PATIENTS' CIVIL AND PERSONAL RIGHTS
The New York statutes provide that each patient must receive
"care and treatment that is suited to his needs and skillfully, safely,
and humanely administered with full respect for his dignity and personal
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integrity" (33".03).

The following are additional statutory requirements

(33'.03):

l

--care,ful reexamination and evaluation of each patient not
les·s frequently than once per year;

[

--medical and dental evaluations and evaluations of mental
dis,abilities. of inpatients by qualified ?rofessionals no
less frequently than once per year;

l
l

--the· order of a· staf'f member operating within the scope of a
professional license for any treatment or therapy, based on
app:ropri·ace examination·;
--consent for surgery, shock treatment:, major medical
treatment in· the nature of surgery, or the use of
exp1arimental drugs or procedures; and
--inclusion in the· patient's clinical record of all written
treatment plans and notation of examinations,
individualized treatment programs, evaluations and
ree:icaminations, orders for treatment, and specific
therapies, signed by the personnel involved.
The statutes also protect the personal and civil rights of
patients, including the rights to vote and to conduct personal and
business affairs (33.01 and 29.0_30).
The following procedures, which appear in Mental Hygiene
Department regulations (27.8), are used when an involutary patient
objects to treatment other than extraordinary treatment:
(1)

The refusal and request by the doctor to treat will be
reviewed by the head of the service. That decision is sent
to t:he patient, the patient's representative, and the MHIS.

(2)

The patient or his or her representative may appeal to the
dirE~ctor of the facility.
The director will make a
dec:Lsion and will inform MHIS and the patient of that
decision.

(3)

The patient can appeal again to the Regional Director of
Mental Hygiene. The regional director's decision will be
final.

Although most people in New York agree that patients should not
be treated during the appeals process, unless such treatment is necessary
to preserve the safety of the patient or others, many admit that some
physicians treat anyway. Once the appeals process has been exhausted and
permission to treat has been granted, many physicians believe they may
treat the patient for the duration of his or her stay. Most legal
scholars suggest, however, that such permission should expire after a
reasonable period of time.
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People in New York City are in disagreement regarding the extent
to which the civil and· personal rights of patients are protected in the

local hospitals. Some observers contend that conditions are often not
sanitary, heating in the winter time frequently is inadequate, basic
medical care often is not. provided, and the personal safety- of patients
is not well protected. As was indicated earlier, some people charge that
seclusion and. restraints are improperly used as patient management
devices. Much· of the blame for this inadequate treatment is placed on
the ward nurses, who tend to be underpaid and too few in number. Some
blame the psychiatric staff, who allegedly prefer not to become involved
in questions concerning conditions of care. Other persons in New York
state that the civil and personal rights of patients are well protected.
They suggest that the MB.rs· is very effective in ensuring this
protection. It must be noted that these researchers have no significant
first-hand knowledge of conditions in the local hospitals.
RETENTION PROCEEDINGS.

Involuntary patients admitted pursuant to the emergency
admissions procedure must be discharged within fifteen days of admission
unless they agree to remain as voluntary· or informal patients or they are
admitted pursuant. to the conditions governing involuntary admission on
applications supported by medical certification and subject to the
provisions for notice, hearing, and review (9.39). Patients admitted
upon an application supported by medical certification must be released
within sixty days from the date of involuntary admission supported by
medical certification or thirty days from the date of an order denying an
application for the patient's release, whichever is later, unless the
patient agrees to remain as a voluntary patient or the director of the
hospital applies to the supreme court for an order authorizing continued
retention (9.33). The patient has a right to contest the continued
retention at a hearing, if the hearing is requested within five days from
the date the patient receives notice of the application for continued
retention (MHIS may request a hearing on the patient's behalf).
Retention hearings are reported to be essentially identical to initial
commitment hearings, which are described earlier in this report. On the
basis of this application, or on evidence presented at a hearing if one
is requested, the court may order continued retention for a period not to
exceed six months from the date of the order. At the expiration of this
six month period, similar retention proceedings may be initiated. Based
on these proceedings, the court may order continued retention for a
period not to exceed one year. Following this retention period, the
court, pursuant to retention proceedings as outlined above, may order
continued retention periods of two years each (9.33).
CONCLUSIONS AND Tm.COMMENDATIONS
Right of Appeal
The rehearing procedure in New York is to be commended. It
allows for the prompt correction of mistakes made at the initial
hearing. The MB.IS is encouraged to exercise discretion in advising
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patients whetherto pursue· rehearings, given the potential for court
congestion that this procedure presents. Given the scatutory requirement
that juries; be summoned for rehearings (unless waived), the failure of
judges to·summon juries may be· serious weakness in commitment practice in
New York.
RECOMME'NDATION-: As· REQUIRED BY~ STATUTE,. ANY JUDGE WHO
RKCEIVES A PETITION~ FOR A REHEARING SHOULD CAUSE A
JURY' TO BE SUMMONED UNLESS THE PATIENT OR OTHER PERSON
APPLYING. FOR THE REHEARING ON· THE PATIENT'S BEHALF
WAIVES- A, TRIAL BY JURY. AND CONSENTS IN. WRITING TO·
TRIAL BY' THE COURT.
It· is: import'ant that appeals be available to persons committed
to· involuntary tri~atment, not only to allow for the settling of points of·
law' interpreted differently by different judges, but, more importantly,
to allow for the review·of particular cases. The practical impediment to
the e·ffective use of the appellate: procedure l.n New York--the slowness of
the appellate· proc::es s--is. a serious weakness- in the city 1 s commitment
system.
RECOMMENDATION: THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE SUPREME
COURT SHOULD MaINTAIN AN EXPEDITED CALENDAR FOR
COMMITMENT APPEALS, WHICH SHOULD ALLOW SUCH APPEALS TO
BE HEARD WITHIN FIFTEEN DAYS OF FILING.
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Institutional Practices
The statutory recognition of an involuntary patient's right to
legal representation during the commitment period is a strong feature of
the commitment law in New York. The ordinary affairs of life that
sometimes require the assistance of an attorney (e.g., marriage, divorce,
bankruptcy), do not cease during commitment; rather, a host of new legal
problems may aris1!. The MHIS attorneys' practice of assisting patiencs
during the commitment period, reportedly, is an excellent compliance with
New York statute and serves to give meaning to the numerous rights
accorded patients by statute.
Although the laws and procedures relating to the provision of
treatment and the development and maintenance of a meaningful treatment
plan are commendable, the alleged misuse of seclusion and restraint, if
this occurs, is a weakness in the hospitalization process.
RECOMMENDATION: AS REQUIRED BY STATUTE, RESTRAINTS
SHOULD BE EMPLOYED ONLY WHEN NECESSARY TO PREVENT A
PATIENT PROM SERIOUSLY INJURING SELF OR OTHERS.
RESTRAINTS MUST NEVER BE USED AS A PATIENT MANAGEMENT
DEVICE. BEFORE ORDERING THE USE OF RESTRAINTS, THE
PHYSICIAN SHOULD DOCUMENT IN THE PATIENT'S RECORD THE
FACT THAT LESS RESTRICTIVE TECHNIQUES WERE CONSIDERED
AND WERE CLINICALLY CONSIDERED TO BE INAPPROPRIATE OR
INSUFFICIENT TO AVOID INJURY.
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Transfers
Although many people in New York City complain that procedures
for transferring patients from one hospital to another are cumbersome and
inconvenient, no. one proposed t'o these researchers procedural reforms
that would improve· the transfer proces.s:.. Hospital personnel should be
aware that the New York statutes do not require that MHIS approve all
transfers. The requirement that MHIS be informed of the proposed
transfer of any involuntary patient is, however, important: a transfer
typicall'y entails the movement of a patient to a facility that, because
its population consists of generally sicker patients, may represent a
more restrictive setting. The opportunity generally. provided to request
a hearing to contest the transfer is to be commended.
Patients' Civil and Personal Rights
The New York statutes provide in great detail for the protection
of the human rights of committed persons. Given that mental institutions
through the years have acquired poor reputations in this regard, the
thorough statutory concern for patient's rights in New York is
praiseworthy. Whether all of these rights are respected for every
patient is a matter of controversy in New York. Apparently, at least in
some of the city's hospitals, the conditions of life for involuntary
patients fall short of those contemplated by statute. Without further
study, however, it would be inappropriate for these researchers to
present recommendations addressing these problems.
The administrative procedures available to patient's objecting
to treatment and wishing to appeal treatment decisions are generally
consistent with the requirments of recent appellate court cases and seem
to be respected by people in New York. The reported failure of some
physicians, however, to refrain from treating patients pending
administrative appeals subverts the procedure.
RECOMMENDATION: PATIENTS REFUSING TREATMENT AND
APPEALING THE PHYSICIAN'S TREATMENT DECISION, USING
THE PROCEDURES OUTLINED IN THE REGULATIONS OF THE
OFFICE OF MENTAL HEALTH, SHOULD NOT BE TREATED DURING
THE APPEAL PROCESS UNLESS, AS REQUIRED BY REGULATION
§27 .8, "THE TREATMENT APPEARS NECESSARY TO AVOID
SERIOUS HARM TO LIFE OR LIMB OF THE PATIENTS
THEMSELVES • 11 THE COURTS AND THE MHIS ARE ENCOURAGED
TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH THE INTENT OF THIS
REGULATION.

Although under scrutiny the standard provided in §27.8 for
determining when involuntary treatment should be permitted while an
appeal is pending appears vague, the intent of the regulation is clear:
to hold in abeyance all but emergency treatment. Given the specficity of
the regulation, which is unique among states, the courts and the MHIS are
encouraged to facilitate its implementation. The regulation protects
patients from the intrusive treatment they are contesting yet does not
simply prohibit all challenged treatment. Allowing treatment under
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emergency circumstances may prevent the necessity of merely placing
patients in back wards or restraints. The regulation also enables the
court to.presume the competence of mental health professionals in making
treatment decisicms. Such a presumption is consistent with recent
federal court decisions (e·.g •. ,. Youngberg v. Romeo, 50 U.S.L.W. 476, 4685
( 1982')) .,

l
(

Re tent ion Proi:eedings
Generall:r, the procedures specified for retention proceedings
seem adequate •. BE~cause retention hearings are essentially identical to
initia·l commitmen1: hearings, discussion and recommendations applicable to
initial" commitment. hearings apply here as well.
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APPENDIX A
FORM USED IN THE L.'l'VOLUNTARY CIVIL COMMITMENT
PROCESS IN THE FIRST JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT,
NEW YORK CITY

Index

Instructions for Handling Mentally Ill or Temporarily
Deranged Persons • • . • . •
Patrol Guide: Aided Report . . . •
Procedure
Revision Notice
Hemorandum to the Court
Record of Emergency Admission
. • • •
. • • •
Examination for 48-hour Confirmation of Need for Emergency
Admission • • • · • • • • •
Notice of Status and Rights-Emergency Admission
Admission de Emergencia
Involuntary Status • • •
Voluntary or Minor Voluntary Admission
a
a
a
Notice of Right to Appeal
• • • • • •
Application for Admission as Patient: Two P.C.
Certificate of Examining Physician •
• . • •
• • • • • • • •
Voluntary Request for Hospitalization
• • • • • • •
Patient Grievance Form • • • • • • • • •
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR HANDLING MENTALLY
ILL OR TEMPORARILY. DERANGED PERSONS
PO 1<M-110 (2-81)

Department Polley - In these cases the Department's policy is
one of isolation· and containment. Handling an emotionally disturbed per30n (EDP) can be a sensitive and dangerous job.

c) Interpreter, if language barrier
d) Subject's family or frienda

el Local Clergyman

The safety of all concerned is the paramount issue in the removal of
an EDhP to a hospital ~fthe EDPbei.s '.:~inentlytha~~g his life
or ot era, necesury 1orce can
WMOU at .
t time to prevent
38l'ioua.physical injury and save life. If however, the EDP is not im·
minently life threatening to h.im3elf or others, he should be contained until help arrives. In this situation where there i.s time to
negotiate and/or contain the individual. we will UM all the time that
is necessary for a safe resolution of the situation. In accordance
with that policy, physical force is used only to the extent necessary
to rest.rain the, subject until delivered to hospital authorities or
detel)tion facility. Deadly physical force is used by a member of the
service only as a last rmort to protect the life of hllmelf/henelf or
another present.

f) Prominent local citizen
g) Any public or private agency deemed appropriate for possible ·usist.nce.

7. · Notify station house officer of facts.
al Request Precinct Commander /Duty Captain to respond.

8.

E~bliah

•

police lines if not already done.

S.H. OFFICER

9. Notify Precinct Commander/Duty Captain to respond.

Procedure - When police action is required. including restraining
or taking into protective custody an apparently ment:aJ!y ill or
deranged person who is acting in a manner likely to result in aerioua
physical harm to self, the police officer or others present. and im·
mediate physical force is not required, the following shall be strictly
adhered to:

10. Notify Operations Unit and Patrol Borough Command of facts.

RANKING SUPERVISORY OFFICER AT SCENE
11. Aasume Command of firearms control
12.. Direct whatever ~ction is necessary, including use of
negotiators. to restrain subject with minimum use of physical
force consistent with circurmtances..

MEMBER(S) FIRST ON. SCENE
L

Summon assistance, including the superviaor of patrol and
Emergency Service Unit.

13. Direct use of alteruate means of force, if appropriate, according
to c:in:umatances (mace, tear gas, baton. restraining equip-

2.. Attempt to isolate and contain the mentally ill or deranged person until the arrival of the patrol supervieor and the Emergency Service Unit.

ment).

3. Requat ambulance.
4. . Establish police lines.

PATROL SUPERVISOR
5. Establish firearms control
al Direct members not to use their firearms or use any other
deadly physical force unless their lives or the life of another
ia in imminent danger
bl Comply with Patrol Guide 104-1-"Use of Firearm&."
~tance

.

14. Be guided by provision.a of Patrol Guide procedurea 106-11,
Aided Cases, Mentally Ill Persona.

a) If the patrol superviaor determines that the Emergency
Service Unit is no longer necessary, he shall cancel the reques.t for the Emergency Service Unit.
·

6. Request

.

of:

a) Emergency Service Unit, if not akeady requested

bl Hostage Negotiating Team, if necessary
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AIDED CASES
MENTAL;LY ILL OR TEMPORARILY DERANGED PERSONS

81-7

1 of 2

PURPOSE

To· safeguard a mentally ill person who does not voluntarily seek
medical assistance.

LEGAL

Section 33.17 Mental Hygiene Law
Section 29.19 Mental Hygiene Law
Section 9.21 Mental Hygiene Law
Section 9.37d Mental.Hygiene Law
Section 9.41 Mental Hygiene Law
Section 9.43 Mental Hygiene Law
Section 9.45 Mental Hygiene Law
Section 35.10, subdivisions 4, 5 & 6, Penal Law

PROCEDURE

When a uniformed member of the service believes that a person, who is
apparently mentally ill or temporarily deranged, must be taken into
protective custody because the person is conducting himself in a
manner likely to result in serious physical injury to himself or others,
and immediate physical force is not required:

REFERENCES

PRIOR TO TAKING PERSON INTO CUSTODY
UNIFORMED
MEMBER OF
THE SERVICE

1.

2.

11
I,

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

9•4-81

8-28-81

3.
4.
PATROL
SUPERVISOR

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

Request patrol supervisor and Emergency Service Unit to respond
to scene.
a.
If patrol supervisor is unavailable for any reason, request
Communications Division to direct any available supervisor
to respond.
Attempt to isolate and contain the mentally ill or deranged
person until the arrival of the patrol supervisor and the
Emergency Service Unit.
Request ambulance.
Establish police lines.
Cancel request for Emergency Service if services not required.
Establish firearms control.
a.
Direct members concerned not to use their firearms or use
any other deadly physical force unless their lives or the life
of another is in imminent danger.
Request assistance of:
a.
Emergency Service Unit if not already requested.
b.
Hostage Negotiating Team, if necessary.
c.
Interpreter, if language barrier.
d.
Subject's family or friends.
e.
Local clergyman.
f.
Prominent local citizen.
g.
Any public or private agency deemed appropriate for
possible assistance.
Notify station house officer of facts and request that Precinct
Commander /Duty Captain respond, if necessary.
Establish police lines if not already done.

S.H. OFFICER

10.
11.

Notify Precinct Commander/Duty Captain to respond.
Notify personnel assigned to Operations Unit and patrol borough
command of facts.

RANKING
SUPERVISORY
OFFICER AT
SCENE

12.
13.

Assume command of firearms control.
Direct whatever action is necessary, including use of negotiators,
to restrain subject with minimum use of physical force consistent
with circumstances.

71
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AIDED CASES
MENTALLY ILL OR TEMPORARILY DERANGED PERSONS

8-28-81
NOTE

9-4-81

81-7

2 of 2

The safety of ALL persons is paramount in a case involving an
emotionally disturbed person. If such person is dangerous to himself or
others, necessary force may be used to prevent serious physical injury
or death. Physical force will be used ONLY to the extent necessary to
restrain the subject until delivered to a hospital or detention facility.
Deadly physical force will be used ONLY as a last resort to protect the
life of the uniformed member of the service assigned or any other
person present. If an emotionally disturbed person is not dangerous, the
person· should be contained until assistance arrives. In any case, when
there' is time to negotiate, all the time necessary to insure the safety of
all individuals concerned will be used.

14.

Direct use of alternate means of force, if appropriate, according
to circumstances (Mace, tear gas, baton, restraining equipment).

WHEN PERSON HAS BEEN RESTRAINED
UNIFORMED
MEMBER OF
THE SERVICE

15.

16.
NOTE

If an ambulance IS NOT available and the situation warrants, transport
the emotionally disturbed person to the hospital by RMP if able to do
so with reasonable restraint.

patient at hospital until examined by psychiatrist.
When entering psychiatric ward of hospital, unload
revolver.
18. Inform psychiatrist of circumstances which brought patient into
police custody:
a.
Inform relieving police officer of circumstances if
safeguarding extends beyond expiration of tour. Relieving
police officer will inform 2sychiatrist of details.
19. Enter details in ACTIVITY LOG (PD112-145) and prepare
AIDED REPORT (PD304-152).
a.
Indicate on AIDED REPORT name of_ psychiatrist.
20. Deliver AIDED REPORT to station house officer.
Prior to interviewing a patient confined to a facility of the Department
of Hospitals, a uniformed member of the sexvice must obtain
permission from the hospital administrator who will ascertain if the
patient is mentally competent to give statement.

17.

ADDITIONAL
DATA

Have person removed to hospital in ambulance.
a.
Restraining equipment, may include handcuffs, if patient is
violent, resists, or upon direction of a physician examiner.
If unable to transport with reasonable restraint, ambulance
b.
attendant or doctor will request special ambulance.
c.
When possible, a female patient being transported should be
accompanied by another female or by an adult member of
her immediate family.
d.
Remove property that is dangerous to life or will aid
escape.
Ride in body of ambulance with patient.
a.
Two (2) police officers will safeguard if more than one (1)
patient is being transported.

Safe~ard

a.

Refer persons who voluntarily seek psychiatric treatment to proper
facility.
A police officer will also comply with this procedure upon direction of
the Commissioner of Mental Health, Mental Retardation and
Alcoholism Services. It should be noted that the Commissioner HAS
NOT authorized anyone to act as his designee.
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REVISION' NOTl'CE

I

GUIDE

I

NUMBER

PATROL

CATE

81-7

The fellowing procedures have been added, amended or revoked.

I

8-28-81

1of2

HAND WRITTEN INK CHANGES REQUIRED BY THIS DIRECTIVE ARE EFFECTIVE
SEPTEMBER 4, 1981 ~
1.
uniformed members of the service performinq patrol duty may, with the approval
of the patrol supervisor, remove an emotionally disturbed/mentally ill person who
requires· hospitalization to a medical facility in a radio motor patrol car, IF an
ambulance is not available and IF removal can be made with reasonable restraint.
Such person may also be removed to a hospital immediately by radio motor patrol car
to relieve a potentially explosive situation. In any case, police officers have a
great deal of discretion, dependinq upon existinq conditions, to remove such
persons immediately by a radio motor patrol car to a medical facility.
'lhe officer assiqned to the case should realize that handlinq a mentally
ill/emotionally disturbed person is sensitive and potentially danqerous. If the
person is threatening his own or the life of another, necessary force may be used
to protect life and/or prevent serious physical injury. However, if there is no.
:imminent threat to life or serious physical injury and the decision has been made
to await the arrival of an ambulance, the member shall isolate the disturbed person
until additional assistance arrives.
In all incidents involvinq an emotionally disturbed/mentally ill person, the
member on the scene shall request that the patrol supervisor and emergency service
personnel be dispatched. I f the precinct patrol supervisor is unavailable, the
radio dispatcher shall assiqn a supervisor from an adjoining precinct to respond.
'lhe Mental Hygiene Law no lonqer requires a uniformed member of the servipe to
take an emotionally disturbed person into custody solely on the basis of two
written statements from two physicians. In addition, the section of the additional
data statement in the present procedure that requires a uniformed member to comply
with this procedure upon receipt of a court order has been removed. However, a
uniformed member must comply when a court warrant is received directing that an
alleged emotionally disturbed person be brought before the court.
'lhe Patrol Guide is amended. 'lherefore, remove and replace procedure 106-11 {2
paqes). In addition make the followinq change in ink in thP. Index.

INDEX PAGE
9

CHANGE
After caption EMEBGENCY SERVICE UNI'l' - WORK UNIFO:RM,
add the followinq caption;

EMOTIONALLY DIS'l'URBED PERSON 106-11
2.
A new procedure has been prepared that standardizes the manner in which
injuries to Auxiliary Police Officers who are performing . duty are processed.
'lherefore, add new procedure 106-25 (l · paqe). In addition make the following
addition in ink in the Index:

INDEX PAGE
4

CHANGE

Add

the

following

new

caption

immediately

above

AVIATION UNIT to read;
ADXILIARY POLICE OFFICER
Injury on duty
106-25
ll

12

Add. the followinq new sub-caption immediately below
IN.JURY, LINE OF DUTY to read:
Auxiliary police officer
106-25
Add the following new sub-caption immediately below
LINE OF DOT!', INJUR1' to read:
Auxiliary police officer
106-25
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81-71

8-28-81

Tht fol lowing procedures hove been added, amended or revoked.

3.

4.

5.

6.

A uniformed member j)f the service· who buys,

acquires, sells or disposes
of a pistol. or revolver must prepare· ACQUISITION OR DISPOSITION OF FIREARMS
BY POLICE OFFICERS - REPORT TO NEW' YORK STATE POLICE (PD424-l50). This form
and a copy of the bill of sale or a copy of a report to the commanding
officer, License Divisic>n, as appropriate, will be submitted to the station
house officer of the mc!Jllber' s assigned command. Procedures 120-22, 120-23
and 120-24 have been rewritten to· include the processing of this form. The
Patrol Guide is amended. Therefore,. remove and replace procedures 120-22,
120-23 amd 12-24 Cl page each procedure).
Interim Orders No. 13 and 13-l, c.s., are RE'ITOKED.
Uniformed members of the service below tne ranx. of captain who perform
permanent clerical or administrative auties, and members required to prepare
an .. INVESTIGATOR' s DAILY ACTIVITY REPORT are required to carry and maintain
an ACTIVITY LOG (PDll2-l45)' when such. members are assigned to a detail, e.g,
strike duty, parade, etc. 'lbe Patrol Guide is amended. Therefore, make the
following change in ink on the existing procedure _page:
PRCX:EDURE
CHANGE
l.l6-32, page l
SCOPE, at the end of the statement add the
following sentence to read:
•However, . when any uniformed member below the
rank of captain is assigned to a detail, e.g.
parade, . election
duty,
etc. ,
the
member
concerned will maintain and make required
entries in an ACTIVITY LOG (PDll2-l45).
The City of New York is entitled to reimbursement for damages to city
property resulting from vehicular accidents. The. pOLICE ACCIDENT REPORT (MV
l04AN) prepared for this type accident should indicate that a duplicated
copy of the report will be forwarded to the Bureau of Highways. The Patrol
Guide is amended. The.r·efore, make the following changes in ink on the
existing procedure page:
PRCX:EDURE
CHANGE
107-5, page 2
Change third condition down to reaci:
•oa.mage to parkway, through park road, highway,
stone ~all, curb, fence, guide rail, post,
media barrier•.
Change third agency down to read:
"Department
of
Transportation
Bureau
of
Highways Legal Department•.
Patrol Guide revis1on 81-3 indicated that an ACCIDENT REPORT-CITY
INVOLVED (PD30l-l55) is no longer prepared when a unifo:oned member of the
service is injured in the line of duty. Procedure 120-3 is amended to
reflect this change. 'n'l.erefore, make the £'ollowing change in ink on the
existing procedure page:
PRCX:EDURE

120-3, page l
120-3, page 2

C~GE

Step #12, delete subdivision b.
Step #18, delete the words:
"and ACCIDENT REPORT - CITY INVOLVED".·
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MEMORANDUM.TO THE COURT

I

PATIENT'S NAME

I SUPREME
I

COURT

NEW YORK

)I:

COUNTY

MENTAL HEALTH
.
INFORMATION SERVICE
NAME
_F_i_·r_s_t~___
nepartment

l~ss:

41 Madison Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10010

Mental Health Information Service
NAME AND ADDRESS OF PATIENT 5 PSYCHI

~ORANDUM

SIX.MONTH ORDER OF RETENTION

I NATURE OF THE PROCEEDING:
I for an order
Manhattan Psychiatric Center makes application to the Supreme Court
to retain
for a period not. to exceed six months
pursuant to §9.33 of the Mental Hygiene Law. )
. _objects to his continued hospitalization and has requested a court hear:i..L1g to determine the
need for his involuntary hospitalization.

Section 9.01 of the Mental Hygiene Law states that "need for retention" means that a person is .in need of involuntary care and treatment
in a hospital for a further period. "In need of involuntary care and
treatment" means that "a person has a mental.illness for which care and
treatment in a hospital is essential to such person's welfare and whose judg
ment is so impaired that he is unable to understand the need for such care
and treatment.". §1.03(20) of the Mental Hygiene Law defines mental illness
as" ... an affliction ~ith a mental disease or mental condition which is
manifested by a disorder or disturbance in behavior, feeling, thinking or
judgment to such an extent that the person so afflicte<l requires care, treat
ment and rehabilitation".

I
.
I
I
I
'

I
I
I
I
I

1

Article 9 of the Mental Hygiene Law does not state what the stand.arc
of proof should be in civil commitment hearings. However, the United States
Supreme Court, in the case of Addington v. Texas 441 U.S. 418 1 99 S. Ct.
1804 (1979), has held that in order to satisfy the due process clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment iQ civil commitment proceedings the hospital has the
burden of proving the need for commitment by clear and convincing evidence
rather than by a mere preponderance of the evidence. ·
/continued

iS

I
2
THE COURT'- CONTINUED
I
PATIENT'S NAME
INSTIT •
..
IDENT. NO.
I
Prior to the Addington decision,· the only
York case that dealt
I
with the issue a!S"o adopted a clear and convincing standard. Matter of
Scopes 59 App. Div. 2d 203, 398 N.Y.S. 2d 911(1977) ...Recently die standa:
of clear and convili.cing evidence has been specifical~· apf'lied to a
I
situation where a hospital had applied for an order of retention pursuant
to §9.33 of the Mental Hygiene Law. Matter of Carter 424 N.Y.S. 2d 833,
[Sup.
Suffolk Gounty, January 1980].
I
Therefore in considering the hospital's. application for retention the
court must decide whether the hospital has proven by clear and convincin: I
evidence rather than. by a mere preponderance of the evidence that:
.2

·c-aaa~

(twv. 1965 t

MHIS.

PAGE

MEMORANDUM~TO

New

Ct.

1.

is mentally ill;

I
3. His judgment is so impaired that he
I
is unable to understand the need for
such care and treatment.
I
Should the court determine that any one of these three criteria is absent
the hospital's application for retention must be denied.
I
REQUIREMENTS FOR TREATMENT IN.THE
LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT:
The Mental Hygiene Law and regulations promulgated pursuant
that la~ I
presently mandate that care and treatment of the mentally dis ab led be provided in the least restrictive sett1ng possible. The basis of this requirement is set out in 14 NYCRR 36.1 as follows:
I
The long-term rehabilitation of mentally
I
disabled persons is promoted by maintenance of
relationships with other persons and
agencies in the community. avoidance of institutionalization, and minimization of
I
disruption in life rhythms. The civil rights
of mentally disabled persons require that such
persons be treated and served in the least
I
restrictive setting possible in which treatment
or service goals can be met. (emphasis S:dded.)
I
/continued
I
I
2.

Care and treatment in a hospital is
essential to his welfare;

to

7G

.

,
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INSTIT.
IDENT. NO.

COUNSEL:
The Mental Health Information Service has advised , _
of his
legal rights, including his right to a court hearing~,is ~ight to privately retained counsel, or if he does not secure private counsel, his righ
to be represen~ed by the Mental Health Information Service in this procee·
ding.
·
is represented by the Mental Health Information Service.
EVENTS LEADING TO HOSPITALIZATION:
According to his hospital record, .,....,_ rwas admitted to Manhatt
Psychiatric Center as a voluntary patient on January 5, 1979 due to
suicidal ideation and depression. While at Manhattan Psychiatric Center
remained on a voluntary status until June 26, 1981, when the
hospital.completed a two physician certificate application thus convertin
}to an involuntary patient status.

·p

On August 21, 1981, Manhattan Psychiatric Center made timely appli
cation to the Supreme Court for an order to retain :.._ _- - ·; for an additional six month period.
FAMILY, EDUCATION AND BACKGROUND:
The following information was obtained from·.
hospital record.

. and I or his

was born in Puerto Rico on November 3, 1935. . ~-
was educated through the 12th grade while living with his parents in
Puerto Rico.
Prior to his hospitalization .
, at
·
-and his son,

.. .

resided with his wife,
· in New York City .

has been employed as a watch repairman and a shipping cle·
He worked for La Salle Lettering Company from 1970-1977.
_:___~is
currently a recipient of Social Security benefits. In addition, is entitled to a pension from District 65, United Auto Workers Union.
INTERVIEWS:
•
With:

Patient

.... was J:._n~erv~wd by the Mental Heal th Information Service o·
several occasions. ;stated that he is no longer in need of hospi
talization and therefore wishes to be discharged. ~
~also stated
that he had never tried to kill himself during his hospitalization and
has no desire to hurt himself or any one else.
[continued]
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1965) ·
MH1s·

REPORT-TO THE COURT - CONTINUED
PATIENT'S NAME

PAGE

4

INSTIT.

I
I
I

t--~~----~------------~~~------~-----------~~I~D~E~N~T~·:....:N~0~·:.------~-----------

1
I
- kttending Psychiatrist
.stated to the Mental Health Information Service that, in I
in need of continued treatment and observation
. -' :remains irrational, delusional, paranoi4 and very talka· 1

Furthermore,
w
stated that he would 1:1e willing to attend an
aftercare clininc if it were so prescribed. Upon discharge,.
intends to find his own apartment and support himsel.f with his pension
and social security benefits.
W·ith:
Dr.
his opinion,
because. - .
tive.

~·is

MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION SERVICE SUMMARY:
Manhattan Psychiatric Center makes application to the Supreme Court f,
an order to retain __ ____ _ - --~-~~for ·a period no_t to exceed six months
pursuant to §9. 33 of the Mental Hygiene Law.
.~ is. opposed to his
continued hospitalization and has requested a court hearing to determine
the need for his continued involuntary hospitalization.
DATED:

September 10, 19 81
Respectfully submitted by,

By

NM/sb
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Use this form ·ONLY for Emergency Admissions· undPr
Section 9.J9 of the Mental Hygiene Law.

STATE·OF HEW YORK.
OFFICE•.oF· "IEHTA.l. HEAL TH

Use: Form OMH 471 to request admission of oatie.nl.s• on
certificates of e:ramining physicians (Section 9.!11) or
on the certificate of a Director of Community Services
or his Designee· (Section 9.J7) .•

RECORD OF EMERGENCY ADMISSION

PROVISIONS GOVERNING EMERGENCY ADMISSIONS

Section 9.39 of the Mental Hygiene Law .providl!'s for emergency- admission to a hospital, for a period of.15 days,
of any person alleged to have a mental i llnes·s. far which immediate observation, care and treatment in a hospital
is appropriate and which is likely to result in serious harm to himself or others •
.. likelihood to result: in serious harm" is defined.as:
(.1) substantial risk of physical harm to himself as manifested by threats of or attempts at suicide
or serious bodily harm or other conduct demonstrating that he is dangerous to himself;

OR
(2) a substantial risk of physical harm to other per:.ons as manifested by homicidal or other violent
behavior by which others are placed in reasonable fear of serious physical harm.
Only hospitals approved by the Commissioner of Mental Health and maintaining adequate staff and facilities
for the observation, examination, care and treatment of persons alleged to be mentally ill may receive and retain
patients pursuant to this section of the law.

PROCEDURE
A...Upon admission the admitting physician shall examine the person alleged to be in need of emergency admission
to the hospital, and shall..certify below his finding.that such person qualifies for admission under the provisions
outlined above.
B. He shall also record in the space below the name of the person or persons, if any, who brought the patient to
the hospital, and the details of the circumstances leading to the hospitalization of the patient. As ·soon as
possible after admission, further identifying data about the patient should be obtained and recorded on
Form OM~ 459, Identifying Data Sheet, and attached to this form.
C. Within .48 hours of the time of admission of the patient, he must be examined by another physician who must be
a member of the psychiatric staff of the hospital. The findings of this psychiatric examiner shall be recorded
on the reverse side of this form.
D. If the psychiatric examiner confirms the finding of the admitting physician, that the patient qualifies for
admission under the provisions outlined above, the patient may then be retained for a period up to fifteen days
from the date of his admission to the hospital.
E. The patient may be retained beyond 15 days only by a new admission on an application supported by two new
examining physicians' certificates, unless he agrees to remain as a voluntary or informal patient. In either
case, the date of admission shall be deemed to be the date when the patient was first received as an
Emergency Admission.
RECORD OF ADMISSION

AGE

--------

ADDRESS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The patient was brought to this hospital at

----------TIME

on

by:
-----------------~
CATE

NAME

REl..ATION TO PATIENT

OFFICIAi.. TITl..E, OR SAOGE NUMBER, IF ANY

PHONE

AO CRESS

The circumstances which.lead to the hospitaliz.ation of this patient were as follows:

I have examined the patient named above and confirm his need for immediate observation, care and treatment for a
mental illness which is likely to result in serious harm to himself or others.
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SIGNATURE OF ADMITTING PHYSICIAN

P'Drm OMR«.. 74. (2·701-P... 2!

(Loat)

P:ATIEHT NAME

(Fltat)

(Mlddle).

I
I

NAME OF HOSPIT:AL

EXAMINATION:FOR· 48~HOlJR CONFIRMA1TION ·

I

DATE OF ADMISSION·

OF NEED FOR EMERGl::NCY ADMISSION

••cto

TIME OF ADMISSION'

NO.

I
I

1. Pertinent and·Significont Factol'S in· Patient's- Medic al and Psychiatric History:

2; Physical· Condition (Including any special test reports)

I
3. Mental Condition: The conduct of the patient {Including statements made to me by others) has been:

~~--------~--------~I
4. Tlte patient showed the following psychiatric signs and symptoms:

S. Does the patient show a tendency to injure himself?

-----------------

to injure others?

-------------------

Explain

I
I

------------------~·-------------------------------------------------------------------------

~~---------------------'
I
----------------------------------------------------------I
-------------------------------------------I
--I
I
I

7. a. I,

, M.D., am a member of the psychiatric staff of
~------------------·------------------------Hospital.

b. I have with care and diligence per_sonally observed and examined

!INSERT NAME OF PATIENT}

.m.,

at

, 19

0111

/ and as a result of such examination I find

[TIME)

and hereby certify to the fact thot he hos a mental illness for which immediate care and treatment in a hospital is
appropriate and which is likely 1o result in serious harm to himself or others.
c. I have formed this opinion frum the history of the cose and my examination of the patient as given above.

d. I hereby certify that the fact!; stated and information contained in this certificate are true to the best of my
knowledge and belief.

~-------------------------------------------------SIGNATURE
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Fonn OMR· UU.. (U·78) ··

State of New Yone
OFFICE OF MENTAL, HEALTH

NOTICE OF STA'TUS. AND· RIGHTS - EMERGENCY ADMISSION
(to be given to an emergency patient at· the time of his admission)
TO:

Copies of this Notice of Status• and Rights are also ·
being sent to the Mental Health· lnfo.,,,ation Service
and othen designated by you to be Informed or your
admission.
State and Feaeral Laws prohibit discrimination based
on race, color, creed, national origin, age, sex, ar
disability.

HOSPITAL

I

ADMISSION DATE

"C"" NUMBER

II

~1~~EM:'."'."'.:E~RG~E~N~CY~A~D~M~1ss~1o~N.,..-~~---~~~~~~~~~~~~1

0

(Sec. 9.39 M.H. Law!

.

YOU HAVE BEEN AOMllTEO TO THIS HOSPITAL FOR THE MENTALLY ILL ON AN EMERGENCY BASIS FOR IMMEDIATE OBSERVATION,
CARE AND TREATMENT. WITHIN 4B HOURS OF THE TIME OF YOUR ADMISSION, YOU WILL BE EXAMINED BY ANOTHER MEMBER OF THE
PSYCHIATRIC STAFF. IF HIS FINDING CONFIRMS THE INITIAL FINDING OF THE AOMITIING PHYSICIAN, YOU MAY THEN BE RETAINED FOR
A PERIOD UP TO FIFTEEN DAYS FROM THE DATE OF YOUR ADMISSION TO THIS HOSPITAL. DURING THIS FIFTEEN DAY PERIOD YOU MAY
BE RELEASED, ASKED TO REMAIN AS AN INFORMAL OR VOLUNTARY PATIENT, OR BE ADMlmD AS AN INVOLUNTARY PATIENT.

•'
YOU, YOUR RELATIVES, AND YOUR FRIENDS SHOULD FEEL FREE TO ASK MEMBERS OF THE HOSPITAL STAFF ABOUT YOUR CONDlnoN, YOUR STATUS AND RIGHTS, AND THE RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE HOSPITAL.

IF YOU, YOUR RELATIVES, OR YOUR FRIENDS FEEL THAT YOU 00 NOT NEED IMMEDIATE OBSERVATION, CARE AND TREATMeNT,
YOU OR THEY MAY REQUEST A COURT HEARING. COPIES OF ANY WRITTEN REQUEST FOR A COURT HEARING WILL BE FORWARDED BY THE
HOSPITAL DIRECTOR TO THE APPROPRIATE COURT AND THE MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION SERVICE.

MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION SERVICE
THE MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION SERVICE, A COURT AGENCY INDEPENDENT OF THIS FACILITY, CAN PROVIDE YOU, ANO OTHERS
ACTING IN YOUR BEHALF, WITH PROTECTIVE SERVICE ASSISTANCE ANO INFORMATION WITH REGARD TO THEIR HOSPITALIZATION. YOU
HAVE A RIGHT TO A COURT HEARING AND A RIGHT TO BE REPRESENTED BY A LAWYER.
YOU, OR SOMEONE ACTING IN YOUR BEHALF, MAY CALL OR WRITE DIRECTLY TO THE MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION SERVICE, OR
REQUEST THAT A. MEMBER OF THE HOSPITAL STAFF CONTACT THE SERVICE FOR YOU.

THE ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER OF THE MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION SERVICE FOR THIS HOSPITAL IS:

THE ABOVE PATIENT HAS BEEN GIVEN A COPY OF THIS NOTICE.

Staff Physicicn

Date
COPIES TO: Penons designated by patient lo be informed of ad•
"'issiOft {If None type in "NONE").
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Form OM'H -474 A:.(S,,.nillLh) (2·79) '·
tTranalation.ot Fann OMH H4 A.[1J,78J):

Estado de Nueva York
OFICINA DE SALuo:MENTAL

NOTIFICACION;,OE ESTADO Y· DERECHOS - AOMISIONoOE EMERGENCIA
(para entrega.al paciente de emergencia cuandoise le admite)

HOSPITAL.

Copias de esta Notlflcaci0n de Estado y Oerechos
tambien se est&n transmltlendo al Serviclo de In•
formacian de• Hlglene Mental y a- los otros que ud.
ha·pedido sean informados de su admlslon.

Fecha de admlsion

0

Las leyes estatales y federales 11rohlben la dlscriminaclon basada en la raza, color de piel, creencla
rellgiosa, nacionalldad, edad, sexo, o incapacidad.

I

Num•. "c"

Admls16n de emergencia
(Secclones 9.39, Ley de H.M.)

. Ud. ha sido admitid1> a este hospital para enfermos mentales en circunstancias de emergencia
para observaci6n, atenci6n medica y tratamiento inmediatos. Dentro de 48 horas del momenta de su admisi6n
otro· psiquiatra del hospital le E!Xaminara. Si los fall.OS de este·concuerdan con las del medico que le admiti6
a Ud., Ud. sera. retenido par un plazo de hasta 15 dias de. la fecha de su admisi6n a este hospital. Durante
este plazo de 15 dias, le pueden dejar irse, pedirle que se quede come paciente no-formal o voluntario, o
admitirle come paciente involuntario.
•
Ud., sus parientes, y sus amigos tienen plena libertad de consultarse con los miembros del personal del hospital sobre su propia condici6n fisica y mental, su estado y sus derechos, y las reglas y reglamientos dei hospital.
Si Ud., sus parientei;, o sus amigos creen que Ud. no necisita observa~i6n, atenci6n medica y
tratamiento inmediatos, Ud. o ellos pueden soticitar una. audiencia judicial. El director del hospital transmitira copias de toda petici6n por escrito para una audiencia judicial a la carte apropiada y al Servicio de
tnformaci6n Sabre la Salud Mental.

SERVICIO DE INFORMACION SOBRE LA SALAUD MENTAL
El Servicio de lnformaci6n Sobre la Salud Mental, un agente de la corte independiente de este
hospital, les puede proporcionarle, y a sus representantes, servicios de protecci6n, assistencia e informaci6n
con respecto a su hospitalizaci6n. Usted tiene derecho a una audiencia judicial y a ser representados por
un abogado.
Ud., o su representante, puede llamar o escribir dire.ctamente al Servicio de lnforrraci6n Sabre la Salud
Mental, o puede solicitar que un miembro del personal def hospital se comunique con el Servic;io en nombre
suyo.

La direcci6n y el numero de telefono del Servicio de lnformaci6n Sobre la Salud Mental para este
hospital es:
A: paciente arriba nombrado se le ha dado una copia de esta notificacion.

(Medico del Hospital}

Fecha

COPIAS A: Las personal que el paclente hm pedldo sean lnformadas de
su admision. (SI Nlnguna escrlba a rniiquina "NINGUNA.")
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Form,OMH 461 (7•78)

Stare of·New York

OFFICE OF MENTAL HEAL·TH ·1

NOTICE OF STATUS AND RIGHTS - INVOLUNTARY STATUS
(to be given to.a·patient at the time of admission or.conversion to involuntary status)

I

I

I

HOSPITAL
Copies of this Notice of Status and Rights are also being sent to
the Mental Health Information Service, rhe original applicant, your
nearest· relative and others designated by you to be informed of

I
I

I

ADMISSION DATE

CASE NO.

your admission.

State
based

and
Federal
Laws
prohibit discrimination
on race, color, creed, notional origin, age,

sex 1 or disability.
YOU

0
C

(check one (1 ))

I

HAVE

YOU
VISIONS

ADMITTED

TO

CONVERTED

HAVE SEEN

THIS

TO

HOSPITAL

FOR

INVOLUNTARY

HOSPITALIZED ON

THE

STATUS

MENTALLY
AT

THIS

INVOLUNTARY

ILL

AS

AN

HOSPITAL

STATUS·

IN

INVOLUNTARY

FOR

THE

ACCORDANCE

PATIENT;

MENTALLY
WITH

THE

ILL.
PRO·

OF:

C
(check one (1 ))

SEEN:

SECTION· 9.27

OF

THE

MENTAL

HYGIENE

LAW

-

INVOLUNTARY

ADMISSION

9.37 OF

THE

MENTAL

HYGIENE

LAW

-

INVOLUNTARY

ADMISSION

ON

MEDICAL

CERTIFICATION;

0

SECTION

ON

CERTIFI·

CATE OF A DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY SERVICES.
YOU, YOUR RELATIVES, ANO YOUR FRIENDS SHOULD FEEL FREE TO ASK MEMBERS OF THE HOS-

I
I
I
I
I

PITAL STAFF

ABOUT

YOUR

CONDITION,

YOUR

STATUS ANO

TREATMENT,

RULES

ANO REGULATIONS

YOU

OR

THEY

MAY

REQUEST

A

COURT

HEARING.

COPIES

OF

ANY

WRITTEN

REQUEST

.O.NO THE MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION SERVICE.

MENTAL
THE MENTAL HEALTH

HEALTH

INFORMATION

INFORMATION SERVICE, A

SERVICE

COURT AGENCY INDEPENDENT OF THIS FACIL·

ITY, CAN PROVIDE YOU, ANO OTHERS ACTING IN YOUR BEHALF, WITH PROTECTIVE SERVICE, ASSISTANCE
ANO INFORMATION WITH

REGARD TO YOUR HOSPITALIZATION. YOU HAVE A RIGHT

TO A

COURT HEARING

ANO A RIGHT TO SE REPRESENTED SY A LAWYER.
YOU, OR SOMEONE ACTING IN YOUR BEHALF, MAY CALL OR WRITE
HEALTH INFORMATION SERVICE, OR REQUEST THAT

DIRECTLY TO

THE MENTAL

A MEMBER OF THE HOSPITAL STAFF CONTACT THE

SERVICE FOR YOU.
THE

ADDRESS

ANO

PHONE

NUMBER

OF

THE

MENTAL

HEALTH

INFORMATION

SERVICE

FOR

THIS HOSPITAL IS:

:-!c~r:~.::ic · i
E'.::.,..;:,,,c:•.:~.:~

!1.::.n.t:. .:. . . .

OPIES TO:

(Nearest
Relative)

~-;

n.C...;. __ ............ - •... ·• - ...

...

Dote

in al
. ic:ant)

I

THE

i='OR A COURT HEARING WILL SE FORWARDED SY THE HOSPITAL DIRECTOR TO THE APPROPRIATE COURT

THE ABOVE PATIENT HAS BEEN GIVEN A COPY OF THIS NOTICE.

(

ANO

IF YOU, YOUR RELATIFES, OR YOUR FRIENDS FEEL THAT YOU 00 NOT NEED INVOLUNTARY CARE
ANO

I
I
I
I

RIGHTS,

OF THIS HOSPITAL.

__

..;..

Staff Physician
COPIES TO:

Persons designated by patient ta be informed
of admission (if None type in "NOHE")

.--F-O-RM-.-OM-H-~--0-(4--7-8-)----------·----~--~~~-S-~-,.-o-f-Ne_w_Y_o_rk--------~------~·-----------~---------..~
OFFICE OF MENTAi. HEAi.TH

I

NOTICE OF ST ATIJS« ANO RIGHTS - VOLUNTARY OR MINOR VOLUNTARY ADMlSSION
{to be given to' a voluntary or minor voluntary patient.at the time of his admission)

I
P_sv_r_.H_1A_TR_1_c~H-O_.SP_._1m11_--______________--t1 ~

l--Ho_s_P_IT_A_i._s_EL_L_F>J_u_E__

..\copy of this Notice of Status and Rights
is also being sent to the Mental fleaith
lniormution .Service;
Stat& and F;edetol Laws prohibit discrimination
bcsftd,on ·race, color, creed, national origin,
ag•, 11ex, or disability.

I

coHsecuT1ve NO.

A.OMISSION DATE

.__0
__

MINOR VOLUNTARY
ADMISSION

D
__________

_..;.(S~tt-·_9_.1_3._M_.H_._L_a_w)

VOl.UNTA.RY
ADMISSION

YOU HAVE SEEN·ADMITTED TO THIS HOSPITAL FOR THE MENTALLY ILL AS A VOLUNTARY
OR MINOR VOLUNTARY PA·r1ENT.
AT ANY TIME, YOU MAY TELL THE DIRECTOR OR OTHER STAFF MEMBERS THAT YOU
WANT TO LEAVE. HOWEVER, YOU MAY NOT LEAVE FOR THREE DAYS UNLESS THE DIRECTOR LETS
YOU. IF THE DIRECTOR THINKS THAT YOU NEED TO STAY, HE MAY ASK A GOURT FOR AN ORDER
TO KEEP YOU HERE.
YOU, YOUR RELATIVES, ANO YOUR FRIENDS SHOULD FEEL FREE TO ASK MEMBERS OF
THE HOSPITAL STAFF ABOUT YOUR CONDITION, YOUR STATUS AND RIGHTS, AND THE RULES AND
REGULATIONS OF THE HOSPITAL.

MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION SERVICE
THE MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION SERVICE, A COURT AGENCY INDEPENDENT OF THIS
FACILITY, PROVIDES PATIENTS, ANO OTHERS ACTING IN THEIR BEHALF, WITH PROTECTIVE
SERVICE, ASSISTANCE AND INFORMATfON WITH REGARD TO THEIR HOSPITALIZATION. PATIENTS
HAVE A RIGHT TO A COURT HEARING ANO A RIGHT TO BE REPRESENTED SY A LAWYER.

YOU, OR SOMEONE ACTING IN YOUR BEHALF, MAY CALL OR WRITE DIRECTLY TO THE
MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION SERVICE, OR REQUEST THAT A MEMBER OF THE HOS?ITAL STAFF
CONTACT THE SERVICE FOR YOU.
THE ADDRESS ANO PHONE NUMBER OF THE MENTAL HEAL..TH INFORMATION SERVICE

MD1'?JU. DIJ'OJUll.nat suncz

•:r.LEYIE PSYCJIIA'l'JtIC JIOS:Prr.IU.
'f'.El.: S6l-•9il,2,3,4
I HAVE READ, OR HAO READ TO ME, AND UNDERST ANO THE CONTENTS OF THE ABOVE NOTICE.

Patient's Signature or Mark

Dote

THE ABOVE PATIENT HAS BEEN GIVEN A COPY OF THIS NOTICE.

---~----~------~~

Steff Pioiysicion

Date

\
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--.<S-ec~·-9-.1-3,_M_.H_._L_aw_l

FOR THIS HOS PIT AL IS:

I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I·
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

Sellevue Hospital! Cante:rF>sycniati-1c Dt \J!la\on

ro AF'PEAL.
!
all patief"\ts at the ti.me of his admi.ssiel"')

NOTICE OF RIGHT

(to be given to

19

To:

------------------ -------

------------------------

You have been admitted to this hospital for the mentally iU as a vclU"\tary,
!nformal, emergency, or tnvoluntar'"'j' patient.
At any time, you may tell your doctor that you wtah to Appeal deci.atcna l""elattng
to ~,.. treatment or rehabilitation or eond~tiona with wtiich you are dtaaattsfted.
You will be given a "grievance form" to fill out and gtve to your" attendin~ phystctan.
If you ar-e dissatistled with your physician's dectaton, you may appeal to the ~..>~ician in charge of the ward. 11' continued dissatisfaction w\th the deciaion at. the
1al"'d level J)ersi.st, yaJ may now appeal to ti'2 Of.rector of the Pa)d'ltatric otvtston.
A respcnse or deetaion will be gtven to you ver"balty and in writing on your "grievance form" at each level. However, th .. right to appeal dQeS not preclude ~r
M;t\t to use the '-'udicial System at lll'ty time.

I have read, or had read to me, and unde l"'Stand the contents

of

the above notice· ·

F>ati.,t'a Signature or Mark

Date

The above patient t'\u been gtvan a copy of tt'lia r'lottca, and copy placed in tits
chart.

Date

Staff Ptiystcian's Signature·
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Ad,.,,issiott on .. ITWldit:aJ · i:etfdieation- ro. o-· hospital for~. tr-eatm•nt·
of mental illness- requires ,;,e complet1on of 1;,is form on<i tne
approp1i01• examination· c•l'filic:at•s..
Pl~os• rt1od the :nstruc•.

STATE.OF MEW•YORK<
OFFICE OF- MEH'L4.L HEA.L TH.

tions- on

APPtlCATION° FOR.

poqe

or omissions

AOMISSION'OF PATIENT

2

cc:uefully• before

may~deloy

completing

this,,. fo,,n.

Errors

aGm;ssian.

State Olld· Fedetol.Law• pron I bit· diacriminotlon based on race,
color, creed, notional origin, age,. •ex. or disability.

Do not .TJ7e This F_orm for Voluntary, or Informal. Admi3sions.

Use Form OMH 47:1 for Voluntary a

Minor Vo untary

Admissions: There 'IS J!!l forrmi. Application for Informal Admission; instead, only provide Notice of Status and Rights Informal Status (Form OMH 473).

GENERAL INFORMATION
1. WHO·MAY' MAKE APPLICATION
An application for admission of·a patient to a hospital for the care and. treatment of mental illness mav be
made by any person with whom the person· alleged to be mentally ill resides, the father or mother, husban'd or
wife, brother or sister, or the child of,- any' such person or the nearest available relative, the committee· of
~uc~ a·_person, an officer of any public or w~ll re~ognized c~aritable institution or agency or home in whose
msututton the person alleg·ed to be mentally ill resides, the director of communitv services or social services
official, as defined in the social service law, of the city or county in which' any such person may be, the
director of the hospital in which the patient is hospitalized, the director or person in charge of facilitv
providing care t.o alcoholici; or drug dependent persons, or the Director of the Division For Youth.
·

a

2. QUALIFICATIONS OF' EXAMINING PHYSICIANS
a •. For involuntary admission to a hospital of a person alleged to be mentally ill and in need of involuntary
care and treatment, applications made by any of the persons listed -above must be supported by two Cert if icates of Examination (Fo1m OMH 471A) completed by two examining physicians. An "examining physician"
for this purpose means a·physician licensed to practice medicine in the State of New York.
b. An application for immediate inpatient care and treatment in a hospital for a mental iilness which is likely to
result .in serious hann to the patient or toothers, submitted by the Director of Community Services for the
mentally disabled or by an examining physician duly designated by him, must be supported by a "Certificate
of Examination by Director of Community Services or His Oesignee" (Form OMH 4718). For the purp.ose
of conducting this Examination, the Director of Community Services must be a psychiatrist. If the Director
of Community Services is not a psychiatrist, the Examining_ Physician designated arid empowered to conduct
such examinations on behalf of the Director of Community :Services must be a qualified psychiatrist.
c. An examining physician must not be a relative of the person applying for the admission, or of the person to
'be admitted.

d. An examining physician must not be a manager, trustee, visitor, .proprietor, officer, director, or stockholder
of the hospital in which the patient is hospitalized or to which it is proposed to admit the patient, or have
any financial interest in such hospital other than receipt of fees, privileges or compensation for treating or
examining patients in such hospital.
e, A physician on the staff of the hospital to which admission is sought may act as an examining physician, if
he is not disqualified by the provisions stated in paragraphs c and d above, except that if the hospital is a
proprietary facility, neither examining physician mcy be on the staff of that hospital.

3. DATE OF APPLICATION AND EXAMINATION CERTIFICATES
The date of this application and of the required examinations may not be more than 10 days prior to the date
of the patient's adI'l'ission to the hospita). The date of each Certificate of Fxan•ination shall be the date
the exalT'ination tcok Flace.

4. MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION SERVICE

A Meptal Health Information Service exists in New York State.

This Service provides patients, and others
interested in the patients' welfare, with assistance and information about admission, retention, and the
patients' rights to have judicial hearing and review, to bf! represented by legal counsel, and to seek independent
medical opinion.

A patient,

or someone acting· on the patient's behalf, may communicate directly with the Mental Health Information Service, or re.quest that a member of the hospital staff contact the Service for him. The address of the
:\lental Health Information Service can be obtained from any member of the hospital staff.

5. REL\1BURSEMENT
The patient is leg!=J.lly resp•>nsible for payment for the cost of care. Additionally responsible, if of sufficient
ability, are the patient's spouse and the parents of a patient under the age of 21. Also legally responsible
are the committee, guardian or trustee of a trust fund established for the support of the patient, or any fidu•
ciary or payee of funds for the patient.
In order to assist in determining the ability of legally responsible relatives to pay for the cost of care, the
applicant should be careful to provide the information requested as to names, addresses and ages of those
relatives.
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FORM OMl1 471; (J-79)· PAGE 2

INSTRUCTIONS FOR· COMPLETION OF APPtlCATION

Read the requirements for the appropriate type of admission and c;omplete tfie corresponding
paragraph in Port A, on Page 3. Complete Port B and Part C regardless of type of admission.
a. The patient may be admitted on on application from any of
the IJersons listed in Section 1 on page 1 of this form, if
such person or persons feel he is mentally ill and in need of
involuntary core and treatment.
b. The applicant completes Paragraph 1 in PART A, and PARTS
B and C, on pages 3 and 4 of this form. PART A must be
signed by the applicant· NOT by the examining physicians.
c. A "Certificate of Examination" (Form OMH 471A) must be
completed by each of two examining physicians. The examina•
tion may be conducted jointly, but each examining physician
must execute a separate certificate.

•'

ADMISSION OH
CERTIFICATE OF

d.

If na request for a court hearing is mode, the hospital may retain
the patient for up to 60 days without taking other action.

e.

If the hosp1ral director determines that 1he condition of the
patient requires continued hospitalixation beyond 60 days, the
patient may agree to remain as a. voluntary or informal patient,
and complete Form OMH 472, "Voluntary Reque-st for Hospitalixation" or Form OMH 473 .. Acceptance of Informal Admission".

f.

If the patient does not agree to remain as a voluntary or informal
patient, before the 60 day period ends the director must apply
for o court order outhorixing continued 1etention. He must also
inform the patient and others interested in the patient's welfare
that he is applying for a court order, to give them the opportunity
to request a hearing before the court if they so desire.

TWO PHYSICIANS
I

(Section 9.Il of
l~entol Hygiene Law)

I

a. The patient may be admitted on an application from the local
Director of Community Services or his designee, if in their
opinion the patient has a mental illness for which immediate
inpatient ·care and treatme-nt in o hospital is appropriate, and
which is likely to result in serious harm to himself or others.

'
lDMISSION ON
I
GERTIFICATE OF J.
I

b. Paragraph 2 in PART A, and PARTS B and Care completed
by the Director of Community Services or his Designee.

DIRECTOR OF
I

CCOMMUNITY SERVICES
I

lOR

THE

~ENT ALLY

DISABLED

i

c. Form OMH 4718, "Certificate of Examination by Director of
Community Service-s or his Oesignee", is completed and
submitted with the application.
d.

(·Section 9.37 of

If the patie-nt is to be retained beyond 72 hours {excluding
Sunday and holidays), he must ogre-e to remain os a voluntary
or informal potie-nt, or else the certificate of an examining
physician ("Examination for 72 hour Conversion", Form OMH

Mento I Hygiene Low)

471C), supporting the application, must be file-d with the
hospital.
e.

After filing of the examining physician's certificate, the patie-nt
is subject to the- same provisions as though it were a two
physicians' certificate admission, with the date of admission
being the date the patient was first received.,
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FORM OMH 47.1 (3-79) PAGE J•

APPLICA·T.ION FOR ADMISSION OF PA·TI ENT

Before Completing, Read the Instruct ion_s_o_n_.th_e_P_r_e_c_e_d_i_n...g_P_a_g_e_s_
•. _____________
APPL;ICATIOH

PART A·

J•• TWO PHYSICIANS
CERTIFICATE
ADMISSION
(Sec. 9•271

0
Th'is: section must be
signed by applicant
(relative, ate.)~ by

1

Check Off Appropriate Box and-Complete Corresponding Paragraph.

I hereby request that

be admitted to

-----------------------~
This request is made due to
the circumstances indicated in Part B below, and on the attached certificates.
Unde1· the penalty of perjury, I attest that the information supplied on this application is
true· to• the· best of. my. knowledge and belief.

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT
1 APl::IL.ICANT

I
I

RELATIONSHIP TO PATIENT

MAY NOT SE EXAMINING PHYSICIAN)

examining physician.
ADDRESS

2. DIRECTOR OF
COMMUNITY SERV1CES

OR HIS DESIGNEE
ADMISSION
(Sec. 9.37)

·o

This section as well as
Form OMH 4718 must be
signed by director of

I hereby request that

DATE

be admitted to
~---------------------"='-------~
This request is made due to

the circumstances indicated in Part· B below, and on t!,e attached certificate.
Under the penalty of_ perjury, I attest that the information supplied on this application is
true to the best of my bowl edge and belief,

--5-l<>NATURE OF DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY SERVICC:S
OR HIS DESIGNEE

OFFICIAL TITLE

(NOT TCJ BE SIGNED BY RELATIVE)

Community Services .or
his designee,

ADOR ESS

DATE

Applicant Must Compf•t~ This Statement
PART B

STATEMENT

(Reasons for requesting hospitalization. Cite behavior, statements and changes in behavior
or character that tend to show the existence of mental i 1lness. If more space is needed,
attach additional sheet).

I
I
I

I
----------------------------------------------1

--------~~------~-----------------------'
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ORM OMH 471"(3°79) Pl.GE 4 ·

;

I. O. NO• <CENTRAL OFFICE USE!

C • IDEHTIFYIHG DI.Tl. (Muat•b• typed· or. printed c I early. in inlc ),

PA

(Last Hamel

NAME OF PATIENT

(First Name)

S1ET ADDRESS

I

DATE OF BIRTH

PL4CE OF BIRTH

OF LIVING RELATIVES OF P4TIEHT
(lf.Na·Reloriw.s, Nearest Known Friena}

Male 1
F•mole.

RJ

CITY

COUrfTY

U.S.ClTIZEH

HOW LONG IH U. S.

I 0Yes·

es

H.

(Middle Name)

RELATION

AGE

. "MEDICARE .. CLAIM NO.

STATE

ZIP CODE

HOW LONG IH H. Y. ST A TE.

3 OHO
STREET ADDRESS

I

CITY AND STATE

PHONE NO.

PREVIOUS PSYCH/A TRIC TREATMENT

LOCATION (City & State)

TYPE

#

DATE OF
ADMISSION

LENGTH
OF SIAY

l.ENGTH
OF STAY

REASON

PREVIOUS NON-PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALIZATIONS
DATE OF
ADMISSION

LOCATION (City & Stote)

NAME OF HOS PIT Al.

DO NOT WRITE
IN THIS SPACE
0

0

• TO BE COMPLETED BY HOS PIT AL

D CHANGE

ADMISSION

IN STATUS

I ha•e examined the abo•e named patient and confirm the need far immediate care and treatment in an inatitution or facility for the mentally ill becauae

I
I
I

1

~ AL.TERNATIVE CARE WOUL.D NOT BE ADEQUATE
OR

The follawing adequate afternati•e(s) (is) (ore) not a•ailable
2
4

:J PSYCHIATRIC DAY CARE

3 OTREATMENT IN THE HOME BY VISITING THERAPIST

':J NURSING HOME OR EXTENDED CARE FACIL.ITY

5

0

OUTPATIENT TREATMENT

.6 _jTREATMENT IN GENERAL. HOSPITAL. PSYCHIATRIC UNIT
7

':J OTHER

--------------------------------------------------------

Hospital admission is me<lically necessary far

'.:]TREATMENT WHICH COUl.O REASONABLY BE EXPECTED TO IMPROVE THE PATIENT'S CONOITION

· I OIAGNOSTIC

STUDY
SIGNATURE OF ADMITTING PHYSICIAN
DATE OF ADMISSION OR CHANGE
SOCIAL SECURITY NO.

• HUMSER
ETHNIC GROUP

I

REL..ICION

SERVICE·WARD

SOURCE OF REFERRAL
.MARITAL STATUS

OCCUPATION

89

I
i'

I

NAME OF FACILITY

l

Vl!TERAH •WAR SERVICE

0

LEGAL STl.TUS 20
Twa Physiciona
23
Director al Community Ser•ices or hia desi9ne

CJ

Farm OMH 4 71 A· (11

State ol Hew York
OFFICE OF MEHTAL·HEAl.TH

~78)

(Loatl

PATIEHT NAME

(Flrat)

ADDRESS·

CERTIFICATE OF EXAMllNING PHYSICIAN

(MEHT AL

(Middle)

JI
11

ILl~NESS)

n
CERTIFICATION

I,

------------:·----=--------------------,
(name of physician)

do certify as fol lows:

a. I am a physician liceni1ed to practice medicine in New York State.
b. On tftis date I hove with care and diligence personally observed and examined

(name of person examined)

(place where examined)

(address)
c.

I find this parson:

1. hos

Q

mental i llnoss;

2. requires, as essential to his welfare, core and treatment as a patient in a hospital; and
3. is so impaired in his judgment that he Is unable to u!'derstand the need for such care and treatment.
d. I have considered alternative forms of care and treatment but believe that they ore inadequate to provide for
rite needs of this person, or are not available.
e. I have formed my opinion on t+.e basis of facts and information I have obtained (described below and on
reverse side) and my examination of this person.
f.

To the best of my know ledge and belief, the facts stated and information contained in this certificate ore true.

(date)

(signature)

(address)

(print name signed)

(telephone number)

(Continue on reverse side)
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~ORM·OMH,472

(-4-79).PAG& J.

VOLUNTARY, REQUEST FOR: HOSPITALIZATION

_.,..,,e completing, read.the instructions on the preceding pages.
c:k. Off Appropriate Sox and Comp1lete Corresponding Paragraph.
PART.A-

p""it. .a
...I...._____

1, __....
B....el.&Al....l e....v...u....e"-A.iHY.o...s....

I

hereby apply for voluntary admission

Application. for

-------

, a hospital· for the mentally i II.

Voluntary~

Admission

My. l'eGsons for requesting care and treatment are stated in Part C below.

I have bffn notified ~nd understand the nature of the voluntary .status and the provisions
govtrming release or conversion to involuntary status.

D
THIS SECTION MUST
SE SIGNED SY THE
PROSPECTIVE
PATIENT

Da1ie:

I
I
I
I
I
I

Signature of Patient

~~~--~~~----~~~~I

I
I
--------------------------I
0
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
_....._~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
I
I
PART B

App I ication for
Minor· Voluntary
Admission

,

(Name)

adonission to

Section 9.13

THIS SECTION MUST
BE SIGNED BY THE
PARENT,

LEGAL GUARDIAN

OR N°EXT•OF•K.IN OF
THE PR OS PE CT IVE
PATIENT

(Relationship)
hereby apply for his

(Age)

, a hospital for the mentally ill.

My l'eosons for requesting his care and treatment are stared in Part C below.

I have been notified and understand the nature of the voluntary status and the provisions
governing releastt or conversion to involuntary status.
lhe Mental Health Information So&rv1c&
Beilevue Psvchl~tric Ho!pital
400 East 301h Street, New Yor~ NY i001(;
lelephone #561-496~

Dote:

Signature of minor patient's parent,
guardian, or next of kin
.

PART C • Statement of reasons for requesting. hospitalization. (To be completed by patient or by parent, guardian or next
of kin).
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!"ORM OMH "12 (4•79) PAGE "4
PA.AT D. IDENTIFYING DATA l11lv•l•b• 1.,ped or-printed cleorly in· ink.) ..

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

(Loa• Nome)

NAME OF PATIENT

(Flr•t N-•)
CITY

STREET AOORESS

.. MEDICARE•' Cl.AIM NO.
ZIP ~

U. S. CITIZEH

PLACE OF BIRTH

1 DYES

NAMES OF LIVING RELATIVES OF, PJ.TIEHT(If No R-.loti••s, N•-•sl Kno-·FrienoJ

RELATION

AGE

·-

COUHTY

STATE

HOW l.OHG IH U. S.

HOW LONG IN M. Y. STATE

'

I

DATE OF BIRTH

Malo l~
Female 2 ·

(Middle Mamo)

3 ONO
CITY

STREET ADDRESS

.i..,/o

STATE

PHOHE H

I

PREVIOUS PSYCHIATRIC TREATMENT
NAME OF FACILITY

DATE OF
ADMISSION

LOCATION (City & State)

TYPE

LEHGn
OF STA

-PREVIOUS NON· PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAl.IZA TIONS
NJ.ME C."F HOS PIT AL

.1

,LEHGTH
OF STAY

DATE OF
AOMISSION

LOCATION (City & Stoto)

REASOt

00 NOT WRITE
IN THIS SPACE

I
I
I
I
I

0

PART E • TO BE COMPLETED SY STAFF PHYSICIAN
1 ho••

••O"''"•"

0

ACMISSIOH

CHANGE IH ST A TUS

•he obo•e ftOmed potient, ond confirtft tho "••d for i111111ecliat• care oncl treot111ont for mental illno••• Ho1pltal adrni11ion ia moJlcolly ftOCO••

lo,

. j TREATMENT
.

WHICH COUL.0 REASONABLY BE EXPECTED TO IMPROVE

I
: Of ... G"40STIC ST l•O'I<

THE PATIENT"S CONOITION

SIGNATURE OF ADMITTING PHYSICIAN

NOSPIT 41.
'"C .. NO.

ETHNIC CROUP

DATE OF 40MISSION ~CHANGE

SOCIAL SECURITY NO.
RELIGION

SERVICE·WARD

SOURCE OF REFEIUUL

OCCUPATION

lllARITAI. STATUS

VETEIUN•WAR SERVICE

LEGAL STATUS

l2
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Q

Vol11,,tory

BelreVt:.le Hospital Center
Psychiatrtc Division

'

Patient Grievance, Form

Date

I,

wish to appeal the following:

~-------------------------------------~

Patient's Signatul"'e

Attending Psychiatrist's Reply:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date

Attending Phychiatrtst's Signature

94
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1· ...

I

Uni.t Chief's Reply:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date

'~~--~~--------~---------

1~~~~~~~----------------

1----------------------------------------1
Uni.t Chief's Signature

I
I

·

Associate Medical Di.rector 1 s Reply:

_D_a_t_e-------~---

1------------------------------------

1
1--------~--------------------

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Associate Medical Director's
Signature

95
A copy of this form will be placed in patient' .s chart.
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DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENTS USED IN THE
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INVOLUNTARYCIV!I. COMMITMENT PROJECT
DATA COLLECTION GUIDE
PURPOSE
'!he·ult:imat:e goal for t:his research project: is to generac:e
informat:ion by which t:he civil commit:ment: process can be made c:o funcc:ioc
as well as possible·. '!he purpose of this dat:a collect:ion is c:o obtain
pract:it:ioners' opinions, advice, and suggest:ions about: the civil
commicnenc: process, part:icularly about: c:he· process as it: operac:es in
their own localit:ies. Our st:aff has become familiar with each sc:at:e's
st:acut:e and basic commitment process. We know, however, c:nac: sysc:ems do
not: always operat:e exaccly as scat:ut:es pre·scribe. Sic:uac:ions
occasionally arise t:hat are noc: explicic:ly provided for in sc:atuc:e.
People who work wic:h a sysc:em on a day-c:o-day basis can explain why
c:hings are done as t:hey are and can offer insighcs inc:o how a syscem
might: be made t:o operac:e most: smoochly.
This research is· ent:irely qualicacive, nee quanc:icacive.. Our main
purpose is not: to ask how many, or even how. Our purpose is c:o ask why,
how well, and how else. Assuming chat: we:-are aware of che basic sta:uces
and procedures, quest:ions do nae: call for descriptions of legal
requiremenc:s or commit:menc process evenc:s, per se. Descripc:ions of law
and process are request:ed only co help explain advancages, disadvancages,
and possible modificat:ions of a syscem. We seek informat:ion about: what
works besc and why.

APPROACH
This is not: a typical research survey. The people wich whom we are
speaking have been chosen because they are well in:for!:led about: c:he civil
cotm:Ucnenc: process. Thus, our sample of incerviewees is not a
scac:iscically representacive sample; we c:herefore have no reason to counc
what percent of interviewees feel one way or che other. Our job in this
research is to repor-c on the unique and authoricat:ive insighc:s that these
key people can impart. Because we are looking for what: works best, t:he
research has noc: been designed to show validly what is a'rerage---or-typical.
!he questions in :his data collection guide are open-ended. Mul:i~le
choice types of quescions have been avoided so thac incerviewees will be
free to f or:nulate their own opinions rather :rian naving c:heir thoughts
slot:ted inco predecer:nined categories by c:he researchers. The only
except:ions to this are c:he few backerouRd questions abouc each
interviewee. Using these quest:ions, we hope to group :he interviewees
inc:o a ~11 number of predetermined categories to help us understand aow
different t:ypes of people view diff erenc issues.
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ORGA..'UZAT.ON.

This daca· c:olle•:::ion guide is· a. complet:e sec 0£ all c:ne ques cions
chat: are ::o be inve:'it:igaced. People '•111 be int:er•Tiewea i.acii vi.dually and
in b.omogeneous. groups. Some 0£ :he quest:ions also T.Jill be· answered by
project: st:aif on t:h1! basis 0£ t:ileir own empiricaJ. observa:ions. ?rojec:
s'l:a.f f aave a se';'ara·,:e abservacion guid.e :o help :nem a.ace i=i.por;:ant:
evenc:s and :o !!;ey ehe obser·-Tat:ion inior.!lac:ioa. :o appropriat:e quesc.:.ons in
chis dat:a guide.

1'he int:erview cc>vers :::iany copies. !l:le complece da :a collec::ion flows
in a aiore-or-less c:i:Lronolgical order, as even.cs occur d.uri:ig a :ypica.l
coim:tit:men: process.. The quest:ions unavoidably overlap each ocher co soci:
degree, but: repit:icj.on "Mas minimized as much as possible.
All :he quest:ions are coded accorai.ag co :b.e t:ypes of people ~hem we
will be able co give us c:b.e desired inior::i.acioc.. !he codes a.o.d

e~ec::

:heir

~eanings

J

c
L
A
p

0

are :hese:
Judges, magiscra:as, special just:ices, and so oa;
Cler~s and ocher cour: personnel;
Law eO.:orceQenc officers, proba:ioa officers, and so on;
Ac:or.:eys and pacien:s' :i.ghcs advoca:es;
?sychiacrls.:s, psychologis;:s, social ;;ork.ers, a~ so oo.;
R.esponden:, peci:ioner, f.a:U.ly ~e~bers and ocher lay
i:id.iv-iduals;
Direc: observacioa.

Because of :he leng:h of che da:a ccllec:ion gu.ide, ever"/ quest:ion
,;ill aoc be asked of every iat:erviewee. We will selec: a subse: 0£
quest:ions co present in each incerTie~, crying :o opci::Lize :ne ~acch of
peoples' areas of k.n1::iwledge n:n c:b.e ques:ions ask.ad. £•1er-;one '.Jill be
i:rvi:ed, however, co discuss any a.spec: of :he coin::U=ienc process wi:~
••CU.ch :hey ara famil:la= or abou: wtri.cb. :hey have par-:icula.r opi=.ions or
sugges:ions.

l
(

I
[

r
r

r
(_

[

r
[

che da:.a collec:ion guice will be se:: :o
This ;.."ill gi'le ?eople a
chance :o consider :he issues :ha: are :o be raised, callee: ::.ei:choughcs, and prepare :heir answers in advance,
:hey wish.

[

ara i:i :ior:al ::j>·?e• :a:t-:
i.s ::ieaa:: a.s i::s::"'..!c:i~n :~

[_

~1.lenever possi~le,

in:ervie•.wees prior :o :he ac::ual in:t:ervie••·

i=

Q'.J.est::!.oc.s in. :he da:a collec:ion

:;iri::::ed en:iral:r ill c:api:.a.1.s, t:.."a

~'.lide

!~ES,

i:i:ar-T1..a•..;ers.

[
[
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Remember c:hat t:his is· only- a dac:a colleccion guide, not: a dici:um.
Precise language in c:he quest.ions is noi: import:ani:, and neic:her is :he
order in which quest.ions are covered. The guide is· simply a reminder :o
import:anc issues and ideas ::..tiae. need to· be discussed. More concern is ::o
be given to understanding the answers t:han c:o writing them dotJU
thoroughly or ver~a"t:im. !m:mediacely following an incerview, incerviewers
will go back t:hrough cheir noces t:o wri:e answers fully and in proper
sent:~nces and t:o be sure t:hac chere are· no "loose ends."
If necessary,
t:elephone, calls will be made :o review particular commeacs or :o check
the exact meaning of unclear answers.

In chis vein, :he data guide is writt:en is conversacional scyle. We
expect: the interviews :o be conducted as free-flawing discussions. The
iafarmacian will be condensed and cast: int:.o t:he "King 1 s English .. during
c:he analysis phase.
Finally, we do not: necessarily expect:: answers co every question tha:
is asked. We recognize chat:: people have concerns and exper.:ise in some
areas and not: in ochers. If incerviewees do not: wisn :o answer a .
part:icular quest:ion, the quest:ion can be skipped and :he int:erview can
progress co the next c:opic.

CONFIDENTIALITY
A complete statement regarding conf ident:iality accompanies each da:a
colleccion form and. is to be reviewed prior to every incerview. The mos:
important point: of that s:atement: is repeac:ed briefly here. That: is,
responses co this da~ colleccion effort: (or staff observacions) never
will be reported wit::h reference by name :o any part:icular individual.
Anonym.icy of privat:e individuals will be maintained absolutely. The
anonyadcy of public officials will be maintained to the extent that is
possible; it: is acknowledged that because of their positions and special
iaformaciou, it may not always be possible to present iaf orma:ion
repor.:ed by public officials in a manner chat would ~ake it:: impossible
for knowledgeable people t:o decermine that these officials were the
source of the information.
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INVOLUNTARY C!V!L COMMITMENT PROJECT
Stacement of Confidentiality and Project Ethics
August 28, 1981

Protecting Confidentiality
The repotts t:hat result from the iniormacion collecced 'oy interviews
and observations will not: idencify individuals by name. Any information
that reasonably could be expect:ed to ident:ify a privat:e person will be
deleted or disguised.
A list of public persons interviewed and the organization each
represented will be included in the final repor!:. In toe repott, where
it is appropriate or necessary to identify comments or suggestions with
an organization or person, generic descriptions will be used -- e.g.,
out-patient treatment personnel, attorneys, advocates, in-patient
treatment personnel •.

It is possible that persons knowledgeable about the mental health or
legal communities could identify organizations and publi~ persons
representing them as sources of certain reported statements. We will
make ever; reasonable effort: to use multiple sources of information in
order to reduce the probability of revealing the identity of particular
public persons.
Information in our files will generally be deidentified. ?ersonal
identifiers will be attached to file materials only when necessary for
some valid and important research purpose. We will keep all personally
identifiable inf or.nation in locked file cabinets. All remaining personal
identifiers will be deleted or the papers destroyed at the conclusion of
the project. Any requests for infor.n.ation that might identify an
individual will be refused, unless needed for a valid and i~portant
research purpose, and then will be transmitted only after completion of a
form.al, written inf or::iation transfer agreement, which will bind the
receiver of the information, at the least, to the principles of this
Statement of.Confidentiality and Project Ethics.
To summarize, we will ensure the complete anonymity oi private
persons (patients, ex-patients, and families of same). The
confidentiality of public persons and i~stitutions will be protected to
the maxi~um ex~ent possible.
Research Ethics
Our staff is guided by three principles of ethical obligations:
1.

are obliged to participam:s in protecting their pri.,-acy anci
accruately representing ~heir responses;

r.,;e
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2.

We nave• a. du:y ::o, socie't:Y, in that: we do n.ot: \oi'as;:e funds. on
unnecessar"J res•~arch and ::=.at o;.;e Gla.ke· public our f i:idings and
recommenda. t:!.on.s ;; and

3.

'jle, are obligacecl :o· science aa.d fucure researchers in c.::>aduc~ing

rel.iaole a.c.d val.id

resea~b.,

and docu::iencing our 1J1etnods a.ad fic.dio.gs.

I:lf o oed Cons en::

Prior co beginning any int:er:iew or observing any non-public even::
for pur;ioses of chis -researcil,. one of the .followi:ig s-::ate:iell::s o;.;ill be
read •. Data collect.ion will not occur without: the expressed consent of
all inter'7iew and observation subjects of this research (or of c::,.eir
guardians or responsible· spokespersons).
Th.is

stat:e~ent

will be -read prior :o

~eginn.io.g

any

incervie~.

We are from :he ~a:ional Cencar for Scace C~ur::s. We are
pe:rfor.ning a project :o hel? judges and 1J1ental health
professionals understand and i~prove the process of order:...ag
involun~ry treai:meuc for the ~entally ill.
we would like :o
ask you some queseions. We greatly appreciate your help with
this project. But, please understand :ha: you m.ay refuse to
answer any queseioas :ha: you wish and you may decide to stop
this interview a~ any ti:ie. Also, you ~ay in:err~pc us to as~
about the pr~jec~ at any :.i=ie, and we o;.;ill answer your
questions as fully as we can. Our project is beiiig done
according :o a ~ri::en statement of con:f identiali:y and
ethics.
Your in:erview sta.::ients -.""ill be k.e';)t eo.cirely
confidential (FOR A PUBLIC OF!!C!.AL A.DD: :o :he best of our
ability). Copies of i:lfor.:iat~ou about this project and of our
statement of con.:f'iden:ia.lity and ethics are available for· you
:o read i f you 'Ji.sb.. Do you nave any ques:ious :o asi.t beiore
we begin t:bP. intervie~?

Prior to observing hearing or prehearing

a~:ivities, :he !ollowi::g
stacei;ien: ";Jill be read :o :~e senior ~our: official ia t~e jurisdiction.
If he or she so directs, i : ~i.J..l be read to any other ?ersons as
o.ecessa!'j or ap?:t'Ot> r:iate.

We are from :he ~ational Center for State Courts. We are
perfor.::ii::g a proje~t :o hel? judges and ~ental nealch
professionals understa~d and i~prove ~~e ~rocess of or~eri.ng
involuntary :=aa.c::i.ent for :he ;:en::a..lly ill. '.ie ,;cul~ lik.e :ce
~ou~'s ?e~ssion :o obse~e ~eari.~gs and o:~er prenear:.=.g
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event:s •- We will do this . wi t:h t:he· understanding that: anonymity
of persons r.Jill be "1aint:ained according to the project's
s'Catement: of confidentialit.y and et:hics. At: any such time as
any subjects of our observations object: to our presence, we
agree to scop such observations immediately unless we receive
your specific permission to cont:iue the!ll. Copies of
information abou'C the project and of the stacement of
conf.identiality and ethics will be available for you and any
other persons t:o read at any time.. We also will read this
statment to all other persons whom you shall designate, if
any. We greatly appreciate your help with this project. Bue,
please understand that youmay stop our observations at any
time·. llso, you and any oc:her persons :nay ask questions about
the project at: any time, and we will answer your questions as
fully as we can. Do you have any quescions before we begin
our observations?
Prior to any observations in or at a treatment facility, the following
statement: will be read to the facility director or other person with
authority to consent to our project activices. If ne or she so direccs,
it will be read to any other persons as necessary and appropriate.
are from the National Center for State Cour:;s. We are
performing a project to help judges and mental health
professionals understand and improve the process of ordering
treatment for the mentally ill. We would like your per::lission
to observe this facility and any examinations or treatment
activities that are occurring, which are relevant to our
work. We will do this with the understanding that anonymity
of persons '#ill be maintained according to the project's
statement of confidentiality and ethics. At any such time as
any subjects of our observations object to our presence, we
agree to stop such observations immediately unless we receive
your specific permission to contiue t:hem. Copies of
information about the project and of the statement of
confidentiality and ethics will be available for you and a~y
oc:her persons to read at any ti:e. We also will read this
stat::ient to all other persons whom you shall designate, if
any. We greatly appreciate your help with this project. 3ut,
please understand that you may stop our observations at any
time. Also, you and any other persons may ask questions acout
the project at any time, and we will answer your questions as
fully as we can. Do you have any questions before we begic
our observations?

~e
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Involuntary Civil Commitment
Master Data Guide

CHECK ONE

-----Interview-er
-----Observer
Date

------------------~

City

------------------~

Place
--------------------------------------~
Subject of data collection.

FILI. APPLICABLE BLA.i.'Il<.S

Individual interview:
Name

-------------------------------

Title or Position
Observation:

Re Case

-----------------------------------------~

Event

-------------------------------------------~

Group interview:

LIST 8A..'IB/TITLE OR POSITION

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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P!tQV,IDE THIS I~IFOR.'lA!ION" ?OR ALL SINGU:-!'EltSON LNTZ..'!\.V!EWS.
SK!P TO ? ..~GZ 4 •. -

O!HERW!SE,

Se.fore i:.a.l:ung wich you; about: s-pecif.ic issues, . I '.Jould· like co gee some
ia:for::iacion abour: your familiari:y r.wit:h :he commit::i.en.t: process and y·our
g.eneral f.ee:lings about: ii:: •.

I-l liaw :na.o.y years· 1Jf e:q>erience have you had '.Jork.irig in any -:apacicy
Iii.ch t:b.e i:ivil 1:ommit::neuc of :b.e ::i.ent:ally ill?

~~------------~---

!-2 E:atJY-ould you dt!Scribe your .familiarity '-lith tile civil COIJlm.i::teat:
st:at:ut:es io. t:b.is st:a.t:e? RE.w LIS'! OF. A.L!ZR.."TAT!YES AlID CR.SC:{ ONE
.3ELOW.

I-3 aot.;·would you describe your familiari:y ~ith the ci•Til COm:nit::leat:
syst:e1:1. and orocs\dures in :his st:at:e? RE..~ l.IS'! .~rn CH.EC:< O~

I-3

!-2
Scat:ut:es

?rocedures

at: all familiar
par~ial or slight: familiarity_____________
Know well or ko.otJ most
Know t:b.oroughl7 or are expert
~cc

Have

~ow DO nu INT!AVIZW' BUT RETTJR.."l TO TEE
VEaY E..'TD.

FOLI..OW!~G

!""10

~UES'!lONS

.G !::iE

For ~y final few :n:!.~u:es wi:h 7ou, !'m going to ask a cou~le of quest:ions
:o help ~e summarize :h.e ~ay you perceive t:he ~ivi.l cotn:ni:::ien: sys:e~ in
general.

!-4 I am going ;:o read :hree s:a::ement:s about: ::nis s:a.:e' s ;iresen: ci·'1il
coim:ii:=enc sys:e~. ?lease i:idicate wtli.ch s:a:emen: you would cast
closely agree wi::h.. 3.E.AD ALL. .!.'ID C~C:{ ONE

-------- en

This s:a::e's system

for
Q
ta l heal:h :rea:::en:: or ::o prot:ec: o:her people froa :he
dangerous men.cally ill.

_________This Stace's
trea:::ien::

~ho

sys:e~

~kes

i : :oo hard co ge: a person

i~

makes i : :co easy :o ge:: a person in:o

:nay no:: =eall7

~eed

-----

i:.

!his syste:i s:ri~es a good balance becween ::he i~:eres:s of
cot!ml.i:::i::g a person :o trea:~ent: and pro::ec:i=g :~e ;arson's
•.ti.sh no: co be :rea:ad involuntarily.
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I-5 Similarly, I am going to read chree st:at:ement:s a.bout: treads i.e. your
st:ate 1 s laws and procedures. Which· one most closely reflects your
feelings? READ ALL A.'ID CHECK ONE
system seems to be changing
-----This
colill!litted to treatment:.

to. make· it harder to get people

syst:em. seems to be changing
-----This
committed to· treatment.

to make it easier to get: people

-----This

system seems to be pretty st:able in this regard.

lu9

?rehearing Sec::ion
r w-ouJ.:d like to begin by discussing c:he r,;ay. c.ommit::ient:
procei!dings 3e:: st:ar-::ed. Considering ::he people ,,h.o c.ao.
initiate:· ::he process, :he a.c::ions ::hey mus: :ak.e ::o 'o ei=.g
:heir. c.omplai.o.t: ::o :he at:::ent:ion of :he a.uchori:ies-, and
any prepeci t:ion screening chat: is done .....

JCI. U-1
R

t.J"nat: do you chink are· :he advanc:ages of t:his system.?
What a.re t:he disadvanc:ages?

JC
A
0

J

!I-2

c •.

What: changes would 7ou suggest:, and

a..

Do petitions and c.er-:::i.fic.at:ions usually cont:ain all c:ne
in:f or.:iat:ion required in chem by st:at:ute?

b.

IF NO:

c.·.

Al.I.:

!!-3

Why a.at?

~hy?

What: is lacking?
~e

What: other· iniormat:ion ought: t:o

provided,. and i;ny?

~

As '.Je \lnders t:and ::he s-:::a ::ut:e in your s c:a te, in order :o
in.itiaee cot:tni=tent:, i : is ~ecessarf c:o assar-::: :ha:

0

respondent: is

j

!I-4

mene~lly

a.

!s chis car-rec t?

b.

What: else is required?

c.

..u-e

d.

U

a.

ill,

and/or

::hese requiremen:s :ypicall7
eotmni::nents?
~JOT:

~et

in

-----

i.o.ic:iaci~

";;hy o.o t?

In your opi:l.ion, how should these requirements be

A2

altered?

JCL !!-3

L'.l s01ne ?laces, people have ~or~ed au: ~a7s :o get hel? :or

-~~

Thi~

rasponden:s before any for::ial heari::ig cakes place.
be a method for gec:i~g ~el9 wi:hou: a f or:::ial

~an

eolllmi.~ent:

:o

c:reat:':le~c:,

or a

:ake c:he case through a for:nal

a.

Are :here any
here?

~ays

~ay

of

avoidi~g

::he

:o

::o do :his t)'?e of prehear-.=ig diversioa

or

I" .. ..,

<...;\,••
screeni~g

~eed

neari~g.

procedures :ha: are

r:ould ':le?
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J L II-6

Once a commitment process is begun, what circumstances
or conditions must exist co justify taking a respondent into
custody?

b.

What changes, if any-, . would you suggest in ::his. regard,
and why?

J L II-7

a.

Is. there· any way to avoid holding a respondent i.n custody
prior to an examination or prior to a hearing?

b.

IF

~O:

c.

IF

YES:

a.

How, exactly, is a respondent picked up or taken into
custody when a commitment is initiated against tlim or her?

b.

What are the strong points of this ?recess?

c.

What are the weak points?

A

J L II-8
;,:p

J
A2

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

a.

~

J
A?

Is there any reason why this can·' t be done?
How

and when does this occur?

We know that states differ in their practices with regard
ta where they hold respondents prior to an examination or
hearing. As examples, some states use hospitals or local
clini'cs exclusively, while other states allow people to be
held in jails or to remain at liberty in their homes.

I!-9

a.

What facilities are used here to hold respondents most
frequently?

b.

Tilhat are the advantages to using these?

c.

What are the disadvantages?

d.

What other facilities might be used, and what advantages
would they off er?

II-10 a.

How long are respondents :ypically held ia ~ustody prior
to receiving a hearing? PROBE FOR Ai.'iY CO~L"'S~TS ON !I}fE.

'

111

1· G !I-lr a.
AP!L

J

A.SK THIS QUESTION. ONLY !E' A.'iSWER !S

~fOT

.il.RZADY OBVIOUS FROM

=:.~RI.I1~R QUEST.IO~S.

Do you ieel that preheario.g detention
pract:Lces: in th:is system uo.necessarily res::rict respondent 1 s
right ::o liber=y?: Why?

b.

Do yo\l:· feel t:hese· ?ractices adequa::ely proc:ec: sociei:y from
dangerous. rnenta.lly ill people? Why?·

c •.

Do yot.:L feel ::hese prac:i.ces are· aciequa::e: ::o proc:ecc people
wh.o llli.ght be dangerous to themselves? Why?

d.

Oo you feel. ::hat the prehearing detention prac::.:.ces
adequately :neer: the· immediate treacent needs or che
hospitalized· person?

e.

~"'hat

!!-12

changes or procedures can you
prac:l:ices?

sugges~

to

i~pro~e

::nP.se

Let 1 S· talk. a bit acou:: meni:al health exa.mina::ions.
a.

aow maay e:tami=ati.ons do respondents ::y9ically receive prior
to a comi:rl.t:nent for·creatmeo.1:, and wnen do ::hey o~c~r?

'o.

r,foo does ::he examinations?

c.

What illfor::iation does a.n e~aminer usually na7e aoou: che
respondent prior co cne exami.:la::ion?

J
II-13 a.
..il'R

Does :he exami:ation process present any s~ecial
considera:ions in ehis jurisdiction ~i:h res9ect ::o ::ne
examiner and :he respondent in their rala:ioc.snips as a
doc:or and pa::ient?

b.

!J YES: Eow are these considerac:ions dealt
what a.re c:he e.ffec:s?

c.

Al.L: ls this a ?ar=ic::lar
recerd.f ica::.oa?

!!-1.+ a.

proble~

Do examination repor=s usually

at

~on:ain

ei~e

all

~i:h

and

of

:~e

i~or:::ia::ioo.

required by law?

.12
0

o.

'ifaa::, if acy, infor.:ta::ion is -:i.ot contained in e:tai:ii.=a::i.oc.
repor=s :b.a: you eti::ik. sb.ould'"'"'be" iz::.cluC.ad:? ·,;c.y ;;ould i :
be helpful. to inc:l~de :his i:i.for::iaeian?

11:::
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II-15 a.

How frequently does a respondent assert: or pursue a right:
to· remain· siTent during an examinacion?

b.

Is. every pat:ient: informed of the likely consequences of the
examinaci·on, and of the right: to remain silent, if there
is one?.

c.

IF YES:

d.

ALI.:

II-16 a..

How and when is this done?

What: e:f fect does this have on che examinat:iou?

How frequently do :respoo.dencsrequest: an independent:
e:taminacion?·

b.

IF EVER: When an independent: examination is requested, does
it seem to make a significant difference to the proceedings?
IF YES: How?

c.

!F ~iEVER: Do you feel that independent examinations should
be done? IF YES: Why?
The next: few quest:ions will be addressed to the ~at:ter of
respondent's actorney. These questions will be related to
t:he entire commitment process, not just the prehearing
st:age.

II-17

a.

Are all respondents represent:ed by counsel?

b.

IF NOT:

c.

ALL:

d.

What method is used for the appoint::i.ent of counsel?

e.

What qualifications are required for appointed a:torneys?

II-18 a.

A::

Why are some not represenced?

How is indigency deteI'illined?

What do you see as the proper role of counsel for the
respondent?

0

b.

Do attorneys tend to advocate strongly for the respondent's
liberty interests in all cases, or is this true only whe~
the attorney feels this is in the respondent's best
interests?

c.

Do you think this should be changed, and why?

113

JC

!I-l9a.

AP=t
0

JC

Do you· feel t:hac :.nost: a.::!:orneys· a.re su.i£iciencly ?re pared
in· t:h1air roles as counsel for. respondent:?
!F

C·

ALL~:

d.

ALI.:

!I-20 a.

),2

i)o;. you t:hink. ::his sh.ou.ld be changed, and 1.Jb.y?

Do respondencs frequen:ly reject: :he assiscance of
a.ppoiaced counsel?

n:s :.

b.

!!

c.

Are :.here ways in w-hid1 chis can be handled bec::ar·?

!I-ll a.

A2'
0

JC
A

That: illore should ::hey be doing?

w1lac kinds- of incencives or disi:c.cenci•1es e:dst: for
couns1!.l co be chorough?

0

J

~m·r.:

b.

aow !.s t:his hand.led by :he court:?

aow frequent:ly ;wi.lJ. a-::-corneys challenge an examiner 1 s
credencials or conclusions?

b.

How frequently ~ill at::orneys object: ::o ::est:i::lony or
admissibili:7 of evidence at: heati.~g?

c.

Do attorneys ever insist: on psych.iacti.s::s usi.:lg lay
language?

d.

What i3 the effect: whenever any of these ac:ions is done?

!I-22 a.

Do ac:arueys have prompt: and sufficient access ::o ail
in.for:llation they need !or respondent's case?

b.

IF MOT: What more do :hey need, and how
provided :o the:?

~.

AI.I.:

d.

~an i :

be

Do a:t:orueys ::iake use of aJ.l the c.ecessa.r; :i.c.ior:::r.a:ion
relating eo the res~ondent that they have access eo?

IF

~O:

w1lat i:iuor:a:::i.t inf ooa:ion

ilii.ssi:ig, and

~hac

~gh-:

~ou::::.sel

can be done :o correct :his?
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JC

II-23 The next questioas have to do with prehearing trea0I1ent.

~

O

a.

Under what circumstances, if any, do respondents, receive
treatment prior to a for.nal disposition hearing?

b.

What types of treatment: usually are given?

c.

Are respondents; ever medicated when they are brought: to
the hea·ring?. IF YES, ASK:. Is. this communicated to the
cou:n:?

d.

IF YES:

e·.. ALL:
J
A:2

II-24 a.

What changes. would youi suggest?

Do respondents ever assen a right to refuse treatment
prior to disposition?

IF YES:
c.

JC

II-25 a.

A:2

What problems or advantages does this create?

What happens when respondent does so?

What changes would you suggest in your system with
regard to respondent's right to refuse prenearing treatment
and why?

ALL:.

Under what circumstances might a case be dislil.issed or a
respondent be discharged prior to a hearing?
If a respondent is discharged from the custody of a mental
health facility prior to a hearing, is the case
automatically dismissed, or might a hearing be held an'I'Jay?

c.

Do you feel that a hearing should be held, even after a
person has been discharged by a mental health facility?

IF YES:
JCL II-26 a.
~R

0

Why and in what manner?

When and how is respondent notified of his or her rights,
such as the right to counsel, to an independent examination,
and to see copies of che petition and ce~ification?

b.

What aore should be done, if anyching, to infor:n responcien:s
of their rights?

c.

A.re :here for.nal procedures for waiver of rigncs?

Cl II-27 a.
A2

in~o

is noc:iiied

~hen

a respondent is first :aken

cus-cod.y?

~.

wnac o.oci.ficat:ions a·re- made i.i respondeui: is -discharged or
che· case is dislllissed?

c..

lffiai: xrocedure is used for giving· :ioc:ices'?

d. .•

Wha.i: <lt:her noc:ificat:ions oui;h-c :o be made!·

e.

Are a,,>t:ificat:ions given· t:ha: are unnecessa·ry?

.....
JC

~"ho·

!!-23 a.

.:.:2

What are your praccices if a respondeni: requesi:s chat
cer.:a.:i.n people n.o c be· a.ot:i.fied?
we are inceres:ed in the payment of :he costs of prenearing
procedures. Could you tell ~e ~ho is responsible for these
coses, '.Jno usu.ally· ?ays the'Jl., anti •..;hecher the regulati·ons
regarding ?aymenc: have auy imporl:anc effec:s on :he ~ay :he
following are done·:.

1.
2.

3.
4.

s.
b.

Picking up the respondent:
Decent:ioo.
Examination
! rea t::e nc

Emergency hearings

Who is res~ousible for adminisi:ration and collection or
paymeut:s?
3eiore going on :o some questions abou~ tne neati.ag i:sel£,
I'd like eo find oue wheeher you have any co-c::nents :o :na~e
about the early par.: of the process, i.'.l acid.ic:ion ::o ::he
things ~e already have discussed.

JC!. II-29
AES
0
a.

w"hat: aspect:s of init:iat:ing an emer;ency com::i.it::ient:
procedure in your syst:em are especially nelpru.l or

problema:ic, and

~ha.:

comments or recoQ;nenda::ions

~ould

you

aiaka about tb.e?:l?

o.

wila:: co-a:men::s or recoim:i.ellda:ions ·.would. you care :o :ia~e
relating t:o initiating a commi=:ent
::be usual judicial
hearing procedure in ~hich ao e:ergency is icvolved?

c.

U' APPROP~n: TO ST.-UZ: ~ould :;ou care ::o :ia.k.e any
catm:i.en::s about your s:a::e's procedures for ini:ia:ing a
coc::iii::ent: tha: does not :-equi=e judicial review?

d.

·.;na:: St:J~eng::hs or ·..;eak:iesses can you cot:en:: oc. raga.r:ii.::.g
your SY$t:eo 1 s abili:y ::o u.se conser-:a::orsni?S or
g'.la!".:iia:ishi?s :o ga: help ail.:i c:::-~.a:::::ea:: :or :.:ie ::en::all:1

=1

i.117
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e.

Do you care co comm.enc on this system's procedures for
initiacing a commiemenc proceeding against: a person who
is currently a voluncary patient and who is seeking
release?.

f.

Whac part:icular strengths or weaknesses, if any, does your
syst:em have for initiating.a commitment £.or treacment for
prisoners.?

117

r
The I:iearing·:

JC
A

JC
A

!!I-1 a.

:!.djudir:a::iag Commitment:

[

The q·u.est:ions iu ::his ?att of t:he interview r.;ill fo~us 011
::he lleari.c.g,, per se-. 3uc first:, lee: :;oe as~ some quest:ioa.s
about: how. creac:nent: lllighc occur r..ti::hout: a heating.
Exc·ludin2 voluntary - admission and ::rea.:;:ieni:: in emerg eo.cy
s:i.:tuai::i:ons, is. it. poss-ible for a pe·rsoa. in ::his system ::a
be cotmni.t-::eci. for t:reac:ie!lt: '.Jit:b.out: going :nrough a £ar:i.al
heari:1~? -

c.

.il.L:·

Do- you- see· any reason •;hy ::his- :ru.ghc be ad.vanc:a.geo\ls?

d.

ALL:

would you suggest: any changes i.a_ ::his regard 7

!II-2 a.

r
f

Does respondenc: ever h.a.•.."e c::-ouble obt:ai.aicg a. prompt:
'Clearing?

L

'o.

!F YES:: r..niat: is the di.fficult:y and- how iJligb.c ic: be
ove-rcome?

c.

..\LL:

d.

.u.I.:

l
l

what: period of time do you feel is needed
fil.ing of a petition and holding a. nearing?

bet~een

:he

w'1lat: di.ff icult:ies •.;oulci a.rise in holding the nearing

prior to this time?

JC III-3 a.

Where are commi::neni:

[
heari~s

typically held.?

.;2

O

l
l

'o.

Wha: are :he advanc:ages and disadvan::ages of aolci.i.:ig
hearings there?

d.

.re !!!-4 a.
APR
0

U'

Y-.::.S~

under

r
~hat: ~ircu:st:auees,

aod •here?

!s :he res~oudeni: given an op?Or":\l:llt:y :o elec: voli.lll:ar:r
ad::issioc. prior ::o or duti.;::;,g a hear:.:o.g?

--

T";'

..

v--:..
_;:),,,

~y?

e.

Before per:ii::i~ a res?oncen: :o choose volun:ar:r
ad::Ussi.on, does :he cour-:: consider '.Jhe:iler :.:ie res~oc:.de!J.c:

has
d.

•...-na:

::~e

[

ca?aci:7 :o

~ke

:=ea:::::ien:

~eci~ions?

[

r

I
[

ch.a~es

allow~~

·,;ould. 7ou sug6es:, ii ac:.·, i:: :=:e ?rocess of
for alec:ioa 0£ ~:ol.u.=.:a::r a.C:i.i.ssio:l.'?
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J

J
APR.

Are· these requirements typically met?.

c.

What other factors appear to influence· the
decision?

d.

Wha~

e.

What changes do you think are called for in the legal
criteria support:ing a co1ll!ll.itm.ent for treatment:?

III-6 a.

~ourt's

specific facts typically are presented to the court to
support: these criteria and the existence of other factors?

Does your system have a problem with chronically disturbed
people who seem to be regularly in and out of treatment
facilities? IF NO, GO !O nr~7.

b.

IF YES: What exactly are the. nature and cause of the
problem?

c.

Ca.n you suggest a solution?

AP
0

JC

Our understanding of your civil commitment code is ~hat
a person must be found to be --~~~~~~~and/or
in order to support
a commitm.ent. Is this correct? Is it inteI1Jreted this
way in practice?.

b.

JC IiI-7 a.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

!II-5 a.

A2
0

How, if at all, does a consideration of less restrictive
alternatives enter into the hearing? That is, how, it at
all, does the topic get raised and who presents testi~ony
in this regard?

b.

(ASK ONLY IF NOT OBVIOUS FROM L.-\ST A...~SWER) uoes the court
dismiss the case if a less restrictive alternative is
identified?

c.

ALL: Do you feel that adequate attention is given to less
restrictive treatment alternatives in the hearing?

d.

IF NOT:

III-8 a.
b.

What more, specifically, should be done?

Do hearings typically include a state's attorney or district
attorney?
What is the best role for state's attorney in a commitment
hearing?
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I
JC

I!I-9 a.·.

.-i.

b.

JC

:tir-roa..

What: advant:age or disadvant:age is there· in having pec:.ir:ioner
re!)re:;e::t:ed by counsel?
Uncie-r: '1ha·c· circUI:1stances are'' cammi.·tmenc b.earings held before

a ju.r:r?

A.

b.

JC

Eow ft"equencly does a hearing include an a.::-=or;:iey for c:he
pet:it:i:oner?

!!!-lla.
b...

I
l

!.s respondent al,;ays. present: at: the hea:ring?
!F

~o·:-.

Under r,rhat: circumstances •.vould respondent: aoc: be

t:here?
c.

J

!I!-12a.

w1lat recommendations would you illak.e about: h.olC.ing
heari~~ ·.Jithout respondent: being present:?

A.I.I.:.

aow frequent:ly is a person who examined respondent:
:a

tes~ify

t~e

pre~ent

ac a hearing?

0

JC

b..

It ~OT A.L;;AYS: How is examination evidence presented :i...f
t:he examiner is not present:?

c.

AI.I.:

!II-l3a.

~

0

J
:s2
0

What: recommendations would you
examiners present: at hearings·?

~ake

about: having

!~ pracr:ice, how strongly does ehe exa.:niaer's :est:imony
or evidence influence t:he cour-:: and, io. e:ffec::, d.e::er::u.:ie
t:he ou:come of the hearing?

b.

Should

c.

!! '!ES:

!!I-14a.

{

What are· your feelings a.bout jury hearia.gs· in such <!ases?

AP

O

I

~his

be di!f erent?

What: can you suggest: :o change :h.is?

CioW' frH<;uent:ly do psych.iat:ti.st:s and other e:taz:ti:iers :;rasen:
a neutral assessmen: of respoo.den:'s condi:ion, o!' i'loq

frequently do :hey ac: as
responci.elJ.:' s cot::ni=en::·?

ad~o~a:es

~.

ii-cat: is :he effec: of :his?

i:.

ao~,

either for or agains:

i
I
i
I
I
L
l

i.i: a: all, should :his be changed.?

l

L

L
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J

!II-15a.

A2
0

b.

J

III-16a.

A

What other witnesses (such as petitioner) typically are at
the hearings?
liow do you feel about: the effects or import:ance of having
such witnesses at the hearings? BE SURE !O EXPLORE !HIS
QUESTION FOR EACH WITNESS MENTIONED IN. !II-15 a.
Who actually conducts the hearings, a judge or somebody
else?

0
b.

c.

Duric.g a hearic.g, does the judge (OR OTHER OF'FICL\L ACTING
IN. TIIIS CAPACITY.] typically take an active part in
directing quest:ions to respondent: and wit:n.esses, or
does the judge usually just: listen as the case is presented
by counsel?
Does this seem to be a good way to conduct the hearing?

Why?

d.

JC

III-17a.

IF ANSWER IS N'OT ALREADY OBVIOUS, ASK:

What: would you
recommend as the· best role for a judge in a commitment
hearing?
Are hearings t:ypically open or closed to the public?

AP

0

JC

J
A
0

b.

III-18a.

What are the problems or advantages to the way your court
system handles this?
Does the court make a per:nanent record of commitment
hearings? IF Y:ES: How?

b.

Is a per.nanent: record useful or necessar1?

c.

~t

d.

What policies would you recotlllllend for retaining or
destroying civil commitment records?
Why?

e.

What policies ought to be followed in sealing t~e records
and in allowing various parties to have access to these
records? Why?

Why?

additional costs are created by making a per:ianenc
record, and are the easts justified by the need?

III-19a.

Under what circumstances are continuances granted?

b.

What useful or ha!'l!lful effects have you noticed as
a result of granting continuances?
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J
A

!II-20a.

a

Does. ::he court: apply for.::ial rules of procedure and rules
of evtdence ::a ::he c.ommi::menc hearing?
!?rocedure
Evidence

~~~~~~~---

b.

r..i'"'nac: :Ls your opinion a.bout allowing hearsay ::est:i:i.ony?

c·.

What: :ls your feeling about allowing i.:iior:nai:ion about:

't
I

p_revious cottm1it:nent:s, as· evide!l.ce?
d.

Do you care ::o com:nent further about: your syscem' s ~rac:ices.

L

regardi·ng procedure, evidence, and c:est:imoo.y?
JC
A
0

L
l
E

I have! some further questions. about: -:iacific.ac:ion.

!II-21
a·.,

Who is given nocific.ation of i:o'Clmi.:::nent hearings
a.nd ac: 'Mhac: time?

b.

When,. if at all, is. respondent: llOt:if ied of :ha right:
elect volunc:ary acblission?

c.

When,. i:f at: all, is respondent: a.at:.if ied of c:b.e rign:: ::a a
jury?

d.

:: 0

w"'hat recatm:lenda:::ions do you have regarding :::hesa or ocher

o.ot:ifica.t:ioa.s?

JC

III-22a..

What provisions are made for paying coses associa:ed 'Mith a
hearing?

A

b.

rNno is responsible?

c.

w"ho usually pays?

d.

Do the regul.ations gover:i.ing ?ayme!l.:s have any :.=por':an:
e.Efac-::5 on tlle '.rlay b.ea.ri:lgs are coo.ciuc:ed?

e.

~hat

••

Who is responsible for tlle
pa:t:lea:i:s?

changes should be ;:iade in :his regard?
a~nist:ratioa

and

c~lle~:ioa

of

I
I
I
I
I
[

I
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Hearing:

Determinin2 Treatment

a.

During· commicment: hearings, is the quest:ion ever raised of
respondent:' s capacity to rnak.e treat::nem: decisions?

b.

IF YES:

c.

ALL:

d.

!F YES:

I

e.

ALL:· Would you suggest an1 changes in practices witn

I

f •

IF YES :

a.

Is a ruling on capacity to rnake treatment decisions
required if a person is to be committed for treament?

b.

Is such a ruling required before treatment can be
administered involuntarily after a person has been
committed?

c.

What recommendations would you make about the need to rule
on this question prior to commitment and treatment? BE
CAREFUL TO GET .U~SWERS TO BOTH ASPECTS OF THIS QUESTION, IF
'IOU CAN.

a.

How customary is it for treacnent plans to be presented at
hearings? IF NEVER, GO TO LAST PA.RT OF THIS QUESTION

b.

Who presents the plan?

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

J
A2
0

IV'-l

Under what: circumstances?

Is this question ever raised at: a separate hearing?

Under what circums't:ances?

regard to raising this question?

IV-2

A:r

J
!V-3
APR
0

Why and what change?

Are treatment plans ever challenged in the

heari~g?

d.

IF YES:

e.

What recommendations would you care to make about the

With what effect?

presentation of treat:nent plans during commitment hearings?
J

A2
0

IV-4

a.

Who, ii anyone, i~vestigates and
about treatment alternatives?

o.

What people or other resources does the judge usually
rely on for i~or.:tat:ion about ~ommit::ient options?

c.

What are the advantages or disadvantages of this?

d.

What: changes, if any, would you suggest?
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repo~s

to the court

t
J

IV-5

a.

What hostitialization a.lcernacives a.re available -:o c:b.e

b.

In pra.ctice, which of c:hese alternat:i•;es are u::ilized?

e.

!n ordering hos9ital ':raacen:::, co 'What: e::<;::ant: does
court: consider hospic:al resources and r:ondic:ions?

d.-

Are· ot:her alternatives aeeded?

e.

IF

cour:~;?

·~:

:;

c:~e

Why, and '.What: do you recommend'?

Does t::he ·court: ever. collm1it a re~rponden:c co a nonhosoi-:al
treatment:. a.lternat:ive (such, as. an out:-pat:ien:: program
or int:o:· a.not:her person's care and r:us::ody) ?'

b.

!F :iO:.

c.

IF LES:. What speeific alternatives are used?

d..

ALL; What: racommendacions ~ou.ld you cake regarding
comm.icmenc fvr treacien: in a less restrictive,
aouh.ospital sac::i.n.g?

i:..11y 11ot:?

J

IV-7

a.

!io~ does a judge decide ·•hich hospital or less res~:ricti•re
alter:i.a.t:ive should be chosen in a par.:icular case?

J
i.2
O

IV-a

a.

Does t.t:.e cou~ ever issue an order requiring a responden::
eo get: a par.:icular type of treaaea.c, or requiring c:nac
trea:::nent aiusc be gi•1en for a. specified :d.ni:num or ::ia:d.:ium

d.me?

JC
?
0

IV-9

cou~

be

What: are your feelings about the

a.

!s a. :focer.:iinat:ion :nade of liability for pa.Yt!let:: of
servic1!s ~nea. trea::iec.t: is ordered? IF _Y!S, AS~; 2.ow?

b.

Does ::his d.ece.r::Una.t:!.oc. aifeet ::he types of ser1i~es :a.de
available or :~e pro~edures for obt:aini.ng services?

c.

What

cha~es

::.eed :o be :iiade in.

c:~s

r

issuing such ord?.rs?

I
I
l

!
I
I
I
i
I
I

:-ega.r:i?

[

L
[
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Po s thearing
JC

These questions will concern several issues that
important after the hearing is completed.

V-1

A.

V-2

J
A

V-3

J

~ecome

a·.

Wh.a.c: noc:ificaeians-, if any, a.re given if a. respondent is
committed? IF A.NY., ASK; How are not:ices given?

b.

What noc:ificaeians a.re given· if a. respondent's ~ase is
dismissed? IF A.i.'iY, ASK: Row are notices given?

c.

Are these n.oeifications sufficient and useful?

d..

IF NO:

a.

aow often does an appeal take place?

b.

Who usually begins this process?

c.

Are respondents adequately informed about their right to
appeal?

d.

w1lat assistance is available to respondents in bringing
appeals?

e.

Is the appeal process easy enough to understand and use?

f.

IF NO IO c OR e, ASK:

a.

If an appeal is brought, how soon is it usually heard?

b.

If an appeal is brought, how does this affect what happens
to the respondent at the treatment facility?

c.

Under what circumstances, if any, can a respondent remain
at libert:y following a conmiitment order and pending appeal?

c.

Should this be changed?

a.

After a person is ordered for treatment, what options do
hospitals or alternative treat:ment facilities use in
deciding whether or not to examine or admit for treat~ent?

b.

Does this create any proolems?

Co

What benefit comes from their having those

do

\oina-: changes '.lould you suggest?

w1lat: changes would you suggest:?

What changes would you suggest?

A

V-4

J
p
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o~cions?

I
J

v-s

a.

!f a.· facility aQ.m.i.t:s a pa;:ien-;: pursuant co a. court. order, i.s
i : u.ni:ier any rest:ric-;:ions rega.rd..:!.ag ::he type or axtanc: of
i::reac:nent it may administer.

c..

A.LL:. Do. you fee.l i : is. wise ;:o, place t:reacnenc constrainc.s
on a. ::ac:ilit7? Why?.

d.

A.LL; What creacenc-coastrain.ing powers silould be exercised
by tb.u court. (or by· stat:ute) i~ your opinion, and at ~nae
point:. in the process?'

~

a._

w1'.at:. :J.llf.or.nation;,. if. any; does che creacen:: fac.i.licy
provtcle, to the court. to i!lf or.n t:b.e court: of che pa r:ienc ts

progress?

J
.:\Plt

v-7

IF

~.

What: additional infor:il.11t.:!.on does the
09:!.nion?

d.

wnen should such i.o.ior::iation be provided?

e.

Whac does the cour: do wi:h this inf or.:::i.aciou?

a.

!n your opi:lion, is the eour:'s oversiinc of ~bat: nappe~s
:o a commit:~ed patient: ade~uace, too ~ucn for the facili:y,

chat: this inf orma cion is.
proitid.ed; t:baC is,. is i : sent: bee a use i : is required tly
stat:Ut:e" it. I.las· ordered by the· c.our.:: , or is. i : p r.o vi d.ed :or
som.e either reason?

or

J

v-a

\ma e is ehe ?'eason

b •.

~TI.:

no~

dema.ndi;:ig enough?

~our::

need, in your

Why?

b.

r,ma t: would. you recommend?

a.

\.lhat:, i i any, judicial sanctions are availa~le for
eusuri~ compliac.ce by f ac:i.li::ies or respondent:.s <:Ji :h

cour: .orders

b.

Eow f

~egarding

:res.cent:?

requen:l1 are such sanci:ious use¢,

a~d •i~~ ~nat:

e.f!ec:?
c.

l,.J"na c recotm:tend.a t:ioa.s do you have :t.o. :his reg a.rd.?
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J
V-9
APR.

J

V-10·

a.

What difficulties arise regarding the transfer of patients?

b.

IF ANY:

a.

What: difficulties- arise regarding patient discharge?

b.

IF

a.

How far after the hearing is court-appointed counsel

!low could· these problems be overcome?

APR

V-11
A

A..\'Y.::

lfow could these be overcome?

responsible to the client? That is, does the
client-attorney relationship continue during appeal
and treatment:?

V-12

b.

What: continuing role do you feel counsel should play
following a conu1i.i't:ment order?

a.

Following commitment, does a patient have the right to
refuse treatment?· IF YES,. ASK: How is the patient
notified of this ri~hc?

b.

Do you feel a patient should have this right?

c.

IF YES TO a, ASK: What difficulties does this cause, if
any, and how can they be overcome?

a.

Under what circumstances does a treat::nent facility obtain
informed consent prior to administering c~eat::nent to an
involuntarily committed patient?

b.

How does this differ for voluntary patients?

a.

E3'.cluding those who refuse it, are all patients who are
admitted given some form of treatmenc?'

b.

IF NO:

a.

In your opinion, are che r.ivil and personal rights and
safety of committed pa:ients adequately procected?

b.

IF NO:

AP

V-13
APR

V-14
AP

V-15
.A..?R

Why not, and what should be done about this?

Why not,

and what should be done about :his?
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J

v;..16

a.

Do pa1:ient:s- have access :o and use a pat:ien:: advocacy
sys::ell1 :o represent: ::heir int:erescs?

b.

IF

~IO:::

c .-

IF

n:s:

d..

..U.I.:

Al?R

"hy· o.ot:?.

1
...

What: tllakes :he system u.sefu.l ::o 9a::ien:s·?

Would you recommend any changes in maki.ng aa advocacy
( U' YES) What:?

syst:aIIL available?

V-17

a·.

iiow long a.re· aios:: r:ommi=ieut: periods ordered for?

b.,.

Io ::he best of your knowledge; how long does c:he' average
pat:ienc a.c:::.ia..lly- re111ain in c:reac:i.ent:?

c.

J

V-18

d.

Should craacnenc periods be longer or short:er, in your
opiniou, and ~hy?

a..

In what

7-19

APR

J

can a patient: seek a change in or release from

~ays

t:reacient:?

.~

j

!o ::he best: of your knowledge, a.re pat:ien::s ::ypica.lly
t:reat:ed. for a correct: amount: of t:ime, given. che b.elp ::!:lac
t:hey raqu:ire?

V-20

b.

What is the

c.

Do you feel that: pacieuc's opt:ious for seek.ing change or
release are ::oo easy or :oo hard? ~hy?

d.

How

e.

~11a::

a.

Are

o.

Do they differ in ~roeedure
hearings, and how?

Of~en

~est

is a

~ric

~ay?

of habeas COr°?US used ::o Seek release?

suggestions ~ou.ld you ~ake cancer.Ung ::hese avenues for
treaonenc QOdi.ficacion and patient release?
~he

review hearings

a.

Are pad.eu~s'
recer.::i!ied'?

b.

·~nat:

~

effective

cocmi.t~ent

effec~ive
fro~

and useful?

origiaal

changes do you feel are aecessar:r

t

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~otm:U.::::.en~

r

periods :J,Jically

rece r:.i.f yiag a ::::n::mi::::en :::?

r,;ay is :his?

I
I
I
I

i~

e~~ended

or

:he process £or

t

[
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Observation Guide

Date
Ci'ty_·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Event

-----------------~

Place
Re Case

------------~

What to obse·rve durim:r PREHEARING EXAMINATION or TREATMENT
1.

Where is the action taking, place? (II-7, II-9)

2.

What information' is.given to the examiner? (II-12)

3.

What are the examiner's (treater's) qualifications? (II-12)

4.

Is

S.

Does respondent refuse to cooperate wit:h any pan of the process?
(II-15,. II-23)

6.

What information is generated about respondent? (II-14)

7.

How is the report: to the

8.

What type of treat:ment is being given? (II-22)

9.

Have statutory criteria been met to justify examination or treatment?
(II-12, II-22)

res~ondent

informed of his/her rights? (II-15, II-23)

cour~

formulated? (II-14)

10. Is respondent held or discharged? (II-24)

129

L

w11at: co observe· durinsz

?R.EEEARI~IG

PROCESSING

l.

Who illit:iat:ed the a.ct:ion? (II-1)

2.

w11ere· is- the· a.c::ion taki.:ng. place? (I!-1)

3.

What is being as;sert:ed about: res'Pondent:? ( II-3)

"'·

wnat: doi:ument:s a.nd. ocher evidence have been filed?. (I!-3)

5.

Eave all :he nec.essaey papers been filed? ( !I-2)

6.

0

Do all filed papers· cout:ain all :he required. in.format:iou? (!!-2,
!.!-3, I!-14)

7.

!s raspouden: in.for::led of his/her right:s? (II-15, I!-23, II-25)

a.

What: opt:ious are considered and used for di7ersion, release,
trea~eut:7

9.

Eow

(Il-5, !I-7, II-9, I!-22)

and when is counsel appointed? (II-li, II-19, II-21)

10. Is ::reat::eu: beicg administered? (II-22, II-23)

11. w"hat:

~oeiiieat:ions

are given? (I!-25, !!-26)

U. Is respoude!lt held or discharged? (I!-24)

l
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What ::o observe during HEARINGS
1.

Whe·re is. the action taking ?lace? (I!!-3)

2.

Are· proper pet:itions and certificates- available co ::he court? (II-2,
IV-3)

3.

Do all filed papers have all required information on them? (II-2,
II-14)

4.

Are examiners' reports available to the colil'i:? (II-2, II-14)

s.

Do examiners 1 reports have sufficient and required in.for.nation (II-2,
II-14, III-7, III-12)

6.

';Jho is conducting the hearing? (III-16)

7.

What is the role of the person conducting the hearing?

a.

Does he/she direct questions? (III-16)

8.

Is respondent's attorney retained or assigned? (II-17)

9.

What are attorney-for-respondent's behaviors?
~now

a.

Does he/she appear to
II-21)

the facts of the case well? (II-9,

b.

Does he/she actively challenge examiners' qualifications
evidence against respondent? (II-18, II-20)

c.

Does he/she see~ to have all the necessary infoI'iilation about
LP.As? (II-21, IV-4)

10. Is respondent present? (III-11)
11. Is respondent medicated? (II-22)
12. How does the respodent behave? Does his or her behavior see: to
influence the judge's decision?
13. What

~itnesses

(including examiners) testify? (!!-14, I!-16)
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t4. Is respondent: iil.for.ned of his/her eights? (!II-4, !II-21)
15. !s respondent given

oppo~uni.t:y

t:o elect: voluntary ad:nissioa? (!I!-4)

16. Are c.ecessary criteria ai.e: for commitment?· ( !II-5)

r

17. Whac r-.J.les. of e:videncg and procedure are applied? (!II-20)

18. What:. is. examiners.' iniluence' a:: hearing? (I!I-12.,. III-13, Ir!.-1.4)
19. Is a

t:rea~ent

plan presented? (!V-3)

20. Are alt:ernat:ive- c:reat:men:: possibilities· discussed? (!V-4,
rl-7)

IV~5,

IV-6,

21. Who presen:s in.for:iation on a:l::erna::ive ::reacen:: options.? ( !V-3,
IV-4)
22. !s question raised of capac.:L::y t:o :ak.e ::reacmeo.:: decisions? (!II-4,
rl-2)
23. iJhat are the roles of attorney for petitioner and state's a::t:or:iey?

(!II-8, !II-9)

24. Is there a jury? (!I!-10)

25. Is the publ.!.c present? (I!I-li)
26. Ara cont:iziua:ices granted? (III-19)
27. Are noti.ficatious given? (!!!-21)
28. Are provisions ;;iade for pa7!!1ent·? ( I!I-22)
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